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General Introduction

Introduction
Understanding how biomolecules work provides the basis to explain cellular processes that
drive life. Structural biology addresses this tremendous challenge by characterizing the
tridimensional structures of biomolecules using a range of different techniques. Especially Xray Crystallography, solution state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, and Cryo-Electron
Microscopy have been major driving forces in the field, yet these techniques have their
inherent disadvantages, in particular regarding heterogeneous and insoluble biological
systems such as membrane-embedded proteins.
Structural studies on membrane proteins (MPs) usually require prior extraction from the
cell’s membrane using water-soluble detergents, followed by reconstitution in lipid bilayers.
As it is reported in this thesis, and reviewed elsewhere,1 the integrity and properties of MPs
are strongly modulated by their lipid membrane environment. For this reason, it is necessary
to study such systems in physiologically relevant media to avoid capturing non-natural
molecular states. As a matter of fact, the same can be applied for all other types of
biomolecules. Hence, special efforts have been employed to study these systems within a
native and physiological environment.2–5
Solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (ssNMR) is a technique that is able to measure
MPs directly in whole lipid membranes6. In this sense, ssNMR emerges as a powerful tool for
investigating challenging heterogenous systems, not only membrane proteins, but also
prions,7,8 amyloids fibrils,9–16 cytoskeleton filaments,17 viral capsids,18,19 and many disordered
species that lack a crystalline lattice. Moreover, with ssNMR it is possible to probe such
molecules directly in whole cells at physiochemically native conditions. Another main
advantage is the ability to study atom-resolved dynamics of molecules from picosecond to
second time scales that can provide very important insights about molecular mechanisms,
site-resolved interactions, thermodynamics and conformational states. The work described in
this thesis seeks to efficiently study membrane-embedded systems in their native or nativelike membranes. To this end, we developed solid-state NMR methodologies that enable
studying entire membrane proteins, including the transmembrane domains that are often
inaccessible, with atomic resolution and directly in their physiologically relevant
environment.
The obtained results indicate that there are important biological features that can only be
appreciated when these systems are studied in situ, this is, directly in the cellular membrane.
The following introductory sections provide some fundamental aspects of NMR
spectroscopy and related methodologies. It also provides a biological context for two systems
that were studied in this thesis, namely the potassium channel KcsA and the complex of the
antibiotic Nisin with lipid II.
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
NMR is a type of spectroscopy
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is a spectroscopic technique that provides the spinstate transition energy of a given atomic nucleus, which is denoted by
(1.1)

∆𝐸 = ℏ𝛾𝐵'

where B0 is the magnitude of the external magnetic field and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of
the nucleus, which is an intrinsic property just like mass or charge. This particular energy
typically falls within the range of radiofrequencies, which comprise the lowest frequency
energy range of the electromagnetic spectrum (Figure 1 A, B). Therefore, NMR spectroscopy
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Figure 1. A) Electromagnetic spectrum and typical frequency range exploited by different
spectroscopic techniques. The NMR phenomenon results from transitions between two nuclear spin
states. Importantly, this phenomenon can only occur in nuclei that possess a spin, such as 1H, 13C and
15
N. B) Transitions between two spin states α and β require the absorption of a photon in the
radiofrequency range. When the system relaxes to the equilibrium state, this photon is emitted and
detected to afford a typical NMR spectrum. In this case, three different nuclear spins correspond to
three distinctive signals characterized by their chemical shift. Note the spectrum frequency scale is
normalized to ppm, in order to compare spectra obtained at different magnetic fields B0. Just like any
other type of spectroscopy, an NMR spectrum (1D) is represented as a plot of wavelength/frequency
range in the x-axis against the intensity of absorption/emission of a frequency in the y-axis. A 2D NMR
spectrum comprises several 1D spectra that are modulated by a second frequency, and the same
principle applies for other multi-dimensional spectra.

What makes NMR so useful is that the spin transition frequencies are extremely sensitive
to the chemical environment. Thus, different nuclei in different chemical environments will
display distinctive signals associated with a chemical shift (Figure 1 B). It is worth noting that
the resonance frequency values depend on the magnetic field strength, whereas the relative
chemical shift is independent of it. Therefore, the NMR spectra are typically normalized to
parts per million (ppm) units (Figure 1 B) by using a reference value. This enables the
comparison of results that were obtained in different NMR machines. A technical and
quantum description of the NMR phenomena is beyond the scope of this introduction, and
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the reader is referred to popular textbooks.20–22

NMR as structural technique
NMR is a powerful tool that provides chemical and structural information at the atomic
level. From a biological point of view, one of the biggest advantages of NMR is the possibility
of studying proteins and other biological systems in physiological conditions. This is a key
prerequisite to accurately understand the biological properties of biomolecules. It additionally
allows studying very important protein dynamics and exchange processes in real time for each
individual nucleus. Moreover, NMR does not require crystalline order, and it is applicable to
flexible systems.
There are two types of NMR techniques for structural studies, solution state NMR and
solid state NMR, that are applied depending on the system that is studied. Usually solution
state NMR deals with small (< 20 kDa) soluble systems, whereas solid state NMR deals with
bigger, insoluble systems. The limitations of solution state NMR are mostly due to
fundamental aspects related with molecular correlation time and relaxation. To put it simply,
small molecules typically result in much more resolved and sharp signals, whereas very large
molecules (> 100 kDa) display signal linewidths that are broadened beyond detection. The
challenges presented in this thesis deal with membrane proteins and liposomal systems that
are far too large to be described using conventional solution state NMR techniques. For this
reason, rather solid state NMR (ssNMR) is employed to study this type of systems, with the
particular technical features introduced in the following section.
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Solid State Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Spin interactions in NMR
The Hamiltonian that defines the resonating energy of a nucleus is defined by the spin
interaction with the external fields, i.e., the Zeeman interaction with B0, represented in (1.1),
and the excitation field B1 introduced by the r.f. coil, plus the total internal spin interactions
(1.2).
(1.2)
Ĥ total = Ĥ external + Ĥ internal
The internal spin interactions depend on the nature of the sample and nuclei. Nuclei that
possess a spin (I¹0), such as 1H, 13C, and 15N, are NMR active and behave like tiny magnets
that can interact with each other. Fundamentally, these interactions can be classified in
different types. The most relevant interactions for this thesis concern chemical shift, J-coupling
and dipolar coupling that are described in Table 1.
Table 1. Hamiltonian descriptions for spin interactions of spins I and S.22

Spin Interaction

Hamiltonian

Chemical Shift

Ĥ cs = γ I Î ⋅ σ ⋅ B0

Chemical Shift Anisotropy

⎛
⎞
ω Δ
Ĥ CSA = ⎜ ω 0σ iso + 0 σ ⎡⎣(3cos 2 θ R - 1) - ησ sin 2 θ R cos 2φ ⎤⎦⎟ ⋅ Î z
2
⎝
⎠

J-Coupling

Ĥ j = J ⋅ Î ⋅ Ŝ

Homonuclear
Dipole-Dipole Coupling

Ĥ DD = −

µ0γ Iγ S ! 1
( 3cos 2 θ - 1) (3 Î z ⋅ Ŝ z − Î ⋅ Ŝ)
4π rI3,S 2

Heteronuclear
Dipole-Dipole Coupling

Ĥ DD = −

µ0γ Iγ S !
(3cos 2 θ - 1) (2 Î z ⋅ Ŝ z )
3
4π rI ,S

Definitions: η asymmetry parameter; Δ anisotropy parameter; ω0 Larmor frequency; σ chemical shift
tensor; μ vacuum permeability; ℏ is the plank constant; J is the j-coupling constant; θR is the angle
between the tensor and B0; θ is angle between the two nuclei and the magnetic field; r is the distance
between the two nuclei.

Scalar coupling, also known as J-coupling, is an indirect interaction between two nuclei
through the bonding electrons. This type of coupling is mediated across covalent bonds, the
hyperfine interaction between the electron and the nucleus pair perturbs the energy levels of
each other, typically leading to a splitting of the signal. Scalar couplings are isotropic, and
present in liquids and solids. However, in ssNMR scalar couplings are often too small to be
appreciated due to the large signal broadening effects from the anisotropic nature of other
spin interactions.
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The chemical shift, introduced in the previous section, results from the indirect interaction
of the nucleus with B0 through its surrounding electrons (electron shielding). The chemical
shift tensor is anisotropic and since molecules in solid state do not show overall tumbling,
the anisotropy of the interaction dominates the spectrum. In the solid state, molecules adopt
different orientations. Hence,

each nucleus will display different resonating energies,

resulting in the typical broadening of the signal (Figure 2 A,B). The resulting powder pattern
is defined by the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) tensor.
Two nuclei that possess magnetic moments can also interact with each other through space
via their magnetic dipoles, which is known as dipolar coupling (DD). This interaction is also
anisotropic and rapidly declines with the cube of the internuclear distance r (1/𝑟 + ) (Figure 2
C). In solution, the rapid tumbling of molecules averages this interaction to zero, whereas in
solids it causes major signal broadening effects due to the limited overall tumbling (Figure 2
C). Because of the strong distance dependence, dipolar couplings can be exploited as valuable
interactions to determine distances between nuclei in ssNMR.
The dipolar Hamiltonian can also be expressed in polar coordinates using the respective
raising and lowering operators,

Ĥ DD = −

µ0γ Iγ S!
(A+B+C+D+E+F)
4π rI,S3

(1.3)

where,

A=(3cos 2 θ - 1) Î z ⋅ Ŝ z

1
B= (3cos 2 θ - 1) (Î + ⋅ Ŝ− + Î − ⋅ Ŝ+ )
4
3
C= (sin θ cosθ e− iφ ) (Î z ⋅ Ŝ+ + Î + ⋅ Ŝ z )
2
3
D= (sin θ cosθ e− iφ ) (Î z ⋅ Ŝ− + Î − ⋅ Ŝ z )
2
3
E= (sin 2 θ e−2iφ ) (Î + ⋅ Ŝ+ )
4
3
F= (sin 2 θ e−2iφ ) (Î − ⋅ Ŝ− )
4
It is worth mentioning that only operator A survives the secular approximation for
heteronuclear dipolar couplings. In the homonuclear case, the energy levels between nuclei
are similar (i.e. degenerate), consequently the B operator must be considered in the secular
approximation.
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Magic Angle Spinning – the faster the better
The NMR spectra of static solids, or molecules that tumble very slowly, are dominated by
the CSA and DD effects that dramatically broaden the signals. The CSA and DD Hamiltonians
(Table 1) depend on the molecular orientations in the form of (3 cos2 𝜃 – 1), where 𝜃 is the
angle between the orientation of the anisotropy tensor and B0 (Figure 2 A). Spectroscopists
go around the resolution problem with a technique called Magic Angle Spinning (MAS). The
magic angle term refers to the tilt angle of the sample container (i.e. rotor) relative to the
magnetic field B0 at 𝜃/ = 54.74°. The term spinning refers to the physical spinning of the rotor,
meaning the angle 𝜃 of the tensor (Figure 2 A) varies with time as the molecules rotate with
the rotor. If the rotor is span fast enough compared to the interaction anisotropy the angle 𝜃
averages to 𝜃/ = 54.74°, at which (3 cos2 54.74 – 1)=0. As a result, CSA and DD can be
averaged to their isotropic values, thereby increasing the resolution and sensitivity of the
spectrum (Figure 2 B). In the homonuclear DD case, however, such as 1H-1H couplings, the
energies states of the nuclei are degenerate due to the presence of the operator B (eq. 1.3)
that relates to zero quantum transitions. Thus, the coupled spin states are constantly
changing over time through zero quantum transitions at rates proportional to DD. The timedependency of the spin systems leads to an inefficient averaging of the DD couplings with
MAS. For 1H-1H couplings, spinning frequencies over hundreds of kHz would be necessary to
efficiently average this type of interaction, but this is very difficult from a technical
perspective. It is interesting to note that higher B0 fields reduce the degeneracy of
homonuclear energy levels, therefore high magnetic fields are advantageous for removing 1H1

H dipolar couplings.

The sensitivity/resolution issue and 1H detection
One of the main challenges in this thesis focuses on measuring protein complexes in their
native cellular conditions. This usually implies very low copy numbers of target molecules
which are embedded in a complex and heterogeneous environment. Hence the sensitivity of
the NMR measurements is absolutely crucial for the success of the study. We are thus
compelled to gather all the means to maximize sensitivity, both from the sample preparation
and NMR methodologies. In the present work we employed signal enhancement NMR
techniques such as 1H detection and dynamic nuclear polarization, introduced as follows.
The intensity of a signal that is obtained by NMR depends on several factors. Fundamentally,
the maximum signal detected is proportional to the external field (B0), temperature (T) and
gyromagnetic ratio (γ), as given by the Boltzmann population difference between the ground
energy state α and the excited state β,
45
46
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Figure 2. A) Schematic representation of magic-angle spinning. A rotor containing the sample rotates
at high speed (several kHz) with a tilt angle of 54.74° with respect to the external B0 field. In solids,
molecules adopt several orientations that define the second rank tensors (CSA and DD) at an angle 𝜃
with respect to the B0. This angle averages to the magic angle under high speeds. B) Illustration of the CSA
effect and the effect of MAS on a spin ½ nucleus. When the MAS frequency is lower than the CSA
interaction, the signal is split into sidebands separated by the MAS frequency, whereas the sidebands
collapse under an isotropic peak when MAS greatly exceeds CSA. C) The strength of the dipolar
coupling depends on the distance between two nuclei, in the form of 1/𝑟 + , and their orientation relative
to the B0. The resulting effects broadens the NMR signal to an extent proportional to the dipolar
coupling magnitude, which is in the order of tens of kHz.

Accordingly, the signal intensity increases with higher magnetic fields and higher
gyromagnetic ratios. Protons represent the nuclei with the highest γ for biological NMR,
specifically γ(1H) » 4 ´ γ(13C) » 10 ´ γ(15N). However, the 1H dimension displays very broad
signals due to the strong homonuclear dipolar couplings, which are prominent nuclei in
biological samples and render the direct detection of protons a challenge. This is why ssNMR
predominantly used 13C and 15N detection in the past.
An alternative route to take advantage of the high γ(1H) uses a method named cross
polarization (CP, Figure 3 A).23 The CP method is a landmark in ssNMR. In simple words, it
transfers the magnetization pool from 1H to a X nucleus (13C/15N), via zero-quantum
transitions, when both nucleus are irradiated at the same time at frequencies that fulfill the
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Hartmann-Hahn condition24

ω X = ω 1 H ± nω MAS , with n=(1,2)

(1.5)

An additional advantage of CP is that the T1 relaxation time (i.e., how fast magnetization
returns to equilibrium) also depends on protons, which have significantly shorter T1 than 13C
or 15N, thus the experiments can be repeated more frequently improving the signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N).
Following this perspective, one can even use the electron polarization to achieve much
higher enhancements since the γ(e) is 658 times larger than γ(1H). This principle is exploited
by a technique called Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP).25,26 Briefly, it uses a gyrotron that
generates microwaves which are used to irradiate the sample. The sample buffer contains
small amounts of a tailored bi-radical molecule, e.g. AMUPol27, that acts as an antenna
receiving the microwaves that polarize its unpaired electrons (Figure 3 B). The magnetization
can be transferred from the electrons to the nuclei via the cross-effect28 when,

ω e1 ± ω e2 = ω Nucleus

(1.6)

The efficiency of this exchange mechanism is modulated by MAS. The resulting signal
enhancement obtained by DNP is truly revolutionary, to a point where it enables studying
proteins in intact cells; applications that were otherwise impossible.29–32 However, DNP
requires freezing the sample to cryogenic temperatures (<100 K), and freezing protein
samples to this degree comes with a great cost in resolution as it generates large
conformational heterogeneity and shortens transverse relaxations times, extensively
broadening the NMR signals. Therefore, DNP represents a trade-off between resolution and
sensitivity.

Figure 3. A) Representation of standard NMR pulse programs used in X-nucleus detected CP and 1Hdetected CP. In DNP experiments, the sample is continuously irradiated with microwaves. B)
Schematic representation of the DNP mechanism. Microwaves polarize the unpaired electrons of the
radical (electron paramagnetic resonance), which was tailored with a specific spacing between radical
groups. Cross-effect mechanisms transfer the magnetization to protons where spin diffusion spreads
the magnetization in the sample. A CP step then transfers the magnetization from protons to carbons,
resulting in a signal enhancement of up to two orders of magnitude.
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With the advent of ultra-fast spinning MAS probes (> 60 kHz), 1H detection also emerges
as an effective technique to acquire signals with great sensitivity.33,34 Assuming the sample
and the physical conditions are equivalent, the comparison between sensitivity gains per unit
of time of X and 1H detection can be represented as35,36

f
S/N (1H)
= CP
S/N (X)
2κ

⎛ γ 1H ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎜⎝ γ X ⎟⎠

3

lwX
lw1 H

Q1 H

(1.6)

QX

where 𝑓 is the CP polarization transfer efficiency, κ and 𝑄 are related to amplifier and probe
quality specifications, 𝐿𝑤 is the linewidth of the signal at half maximum and 𝛾 the
gyromagnetic ratios. In a hand-waving approximation, provided that the signal linewidths and
H

D

the other factors are comparable, the enhancement factor boils down to CDEGI , which is a factor
F

8 and 31 compared to C and N detected experiments, respectively. Moreover, 1H detection
13

15

at fast MAS does not require high-power decoupling, which prevents sample heating and
thereby enables recording experiments with more scans over time.
Other than sensitivity gain, protons are also very valuable and sensitive probes for chemical
environment as they can account for different conformations, H-bonds, intermolecular
interactions and topology (H/D exchange). Protons also aid the assignment of protein
residues, structure calculation, and are important reporters of dynamics on the nanosecond
to millisecond time scale.
Still, the 1H spectral resolution is quite problematic due to the severe effects of
homonuclear couplings over the narrow chemical shift range in the 1H dimension. Many
efforts have been employed to attenuate or remove the effect of the DD couplings, such as
improved decoupling sequences,37,38 ultra-fast MAS speeds39,40 and deuterations schemes.
The most straightforward strategy to remove the DD coupling would be spinning the
sample at much higher frequencies than the magnitude of anisotropy, but such speeds are
extremely challenging due to physical and technical limitations. At the time of writing, MAS
speeds of 111 kHz are now achievable with commercially available hardware,40 but since
higher speeds equals less sample, this feat might result in overall lower sensitivity due to the
miniscule amount of sample measured (rotor volume of 0.37 μl41 for a 0.7 mm rotor, see
general rotor properties in S1). For applications involving dilute samples, such as membrane
proteins in liposomes or in their native milieux, the signal reduction may be impracticable.
For this reason, often the 1H dipolar couplings are rather attenuated via a chemical
approach that replaces some of the protons by deuterium atoms. This strategy can confer a
dramatic improvement in resolution, while further improving the sensitivity of the remaining
1

H.
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Deuteration strategies
Breaking 1H-1H networks
Deuterium (2H, or D) is an isotope of hydrogen with a quadrupolar spin (I=1) and γ(2H)
» γ(1H)/6.5. Compared to 1H-1H dipolar couplings, 2H-1H couplings are much weaker (ca. 10fold) and the DD interaction becomes time-dependent, therefore these couplings can be
effectively averaged-out by MAS.
Biological systems, such as proteins, are very rich in 1H nuclei that inherently form
extensive networks of dipolar-coupled protons, rendering 1H detection impractical due to the
signal broadening effects. For this reason, several deuteration strategies have been developed,
particularly for proteins, in order to replace some of the 1H nuclei by 2H and dilute the
coupling networks, thereby increasing the resolution of the remaining protons (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Illustration of the 1H-density (blue spheres) in fully protonated and fractional deuterated
ubiquitin. Deuteration dilutes the 1H-1H coupling networks, resulting in much better resolved signals
with narrower linewidths.

Perdeuteration42 is a classic deuteration strategy that requires complete deuteration of the
protein and subsequently reintroduction of labile protons (i.e. NH), after 1H back-exchanging
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with the solvent. The resulting 1H spectral resolution is very attractive, but there are many
inherent drawbacks with this approach: first, it only provides insight into the amide HN
groups, hence critical structural information on aliphatic protons is absent; second, attaining
the solvent-inaccessible HN groups would require troublesome denaturation/refolding
procedures, which are especially problematic for membrane proteins; third, the kinetic
isotope effect of deuterium hampers the cell metabolism43–46 resulting in slower or no growth,
therefore this procedure is associated with very high costs for low sample yields. Furthermore,
such levels of deuteration are not applicable to eukaryotic cells. Over the years, several
alternative labelling schemes (Table 2) have been developed to better suit the requirements
of a particular system, such as Fractional Deuteration47, Proton Clouds48 and Reduced
Adjoined Protonation49. Analogous to perdeuteration, these labelling schemes involve a
compromise between sensitivity, resolution, and the type of protons probed. Therefore the
best deuteration strategy will depend on the target protein, instrumentation and the purpose
of the study.
Table 2. Comparison between labelling schemes for 1H detection studies.
Reduced
Adjoined
Protonation
U[13C, 1H] U[13C, D]
glucose
glucose

Labelling
Scheme

Full
PerFractional
Protonation deuteration Deuteration

Carbon
Source

U[13C, 1H]
glucose

U[13C, D]
glucose

Medium

100%
H2O

100%
D2O
H2O
exposed
no
no

100%
D2O
H2O
exposed
no
partial

85-95%
D2O

[12,13,52]

[47]

[49]

HN

yes

Hα
Hsidechain
Reference

yes
yes

random
random
partial

ILV
Proton
Methyl
SAIL*
Clouds
Labelling
U[12C, D]
U[12C, D]
SAILglucose/
glucose/ aminoacids
[3-13CH3,Dn]U[13C, 1H]
-α-ketoisovalerate aminoacids
-α-ketobutyrate
100%
100%
0-100%
D2O
D2O
D2O
H2O
H2O
specific
exposed
exposed
No
no
specific
I,L,V
specific
specific
[53]

[48]

[54,55]

SAIL – Stereo-Array Isotope Labelling, partially-deuterated aminoacids are included in the medium,
the deuteration pattern will depend on the protein production method because it typically requires cellfree expression systems.
*

What about solvent-inaccessible systems?
The resolution-enhancing labelling methods described in Table 2, except for SAIL, rely on
protein expression in extensively or fully deuterated media with a subsequent solvent backexchange step in order to detect NH groups. This approach inherently comes with two main
disadvantages. The first disadvantage is the organism’s incompatibility to deuterium due to
the isotope kinetic effect, which reduces expression yields or even stops growth, especially
for eukaryotic cell lines. The second disadvantage is that only solvent-exposed NH groups are
accessible, while the solvent-inaccessible remain invisible. The latter is an issue for systems
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that are less prone to H/D exchange such as amyloid fibrils and viral capsids56 and is especially
problematic for systems that cannot undergo refolding-folding procedures such as membrane
proteins (Figure 4) and large globular proteins. These systems have thus to rely on full
protonation that in the end might not provide enough resolution to characterize them.
Chapter 2 tackles these issues with the development of a H2O-based deuteration method.

Figure 4. A) Available deuteration methods rely on back-exchange to reintroduce exchangeable
protons into the systems, hence studies on transmembrane domains of membrane proteins become
severely hampered. B) NH protons are important reporters of the state and conformation of the
protein.

E. coli aminoacid anabolism
The development of these meticulous labelling schemes requires an intimate
understanding of the aminoacid metabolism from the host expression system, which
corresponds to E. coli for the majority of cases. E.coli’s metabolic paths can be found in several
comprehensive databases.57,58 When glucose is the only carbon source available, the labelled
aminoacid precursors are generated via three major metabolic pathways: glycolysis,
tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) and pentose phosphate. Glycolysis directly provides the
precursors for nearly half of all aminoacids, the pentose phosphate cycle provides precursors
for the aromatic aminoacids, and the remaining aminoacids are derived from oxaloacetate and
α-ketoglutarate produced in the TCA cycle (Figure 5 A). It should be noted that all Hα groups
are imported from the solvent during the transamination reaction (Figure 5 B). The
protonation/deuteration patterns at the sidechain positions are however more complex to
rationalise, in part due to the generation of oxaloacetate via two distinct routes that result in
different degrees of deuteration (isotopomers) at the C3 position45 (Figure S2). Nonetheless,
in a general view, aminoacid precursors derived from glycolysis will retain higher levels of 1H
or D from the carbon source (glucose) at their sidechains, whereas TCA is prone to scramble
the 1H or D with the solvent.45 For such cases, the aminoacid scrambling pathways and a
detailed catabolism routes are discussed in recent reviews.41,59
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Figure 5. The simplified metabolic pathways for amino acid synthesis from glucose in E. coli. α-keto
acids are highlighted in blue. Adapted from reference.60

The second chapter of this thesis consists on the design of a new deuteration labelling
scheme, called inverse Fractional Deuteration, which was applied to the potassium channel
KcsA.
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The potassium channel KcsA
K+ channels regulate the flow of potassium across membranes
Potassium channels are membrane proteins that regulate the transport of potassium ions
(K+) across the lipid membrane61,62. K+ channels are present in almost all living organisms
and play vital roles in essential cellular processes such as the regulation of cell homeostasis63,
membrane potential64 and electrical signalling65. In mammals, these proteins enable electrical
conduction in excitable cells, i.e., neurons, muscle cells and endocrine cells63, thus
malfunctions in K+ channels are connected to a wide range of medical conditions
(channelopathies66) such as low blood pressure, heart failure67, arrythmia,68,69 deafness,70
epilepsy71 and neurological72,73 and mental74 disorders. In order to carry their biological
functions out, K+ channels are able to retain both extreme ion specificity and throughput of
ca. 108 ions/s, i.e. close to the aqueous diffusion rate limits63,75–77, while being tightly regulated
with gating mechanisms. The fundamental features and medical relevance of K+ channels
prompted researchers to a multitude of structural and functional studies that resulted in one
Nobel prize78 and still carries on to this date. Most of these studies were carried out on KcsA79
which is a representative, robust and very accessible potassium channel.

KcsA as a role model K+ channel
KcsA is a prokaryotic channel from Streptomyces lividans80 and it is generally seen as a rolemodel for the function and structure of the pore-domain of K+ channels (Figure 6 A,B).61
KcsA forms a homo-tetrameric complex, each monomer includes two transmembrane helixes
(thus a 2TM type) that gate the channel via a pH sensor domain,81 in contrast to more complex
voltage-gated channels (6TM) found in humans such as KCNQ channels82. Although various
K+ channels display different structural features, the pore domain is remarkably well
conserved in all known channels, namely the filter sequence TVGYG is tightly conserved
across the three domains of life (Figure 6 C).83 The filter architecture has then evolved to
finely tune its chemical and structural properties in order to specifically favour the passage of
potassium.63 In detail: the backbone carbonyl groups of the filter adopt an arrangement that
mimics the solvation configuration of K+ in water, thus minimizing the energy barrier
penalty77; water molecules in the channel water cavity promptly coordinate with K+ once they
exit from the filter; the diameter of the filter and spacing between carbonyl cages fit exactly
the necessary diameters for K+ without binding too tightly; and finally the negative dipole of
the surrounding pore helixes point directly to the centre of the cavity to help counterbalance
the positive charge.84 The transport of ions is however subject to complex regulating
mechanisms described in the next section.
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Figure 6. A) Nomenclature for the KcsA domains (closed state representation). The KcsA monomer
is composed of two transmembrane α-helixes, outer helix TM1 and inner helix TM2, one turret loop
in the extracellular region, one pore α-helix and one filter domain. The filter and TM2 also control the
flow of ions by a set of conformational changes, which represents gating. These changes can be
regulated via the pore helix and the pH sensor domain of TM2.81,85 The buried water behind the filter
is also important for H-bond networks that regulate the filter conformation.86 Note that the pore loop
(shortened to P-loop) technically includes the selectivity filter of the channel, although often they are
viewed as separate entities. The M0 helix is mainly responsible for membranar lipid interactions87 and
clustering of channels.88 The cytoplasmatic domain (CPD) is quite flexible and is not deeply
characterized, but appears to facilitate gate activation.85 B) KcsA forms a tetramer. The upper panel is
a top view, middle panel a side view and in the lower panel a transverse section of the complex.
Obtained from PDB structure 1K4C,89 closed conductive conformation. C) The filter signature
sequence, 74-TTVGYG-79 in KcsA, is highly conserved among K+ channels, pointing to a very specific
architecture. Alignment from reference.78 D) The filter arrangement forms 4 polar oxygen cages that
coordinate with potassium. Potassium ions sequentially translate from positions S0 to S4 separated by
a water molecule, i.e. [K+-w-K+-w-K+] or [w-K+-w-K+-w].77,90

Modal Gating at the filter
The K+ flux in KcsA is finely regulated by an interplay of sophisticated gating mechanisms.
KcsA presents two gates that can be regulated independently, a lower gate that lies at the
TM2 helix and is modulated by pH, and an upper gate that lies at the selectivity filter and is
modulated by the pore domains (Figure 7 A, B). At neutral-basic pH values the lower gate is
closed, impeding the flux of K+, whereas at acidic pH values ≈4 the gate is opened allowing
passage of ions (Figure 7 B).81
The upper gate regulates the kinetics of the passage of K+ through the channel in a timedepend manner. Typically, it conducts ions for a short period of time before reaching an
inactive state that halts the flow; it then recovers to an active state and restarts the process in
a cyclic fashion (Figure 7 A,C).91 The inactivation process is termed C-type inactivation, and
it is partially triggered by a reduction of K+ occupancy at the filter binding sites.92 Remarkably,
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it was observed that the bursts of K+ conductance are not kinetically equivalent. In fact, over
time KcsA displays at least three different kinetic behaviors that are randomly manifested.
The different burst patterns are termed modal gating, and can be classified according to the
mean time of open/closed state:93 modes with high open probability (high PO) where the mean
open time is c.a. 100 ms, modes with low open probability (low PO) where the mean open
time is c.a. 10 ms and a rapidly changing mode (flicker) with a mean open time of <1 ms.
Several other channels also display similar modal gating features that likely have specific
implications for their physiological functions.94–96
Studying modal gating in ion channels is however very challenging, and the structural
underpinning of modal gating is largely unknown. Nonetheless, it was discovered that pointmutations at residue E71 in the pore-helix result in discrete kinetic gating modes that
correspond to those observed in wild-type KcsA. Hence, mutant E71A lock the channel in the
high PO state, mutant E71I represents the low PO and mutant E71Q mimics the flickering
state. Moreover, it was observed that these mutants either reduce or block C-type inactivation,
and their kinetic behavior is not modulated by the lower gate.97
Although it is known the filter gating in KcsA is modulated by hydrogen bond networks
behind the filter, the underlying molecular correlates responsible for the modal gating shifts
were poorly understood. With the advancements in high-resolution ssNMR, and using the
methods presented in Chapter 2, modal gating of KcsA was addressed in the Chapter 4 of this
thesis.

Figure 7. A) The gating cycle of KcsA. The lower gate can be in the open/closed conformation
depending on the pH. The upper gate is formed by the filter (conductive/inactivated) and is regulated
by the pore domains in a time-dependent manner. In WT KcsA, the inactivated state dominates over
rather long periods of time (seconds) with bursts of activity in the conductive state (milliseconds) with
variable kinetics. B) At pH >5 the TM helixes bundle together blocking the passage of ions. At low pH
≈4, charged residues E118 (red), E128 (red), H25 (cyan), R121 (blue) and R122 (blue) become
protonated and the existing inter H-bond between TM1 and TM2 helixes are broken, resulting in a
kink of the TM2 helix that opens the channel. Image adapted from reference.81 C) (Top) Representation
of the modal gating behavior in KcsA with single channel currents under steady-state conditions, pH 3
(lower gate open) and +150 mV in 200 mM K+. (Bellow) Dissection of each gating mode with the
respective E71 mutant. Figure adapted from reference.97
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Lipid II binding antibiotics
An Urgent Need for New Antibiotics
Antibiotics are the bedrock of modern medicine and the world is running out of these
magic bullets at a dramatic pace. To date, antimicrobial resistance (AMR) has been observed
against all clinically used antibiotics.98 The rapid and global emergence of AMR, which is
forecast to cause a staggering 10 million human deaths annually by the year 2050,99 entails
severe repercussions for public healthcare systems. At present, according to a recent extensive
investigation, the healthcare burden of AMR in the European Economic Area (EEA) is already
on a par with the combined effect of influenza, HIV, and tuberculosis, and about 33 000
people in the EEA die as a consequence of AMR every year.100 Likewise, AMR is estimated to
cause costs of billions of euros for the European economy.101 To make things worse, the
industry’s drug-discovery pipeline for antibiotics is almost empty. It is hence of pressing need
to develop new antibiotics that target unexploited pathways and that are robust to the
development of resistance mechanisms. This has led to an increased interest in
unconventional agents such as naturally occurring antimicrobial peptides (AMPs), against
which bacteria have enormous difficulty in building up effective resistance mechanisms.
An especially interesting class of AMPs that target Lipid II, the precursor of the bacterial
peptidoglycan (PGN) network,102,103 are able to kill even the most refractory bacteria at
nanomolecular concentrations. Especially AMPs that bind to the pyrophosphate motif of Lipid
II are less prone to develop resistance mechanisms, since this motif is irreplaceable, hence
Lipid II has been regarded as a hot target for development of new antibiotics.102,104

Lipid II – the Achilles’ heel of bacteria
Every bacterium is surrounded by a PGN network, a protective hull that is essential for its
survival. To ensure cell viability, growth, and division, PGN biosynthesis must be tightly
regulated. The PGN network is composed of strands of alternating N-acetylmuramic acid and
N-acetylglucosamine (MurNAc–GlcNAc) disaccharides that are linked through pentapeptide
bridges. The PGN building blocks are synthesized in the cytosol of the bacteria which are then
imported to the periplasm region via the membrane-anchored lipid II that carries one
complete PGN subunit linked through a pyrophosphate group to a C55 poly-isoprenoid
moiety (Figure 8 A and S3). However, lipid II only exists in very low copy numbers, and it is
constantly recycled through the so-called lipid II cycle to ensure efficient PGN synthesis. This
implies that any drug that sequesters lipid II, and thereby stalls the PGN synthesis, is a
potential antibiotic.102,104,105 In the case of Gram-positive bacteria the plasma membrane is
readily accessible from the outside, so certain peptides can exploit this weak spot and
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specifically bind lipid II at its pyrophosphate group.106 This is a unique mode of action that
kills even highly resistant super-bugs such as methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA) at nanomolar concentrations, and against which resistance is difficult to acquire
because the lipid II structure is highly conserved and the pyrophosphate group is
irreplaceable.102 In addition, since human cells do not produce lipid II, it is a target with low
risk of unwanted toxicity. Peptides that bind lipid II could hence be promising templates for
next-generation antibiotics. However, detailed structural information on their modes of
action is critically required in order to develop these peptides into clinically applicable drugs.
In this thesis, the ssNMR methods described in the previous section were employed to
explore quantitative peptide – lipid II interactions, on the example of nisin, with high
structural resolution in native-like and native cellular membranes.

Figure 8. A) The cell envelope and the lipid II cycle. Lipid II is assembled in the cytosol and then
transported across the plasma membrane to sustain PGN synthesis. B) Peptide antibiotics that bind
lipid II kill bacteria through two known mechanisms, via targeted pore formation (left) and/or by
blocking the lipid II cycle and, as result, the PGN synthesis(right).
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Nisin, the magic bullet
Lantibiotics are a series of post-translational modified AMPs that contain the aminoacids
lanthionine and/or methyllanthionine (first discovered in wool, lana in Latin)107. The class
A(I) lantibiotic nisin, produced by Lactococcus lactis, is the most widely studied lantibiotic that
binds lipid II (Figure 9 A). Nisin was first identified in 1947108, it is globally used as a
preservative in the food industry (E234) and has a recognized potential for clinical use,109
including against drug-resistant bacterial strains and biofilms. Nisin kills bacteria at
nanomolar concentrations through a unique mechanism called targeted pore formation,110 for
which eight nisin and four lipid II molecules are assumed to form a lethal hole that spans the
plasma membrane (Figure 9 B).105
Although this mechanism was discovered > 15 years ago, the lipid II – nisin pore structure
is still unknown. The only structural information derives from a solution NMR study in
DMSO, which yielded the famous “pyrophosphate cage”, in which the amide back-bone
protons of the thioether rings A and B coordinate to the lipid II pyrophosphate group in a 1:1
stoichiometry (Figure 9 B). However, the study was conducted in the absence of lipid bilayers
where the pore complex is formed, thereby raising the question whether the calculated
structure is physiologically representative. Hence, the nisin – lipid II pore complex was
revisited in Chapters 6 and 7, this time on lipid bilayers and native bacterial membranes.

Figure 9. A) The lantibiotic nisin is composed of 34 residues, where the non-canonical Dhb, Dha, AlaS and Abu are post-translational modified aminoacids. The lanthionine and methyllanthionine form 5
thioether rings; rings A and B are involved in lipid II binding and D and E rings are involved in pore
formation, whereas the function of ring C is not clear. In this thesis, we employed the Nisin-Z variant
(Z refers to the presence of an asparagine residue at position 27). B) Structure of the Pyrophosphate
Cage motif discovered by Hsu et al.106 In the pore complex, nisin is assumed to bind lipid II in a 2:1
stoichiometry, comprised by 8 nisin to 4 lipid II units in total.111
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Outline of the thesis
This introductory chapter laid a background for the work presented in the following
chapters. Particularly, our motivation to is to study membrane proteins with high resolution
in physiological conditions, in order to discover underlying mechanisms that were not
observable before. We did so by using state-of-art solid state NMR techniques.
In Chapter 2 we develop a deuteration strategy that improves the 1H-signal resolution of
solvent-inaccessible domains of proteins, granting access to the transmembrane domain of
KcsA, including the entire filter. The improved resolution culminated with the measurement
of this protein, for the first time ever, directly in native bacterial cell membranes. The
developed methods paved the way for further studies on KcsA employed in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4. In Chapter 3 we explore H/D exchange features in KcsA to investigate an
unusually strong hydrogen bond network that is conserved in K+ channels. A closer structural
analysis supported by MD simulations revealed that this hydrogen bond network might have
functional relevance in gating mechanisms at the filter. In Chapter 4 we investigate the
molecular determinants of modal gating in K+ channels. We combined ssNMR with μ-second
long MD simulations to show that local changes in dynamics drive conformational changes at
the selectivity filter, thereby triggering modal gating shifts in the channel.
In Chapter 5, we study the supramolecular arrangement of KcsA clusters in E. coli
membranes by employing DNP-enhanced ssNMR, supported by MD simulations. We
demonstrate that KcsA channels assemble into clusters in native-like lipid membranes,
revealing an unexpected role of a membrane-associated helix for clustering and inter-channel
communication.
In Chapter 6, we study the nisin - lipid II complex in lipid bilayers using modern ssNMR
techniques. Strikingly, our results show that nisin displays plastic features that adapt the
antibiotic to the target cellular membrane where it is inserted. Interestingly these plastic
components also correspond to hotspots for drug design. In Chapter 7, we continued
structural studies of the nisin - lipid II pore. We made significant progress towards revealing
the overall structure of the magic bullet. So far, we successfully describe the binding interface
to Lipid II and solve the nisin monomer structure in the pore.
Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes our findings about the importance of working in nativelike conditions.
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Supplementary information
S1. Comparison of some properties of common MAS rotors. Adapted from Ref.112

Outer Diameter (mm)
Inner Diameter (mm)
Sample volume (μL)
Max. Spinning frequency (kHz)
Relative centrifugal force (RCF)
at max. speed

7.0
5.6
246
7
0.55

4.0
3.0
70
15
1.36

3.2
2.2
30
24
2.55

2.5
1.7
14
35
4.19

1.9
1.5
10
42
5.33

1.3
0.9
1.7
65
7.65

0.7
0.5
0.37
111
12.4

S2. The diversity of deuteration at the aminoacid sidechains is partially explained by the formation of
oxaloacetate by two different routes, the TCA and anaplerotic pathways, that result in differently
labelled species. Oxaloacetate labeling at C3 mostly comes from the carbon source when it is generated
through the anaplerotic pathway, whereas it mostly comes from the medium when generated through
the TCA hence generating an isotopomer mixture. The oxaloacetate formation by these routes is
further affected by the deuterium kinetic isotope effect, turning it difficult to control the extension of
deuteration at the sidechains. Catabolism of the formed aminoacids further adds to the scrambling
complexity of the deuteration. Adapted from reference.45
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S3. General illustration for some of the main steps involved in PG synthesis. PG monomers are
assembled in the cytoplasm. MraY catalyzes the formation of Lipid I, which is converted to Lipid II
after addition of a GlucNAc unit catalyzed by MurG transferase. Lipid II is translocated to the outer
leaflet of the bacterial membrane by a flippase, where various penicillin binding proteins (PBPs) cleave
the PG headgroup to form the peptidoglycan layer, leaving behind the Lipid II carrier Undecaprenyl
Pyrophosphate (UPP), which is then recycled by UPP phosphatases (UppPs) to afford undecaprenyl
phosphate (UP).113
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Abstract
1

H detection can significantly improve solid-state NMR spectral sensitivity and

thereby allows for the study of more complex proteins. However, 1H-detection
commonly requires Perdeuteration of proteins, which severely limits its application
to systems with restricted water-accessibility such as membrane proteins. In this
chapter, we present an approach that enables high-resolution 1H-detected solid-state
NMR studies of water-inaccessible protein. This approach, coined Inverse Fractional
Deuteration, is shown to be even applicable in highly complex environments such as
cellular surfaces.
We demonstrate the potential of our method with the ion channel KcsA both in
liposomes and directly in the bacterial cell membrane. As result, our approach
provided important new insights into the selectivity filter of KcsA, which is
responsible for ion conduction and is highly conserved in K+ channels, and we show
that the selectivity filter undergoes pronounced molecular motion on functionally
relevant timescales. We expect this approach to open new avenues for biomolecular
ssNMR.
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Introduction
spectroscopy and thereby enables the study of more complex proteins.1 1H-detected ssNMR
experiments usually require a stark dilution of the 1H network to diminish line-broadening
dipolar 1H–1H couplings, which can be achieved by expressing proteins in deuterated
solvents.2–8
Whereas such high degrees of deuteration can provide excellent 1H signal resolution, these
labelling techniques necessitate a proton/deuterium (H/D) back-exchange step to incorporate
amino protons (HN). Consequently, water-inaccessible protein regions remain invisible for 1H
detection unless unfolding and refolding protocols are used, which are tedious, not broadly
applicable, and limited to in vitro preparations. Moreover, deuterated solvents can reduce or
prevent protein expression, especially in mammalian cells, and are generally associated with
high costs for low-yield proteins.
A remedy to these problems would be the use of fully protonated proteins;9–13 however,
such systems often provide limited spectral resolution. Even at very fast magic angle spinning
(MAS) frequencies (> 100 kHz),14,15 the resolution in fully protonated samples is governed by
residual 1H–1H couplings. Moreover, the sensitivity loss that is due to the small sample
volumes required for > 100 kHz MAS may not be compensated for in heterogeneous systems
such as cellular samples. These issues have thus far critically limited the application of 1H
detection for the study of water-inaccessible protein regions, which is a major obstacle for
ssNMR spectroscopy as binding pockets and active sites alike can be buried deep inside
protein cores, far away from the bulk water. It is a particularly severe problem for the study
of membrane proteins, whose transmembrane (TM) parts are critical for their function and
do not undergo exchange in protonated buffers.6,11,16 This prompted us to develop a two-step
approach that is generally applicable in vitro and in situ, works at moderate MAS frequencies
of 60 kHz and provides well-resolved 1H-detected NMR spectra of water- inaccessible protein
regions. In the first step, we enhance the 1H resolution by employing a novel labeling scheme,
dubbed inverse fractional deuteration (iFD), which is based on protonated solvents (100 %
H2O) and fully deuterated [13C]glucose in the growth medium. In the second step, we wash
the iFD-labeled protein with deuterated buffers (100 % D2O), which further markedly
improves the spectral resolution. We first studied the iFD labeling approach on ubiquitin and
then, in combination with the D2O wash, used it to assign the TM part of the ion channel
KcsA in lipid bilayers. Based on our assignments, we present a site-resolved study of the
dynamics of the TM part, which is crucial to fully understand ion channel gating. Remarkably,
our approach even provides sufficient spectral quality for site-resolved analysis of a membrane
protein in situ, i.e., directly in a bacterial cell membrane.
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Results and discussion
Inverse Fractional Deuteration on Ubiquitin
iFD labeling is the first of two consecutive steps to improve the resolution of waterinaccessible protons, especially for HN and Ha, which are most important for backbone
assignments. The efficacy of iFD labeling was first evaluated with ubiquitin as model-system.
Figures 1A,B show the 1H-detected 2D NH and CH spectra of iFD-labeled [13C, 15N] ubiquitin
in aqueous (100 % H2O) buffers, acquired at 60 kHz MAS and 950 MHz 1H frequency using
MISSISSIPI water suppression17 and PISSARRO decoupling18.

Figure 1. Dipolar 1H-detected ssNMR experiments in iFD ubiquitin measured at 950 MHz and 60 kHz
MAS. A) 2D NH spectrum (blue). B) CaHa region of a 2D CH spectrum (red). C) 1H-detected sidechain assignments. Strip plots are shown for 3D CaNH (blue), 3D NCaHa (red), and 3D CCH (cyan
and magenta for negative and positive signals, respectively) experiments. DREAM19 13C–13C transfer
was used for the 3D CCH experiment. D) 1H-linewidth improvement between fully protonated (FP)
and inversely fractionally deuterated (iFD) ubiquitin signals. Only fully resolved signals were
considered. E) Representative t1 cross-sections extracted from 2D NH (blue) and CH (red) spectra of
FP and iFD ubiquitin.

The obtained spectra are well resolved and feature an average linewidth of 0.1–0.2 ppm for
HN and Ha at 950 MHz, which is excellent considering the average high 1H density of 80 %
in iFD proteins, and constitutes a substantial average linewidth improvement of about 30–35
% compared to fully protonated (FP) ubiquitin (Figures 1D and E; see also Supplementary
information S1-S4 for a detailed 1H linewidth and population description). Moreover, as both
Ha and, obviously, HN are recruited from the protonated solvent during protein expression,
their 1H levels are close to 100 % in iFD ubiquitin (Figure 2A). We also observed a very good
resolution of around 0.1 ppm for many side-chain 1H (Figure S2), although the resolution of
certain methyl groups was compromised by isotopologue effects (Figure S4). Hence, owing
to the high 1H density and resolution in iFD ubiquitin, the backbone and many side-chain
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1

protons could be readily assigned (Figure 1 C). We first correlated backbone HN protons, that
had been previously assigned,20 to Ha protons using 3D CaNH and NCaHa experiments. We
then used a 3D CCH experiment to detect side-chain 1H, which were connected to backbone

2

HN via the Ha protons. The experimental details are described in the Methods section.
Given that the sample preparation quality is equivalent (see Figure S3), the discrepancy in
signal linewidth improvement between residues in iFD ubiquitin is related to different
protonation levels at the respective side-chain (Figure 2A and Table S5). For example, the
resolution of Gly-HN barely improves with iFD labelling because Gly has no sidechain and the
1

H-density around Gly-HN hence hardly changes. The resolution of residues such as Ser, Phe,

or Tyr improves substantially, because the Hβ-levels is considerably reduced for these residue
types. Thus, what matters for the linewidth improvement, in general, is the reduction of the
1

H-density around a given 1H, which depends on the aminoacid composition and 3D structure

of a given protein (Figure 2B).

Figure 2. A) Protonation levels for Hα and Hβ protons in iFD vs FP ubiquitin. The very high
protonation levels at the Hα positions can be easily rationalized given that Hα are essentially
incorporated during protein expression from the solvent, which is proton-based (100 % H2O) in iFD
labelling, while the Hα levels are close to zero with D2O-based FD labelling. The Hβ levels also correlate
inversely with FD labelling. B) Panels I-IV show examples of HN and Hα which show relatively stark
linewidth gains in iFD ubiquitin because the 1H density in proximity is considerably reduced with iFD
labelling (25–75 %). Panel I (T66HN): The closest proton to T66HN is S65Hβ which has only ~25%
1H-level with iFD labeling. Panel II (Q40HN): Three close-by sidechain 1H (Q40γ/Q41γ/D39β) are
only populated to ~50 %. Panel III (V26Hα): Four near-by sidechain 1H (K27γ/K27β/V26γ1/V26γ2)
are only populated to ~50-75 %. Panel IV (I30Hα): Four close-by sidechain 1H
(I13δ2/L15δ2/I30γ2/I30γ1) are only populated to ~50-75 %.
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Inverse Fractional Deuteration in KcsA
To improve the 1H resolution of water-inaccessible protein regions, we further combined
iFD labeling with a D2O wash step. This was demonstrated with the K+ channel KcsA, a wellaccepted model for ion channel gating.21 Figure 3B shows a 2D NH spectrum of iFD [13C,15N]labeled KcsA, reconstituted in E. coli lipids and protonated buffers, acquired at 60 kHz MAS
and 800 MHz. This spectrum, which shows the HN signals of the entire channel, demonstrates
improved resolution when compared to earlier results with fully protonated KcsA,11 and
readily allows identifying previously assigned water-exposed signals (annotated in red, which
are also present in FD KcsA in Figure 3 A).20 To exclusively select the TM domain, we incubated
iFD-labeled KcsA in D2O and acquired a 2D NH spectrum, which featured a stark
enhancement in spectral quality with well-resolved signals as narrow as 0.13 ppm (Figures 3C,
E). The resolution improvement is partly due to the virtually complete disappearance of the
water-exposed residues, which reduces spectral congestion (See Figure S6 for a spectral
overlay). Remarkably, the removal of water protons (and other exchangeable 1H) further
narrows the linewidth of the TM HN by 25 % on average compared to the spectrum shown in
Figure 2A (Figure 2E and Table S7). The latter has not been observed before in ssNMR
spectroscopy and implies that residual dipolar couplings to water protons in the solvent can
contribute to the broadening of the 1H linewidth in highly protonated membrane proteins,
even at 60 kHz MAS and a sample temperature of 35 °C. Such couplings are presumably
substantial in KcsA owing to the presence of large internal water-filled cavities and buried
water.11 We could assign approximately half of the resonances in the spectrum in Figure 3 C
based on 3D CaNH, Ca(CO)NH, CONH, and CO(Ca)NH experiments (Figure 3 D),
supplemented with 3D NCaCX and 2D N(CO)CX spectra (Figure 3F) to identify residue
types, and supported by available

13

C and 15N chemical-shift data.22,23 These assignments

include a number of functionally essential structural elements that can be accessed here for
the first time with 1H detection.
The selectivity filter, responsible for the stringent selection of K+ over Na+ ions, comprises
the 75-TVGYG-79 signature sequence, which is common to all K+ channels.21 Whereas only
the exchangeable G79 residue was detectable in a former study,20 here we could also assign
residues T74–G77, providing access to almost the entire filter. Moreover, we assigned the pore
helix L66–E71, a critical element for C-type inactivation,21 as well as large stretches of the TM1
(transmembrane 1) helix including residues L41–L49, which precede the lipid-sensitive
turret.22 However, we could not unambiguously assign residues of the inner TM2
(transmembrane 2) helix, which was partly due to spectral overlap. Yet, while certain TM2
residues (such as V93–V95) were identified in the spectrum in Figure 3 C, our data suggest that
the TM2 helix partly exchanges with D2O, especially C-terminal of the flexible hinge G104.21
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Figure 3. 1H detection of water-inaccessible regions in the ion channel KcsA. All 1H-detected data were
recorded at 800 MHz and 60 kHz MAS. 2D NH spectra of reconstituted A) FD KcsA (green) B) iFD
KcsA in H2O (blue) and C) iFD KcsA after a D2O wash (magenta). Assignments in red and black were
obtained with FD KcsA20 and iFD KcsA, respectively. Notice that all HN are present in iFD KcsA in
H2O, whereas water-accessible 1H are exclusively present in FD KcsA and only the 1H of the TM remain
after the D2O wash in iFD. D) 1H-detected assignments of residues W67–E71 of the pore helix. Strip
plots are shown for 3D CaNH (cyan), Ca(CO)NH (red), CONH (orange), and CO(Ca)NH (turquoise)
experiments. E) t1 cross-sections extracted from 2D NH spectra of iFD KcsA before (blue) and after
(magenta) a D2O wash. F) Cut-out from a 2D N(CO)CX spectra of (top) H2O-incubated KcsA
measured at 700 MHz and 14 kHz MAS and (bottom) D2O-incubated KcsA, measured at 800 MHz and
17 kHz MAS. The 1H-15N CP contact time was kept short (250 µs) to select water-inaccessible residues
with protonated HN, as described16. In the D2O-exchanged spectrum, the signals arising from the
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glycines (100-110 15N ppm) are transferred to alanine residues. This means that the flexible hinge
residues G104 and G116 possibly exchanged since these would transfer the magnetization to F103 and
V115 respectively, which would have appeared at the region delimited by the red boxes.

This hypothesis was corroborated by a 2D N(CO)CX experiment in D2O with short initial
1

H–15N CP times,16 in which G104 and G116 could not be observed (Figure 3 F), and it is in line

with studies in micelles.24 It was also corroborated by the observation of only about 50 signals
in the 3D CαNH spectrum although we should observe approximately 65 resonances if all TM
HN were retained in D2O. H/D exchange within the membrane is therefore a curse and a
blessing – whereas it complicates assignments owing to missing sequential contacts, it can give
insight into protein flexibility and membrane topology. In this regard, it should be noted that
the FD and iFD-D2O labelling schemes are complementary to each other (Figure 3 A, C) and
can be used as such to study the different domains of membrane protein.

An atomic insight into the native state
The high spectral quality conferred by our iFD two-step approach even allows measuring
the TM part of KcsA directly in a native cell membrane.25–28 Cell membranes are much more
complex than reconstituted liposomes in terms of lipid and protein composition, and this can
influence membrane protein function. However, adequate spectral quality is a challenge in
cellular ssNMR studies owing to the low concentration of the target protein. In situ iFD KcsA
was expressed in the E. coli inner membrane using rifampicin to ensure selective

13

C,15N-

labeling of KcsA and reduce the endogenous spectral background.27 The outer membrane was
removed to increase the amount of KcsA in the sample, which was then incubated in
deuterated solvents for three days prior to the ssNMR experiments. We obtained a
surprisingly well-resolved in situ 2D NH spectrum (Figure 4 A), which exhibited the clear
spectral fingerprint of closed-conductive KcsA22 (Figure 4B) without any discernible
background signal. This is remarkable as the KcsA concentration in situ was about seven times
lower than in vitro (see methods). We could readily annotate the in situ spectrum based on our
in vitro assignments. To the best of our knowledge, this was the first time that a few
nanomoles of a membrane protein (that is, ca. 3 nanomoles of KcsA, corresponding to ca. 175
mg of protein) could be assigned in situ with 1H- detected ssNMR spectroscopy. Cellular KcsA
showed only small chemical shift perturbations (CSPs) compared to reconstituted KcsA
(Figure 4 C), implying that E. coli lipids are good membrane mimics. Yet, we observed a few
marked differences in situ, which we discuss in the following section, together with the
assignments and relaxation studies performed in vitro. In addition, many signals in the in situ
spectrum are strongly broadened by up to 100 % (Figure 4 D), which arises from
inhomogeneous line broadening owing to the cellular heterogeneity. This type of broadening
is independent of the MAS frequency and likely impacts on sensitivity when using smaller (<
1.3 mm) rotor diameters.
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Dynamics are sensitive to the membrane composition
We used our assignments to perform a detailed analysis of the motion in the TM part of
depends on dynamic changes of membrane-embedded structural elements.29,30 It is also of
particular interest to decipher the motion of the filter as its flexibility is assumed to be related
to a ubiquitous ion channel regulatory mechanism known as modal gating.29 NMR relaxation
is a powerful method to study protein dynamics,31,32 and many of our assigned HN signals are
well-resolved (Figure 3 C), which is a prerequisite for site-resolved analysis. It has previously
been shown that 15N transverse rotation frame relaxation (T1r), which is a sensitive reporter
of motion on the nano- to micro- second timescale, can be quantitatively extracted in fully
protonated samples at higher (> 50 kHz) MAS frequencies,33 at which coherent contributions
to the magnetization decay are largely suppressed. We first measured the bulk 15N T1r as a
function of the spinlock amplitude (Figure S9). In agreement with measurements in GB1 and
membrane protein ASR,33,34 we found a relaxation plateau for spinlock fields from about 10 to
25 kHz, yielding a bulk
resolved

15

15

N T1r of approximately 100 ms for the TM part of KcsA. The site-

N T1r relaxation rates (R1r) show a rather uniform dynamic regime for the lipid-

confined TM part, which is in line with measurements in micelles35 (Figures 5 A, B).

Figure 4. A) 2D NH spectrum of iFD/D2O KcsA measured directly in cell membranes of E. coli. The
spectrum was recorded at 60 kHz MAS and 800 MHz. B) Spectral overlay of Figures 3 C and 4 A, i.e.,
in vitro (magenta) and in situ (green). The spectra superimpose very well, except for T74 and the
unassigned signals a, b and c. Signal a is a threonine residue and shows a large CSP (+0.6 15N ppm).
Signal b is present in in vitro KcsA, however much weaker than in native cell membranes, which
suggests local topology differences between the two samples. Differences in the topology and wateraccessibility are presumably also the reasons for the absence of signals c in cellular KcsA, since signal
c became also weaker in the reconstituted KcsA sample over time. C) Chemical shift perturbations
(CSP) of assigned and resolved peaks. CSP were derived as the chemical shift difference between
signals in 2D NH spectra of in situ and in vitro D2O-washed iFD KcsA (i.e., CSP = in situ – in vitro).
The CSPs are relatively small, especially for the protons. D) t1 cross-sections from Figures 4A and 3C.
See Table S5 for complementary linewidth analysis. * S/N ratio of T74 was ~7.3 and potentially too
low for a correct determination of the linewidth.
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However, the entire filter stretch T74–G77 remarkably features modestly, but clearly
enhanced

15

N R1r, which is indicative of slow and presumably collective molecular motion.

This motion very likely corresponds to slow nanosecond to microsecond dynamics as residues
T74 and T75 did not show increased fast nanosecond motion in a previous 15N T1 relaxation
study.36 Such slow motions have not been observed before in membrane-embedded KcsA and
can be important for its function as the filter backbone is immediately involved in ion
conductance. Interestingly, flicker transitions,29 a form of modal gating represented by rapid
channel opening and closure, also occur on the microsecond timescale, and flickering is indeed
thought to be related to dynamic rearrangements around V76. Increased filter dynamics were
also corroborated by reduced signal intensities in dipolar experiments (Figure 5 G). The
conformational flexibility is also reflected in the HN linewidth, which is consistently larger for
the filter than for the pore helix (Table S7). The TM1 helix residues A42–L49 are least
subjected to slow motion and feature slightly smaller R1r rates than the pore helix. However,
the G43HN resonance, which is by far the broadest of all HN (0.44 ppm), is split into two
signals with different relaxation decays (Figures 5 C, D). As the G43 chemical shift is sensitive
to the filter ion-binding mode,23 this splitting may hence also be related to the conformational
flexibility of the filter. Intriguingly, unlike almost all other resonances, the G43HN resonance
is much narrower (0.31 ppm) in situ, most likely because only one conformation is present
(Figure 5 E). This finding suggests that the KcsA conformational dynamics are, at least locally,
altered in native bacterial membranes compared to liposomes.

Figure 5. Dynamics recorded for the TM part of D2O-washed iFD KcsA. All data were acquired at 60
kHz MAS and 800 MHz using a 15N spinlock field of 20 kHz. A) 15N R1r relaxation rates. B) Illustration
of the 15N R11 rates on the KcsA structure (PDB No. 1K4C). Analyzed residues are shown as colorcoded spheres whose size is proportional to R1r. C,D) 15N T1r experiments in vitro with a spinlock
duration of 0 ms or D) 100 ms reveal two signals for G43HN. E) G43HN exhibits only one conformation
in situ. F) T74 showed a 15N chemical shift perturbation of +0.8 ppm in situ. G) Signal-to-noise ratios
of resolved residues in in vitro (magenta) and in situ (green) D2O-washed KcsA.
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While the spectral sensitivity inhibits site-resolved relaxation studies in cellular KcsA, an
analysis of signal intensities in dipolar experiments showed the lowest intensities for residues
the native membrane (Figure 5 G). In fact, the conformational flexibility of the filter seems to
be further enhanced in situ as the filter signals are much reduced compared to those of the TM1
helix. Remarkably, also the relative intensities of the filter residues are changed, especially for
T74, which displays the lowest intensity of all filter residues in vitro and by far the highest
sensitivity in situ. This suggests that the dynamics of the filter are changed in cellular KcsA,
which is further corroborated by a relatively strong

15

N CSP of +0.8 ppm for T74 in situ

(Figures 4 C and 5 F). A potential reason for this apparently different behavior of the filter
may be the altered lipid composition in the bacterial membrane, which is known to influence
the filter,22 or differential clustering of KcsA channels.37 Against the backdrops presented here,
it is therefore important to explore how exactly molecular motion modulates the channel
function. Whereas this data clearly shows enhanced filter dynamics, further extensive
measurements are necessary to fully understand the timescales and amplitudes of these
dynamics.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this chapter introduces an approach that enables the 1H detection of waterinaccessible proteins with high sensitivity and resolution. We expect this method to be
especially powerful for the study of membrane proteins and amyloid fibrils, which both exhibit
domains that are unaffected by hydrogen/deuterium exchange. Moreover, this method
allowed for the first time the use of 1H detection for the detailed analysis of a membrane protein
in native cell membranes. This constitutes an important advance in ssNMR spectroscopy as
membrane protein function often critically depends on the native environment.

Material and Methods
Sample Preparation
Inverse Fractional Deuterated ubiquitin
Ubiquitin was expressed in E.coli BL21 cells on H2O-based M9 medium supplemented with
0.5 g/L 15NH4Cl and 2 g/L D-glucose-13C6-d7. The purification procedure and further sample
preparation was followed as described previously.20 Briefly, cells were harvested and lysed by
sonication after lysozyme treatment. Cell debris was removed and the clear supernatant was
loaded into a HiTrap MonoS column (cation exchange). Sample was purified with a gradient (5
– 30 %) of NaCl using an ÅKTA system and elution was monitored by A280nm (Buffer A 20 mM
NH4Ac pH 5.1, Buffer B 1 M NaCl 20mM NH4Ac pH 5.1). Fractions of interest were loaded into
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a Sephadex G-75 (gel filtration) using 150 mM NaCl, 20mM NH4Ac pH 5.1 as running buffer
to afford pure ubiquitin, as evaluated by SDS-PAGE (Figure 6). Samples were concentrated
using a Amicon Centrifugal Filter with a 3.0 kDa filter cutoff and were ready for analysis.
Obtained yield was ~16 mg/L.
Solution state NMR samples were buffer exchanged with 50 mM Tris buffer pH 7.5 prior to
measurement. Microcrystalline ubiquitin for solid-state NMR was obtained by dissolving it in
20 mM citrate buffer pH 4 (final concentration) and 2-Methyl-2,4-pentanediol (60 % final).
Crystals were collected by centrifugation at 100.000 ´g and filled into a 1.3 mm zirconia rotor.

Figure 6. A) Elution profile of ubiquitin during gel filtration. B) SDS-Page. Well #8 contains the
fraction annotated in A).

Fully Protonated ubiquitin
FP ubiquitin followed the same procedure as the previous iFD sample, except that fully
protonated

D-glucose-13C6

was supplemented instead of deuterated glucose. The yield was

~20 mg/L.
Inverse Fractional Deuterated KcsA in vitro
KcsA was expressed in E.coli M15 cells using standard H2O-based M9 medium
supplemented with 0.5 g/L 15NH4Cl and 2 g/L

D-glucose-13C6-d7.

The protein was extracted

and purified as described previously,22 resulting in a final yield of 10 mg/L. Briefly, cells were
harvested, treated with lysozyme and lysed by French press (12.5 psi). Cell debris was
removed with a low spinning centrifugation (2.000 ´g) and membranes were collected with a
high spinning centrifugation at 70.000 ´g. Membrane pellets were resuspended in phosphate
buffer (50 mM, 150 mM KCl, pH 7.5) and DM detergent at 40 mM, until whole pellet was
dissolved. Sample was incubated with NiNTA beads (Thermo Fischer) and KcsA was eluted
with an imidazole gradient in the same buffer (pH adjusted to 7.8) at 4 mM DM. Imidazole
was removed by buffer exchange using an a Amicon filter 50 kDa cutoff. Protein concentration
was estimated by a detergent compatible Bradford assay (Thermo Fischer), using BSA as
standard.
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Liposome reconstitution was performed using E.coli polar lipids (Avanti) at 1:100
protein:lipid molar stoichiometry. Detergent was removed using polystyrene beads (Biosamples were suspended in fully protonated phosphate buffer. For D2O-washed KcsA,
samples were washed twice in fully deuterated phosphate buffer (50 mM pH7, 50 mM NaCl
and 50 mM KCl) and incubated in ~1 ml of deuterated buffer for three days prior to the
measurements.
For the solid-state NMR measurements, liposomes were filled into a 1.3 mm zirconia
rotors for 1H-detection experiments and into 3.2 mm zirconia rotors for

13

C-detected

experiements.

Figure 7. SDS Page of pure fractions collected after the NiTNA purification. Fraction #1 was boiled
whereas #2 was not, which shows that the top band corresponds to KcsA tetramer (MW ~66 kDa) and
the bottom band to the monomer (~16.5 kDa).

Inverse Fractional Deuterated KcsA in situ
KcsA was expressed in E.coli Lemo21 cells using the T7 inhibition system as described.27 Cells
were first grown in unlabeled M9 media until saturation. Prior to induction, the cells were
harvested and re-suspended in an H2O-based M9 medium supplemented with 0.1 mg/mL
rifampicin, 0.5 g/L

15

NH4Cl and 2 g/L

D-glucose-

13

C6-d7. After expression, cells were washed,

lysed and the cellular membranes were extracted. The membrane fractions were separated
according to their density difference using a sucrose gradient (gradient (w/v) 36%, 45%, 51%, 55
%). The inner membrane fraction was collected, washed twice with phosphate buffer (pH 7) and
incubated in ~1ml of deuterated phosphate buffer (pH7) for a total of three days before the
ssNMR measurements. This procedure (except for the D2O-wash) is described with greater detail
in Ref. (27).

Qualitative determination of KcsA in the native inner cell membrane
The KcsA concentration was estimated in a qualitative approach by comparing the signalto-noise (S/N) ratios of the 2D NH spectra measured in situ and in vitro (Figures 3C and 4A).
For comparison, the signals plotted in Figure 5G were employed. Signal intensities were used
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Beads SM-2), as also previously described.22 Prior to ssNMR measurements, reconstituted
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rather than integrals, therefore we did not consider signals S69, A73, T75, and G77 for the
S/N analysis, because these signals are substantially broader in situ than in vitro. Likewise,
T85 was not used because its signal intensity is attenuated over time by H/D exchange with
the deuterated solvent. Signal X1 was nonetheless considered in order to increase the sample
population.
Table 1. Intensity of selected signals for S/N comparison between the in situ and in vitro KcsA samples.

Vitro

Situ

Vitro/Situ

G43

16.34

9.81

1.66

S44

28.62

14.10

2.03

Y45

30.50

14.47

2.11

V48

35.12

13.95

2.52

V70

32.50

10.62

3.06

T74

10.99

7.33

1.50

V76

18.16

5.30

3.43

X1

28.75

10.77

2.67

average

2.37

Hence, the S/N in vitro is approximately twice higher than in situ. Since the 2D NH in situ
was measured with 13.2 times the numbers of scans (NS) as compared with in vitro, we can
qualitatively derive that the KcsA concentration in vitro is ~7 times higher than in the native
cell membrane, as

["#$%]'()*+
["#$%],()-

= √13.2 × 2 ≈ 7.2 (to be noted that the S/N increases with √𝑁𝑆,

hence the factor). Since the amount of in vitro KcsA in the sample is known (1.25 mg,
corresponding to 16 nmol), by comparison the KcsA concentration in situ can be estimated,
given that the sample volume is the same (1.3 mm rotor). Thus, the in situ sample is estimated
to have ~175 μg of KcsA, corresponding to ~2.5 nmol. This explains the need for 10.000
scans to acquire a sensitive 2D NH of KcsA in the inner membrane.

NMR Spectroscopy
1

H-detection
All 3D ssNMR experiments were measured at 800 MHz and 60 kHz MAS. The effective

sample temperature was set to ~308 K. Water suppression was achieved with the
MISSISSIPPI scheme.17 Decoupling was performed with the PISSARRO scheme18,38, during all
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direct and indirect acquisition periods. For all experiments and all nuclei, the decoupling
amplitude was set to one quarter of the MAS frequency, i.e., 15 kHz and not further
experiments, quadrature-detection in the indirect dimensions was achieved using TPPI. The
pulse sequence used to acquire 2D

13

C/15N - 1H spectra was described in reference 4. The

recycle delay (‘d1 time’) was ~0.8 – 1.0 s for all 1H-detected measurements. For all 2D spectra
/ planes here shown, it was used a contour level increment of 1.05 – 1.10 and 50 – 60 contour
levels. For all 3D measurements, sparse Poisson-Gap15 sampling was used and
reconstruction was done with compressed sensing39 in Topspin 3.2 (Bruker Biospin). Note
that all 3D experiments performed on KcsA were done with the D2O-incubated in vitro
sample. Pulse sequence diagrams for the herein used experiments were already been
published elsewhere.20
3D CαNH
The initial 1H ®

13

C transfer was brought with ramped (20 %) cross polarization with

contact times of 450 µs and 500 µs for iFD ubiquitin and iFD KcsA (D2O), respectively.
Polarization was further transferred from
irradiation on

13

C and 20 kHz on

15

13

Cα ®

15

N with SPECIFIC CP40 using 41 kHz

N during 6.0 ms for both iFD ubiquitin and iFD KcsA

(D2O). Despite the relatively strong irradiation on the 13C channel, the transfer was specific
for Cα, which was achieved by moving the 13C carrier upfield (to ~0 ppm), away from the CO
signal region. No decoupling on 1H was necessary during SPECIFIC CP transfer, since
heteronuclear dipolar couplings involving 1H are much reduced at 60 kHz MAS in iFD
proteins. The final transfer from

15

N ® 1H was carried out with ramped (10 %) cross-

polarization (65 kHz on 15N, 124 kHz on 1H, 750 µs contact time for iFD ubiquitin, 500 µs
for iFD KcsA). The measurement time was 14h for ubiquitin and 2d 20h for KcsA using sparse
[66 % for ubiquitin / 50 % for KcsA] sampling.
3D CONH
Analogous to the CαNH experiment. The 1H ® 13C CP contact time was 3 ms in iFD KcsA
(D2O). SPECIFIC CP from CO to 15N was established with 41 kHz irradiation on 13C and 20
kHz irradiation on

15

N during 6.0 ms in the absence of 1H decoupling. The

13

C carrier was

placed at ~165 ppm during the SPECIFIC CP step. N ® H CP was carried out as described
15

1

in the CαNH experiment. The measurement time was 2d 11h for KcsA using sparse [54 %]
sampling.
3D NCαHα
After 1H ® 15N ramped (20 %) CP transfer over 1.5 ms (125 kHz on 1H, 50 kHz on 15N),
15

N ®

13

Cα transfer was performed with SPECIFIC CP over 6.0 ms, during which the
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optimized. Decoupling times were optimized between 50 and 74 µs for all nuclei. For all
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carrier was placed ~0 ppm (as described above). The final transfer from 13Cα ® 1H was done
with ramped (10 %) cross-polarization using 185 µs contact time. The measurement time was
2d 12h for iFD ubiquitin using sparse [70 %] sampling.
3D Cα(CO)NH
1

H ® 13C CP transfer was performed with 500 µs contact time and the 13C carrier placed at

~ -10 ppm, which yielded selective transfer to the aliphatic carbons, as described in Refs. (4,
5).

13

C-13C mixing was brought about with double quantum DREAM19 recoupling using 27

kHz recoupling amplitude (20 % ramp) over 6.25 ms. Best transfer performance was achieved
with the

13

C carrier close to the

13

CO region (~170 ppm) during the transfer. No 1H-

decoupling was applied during DREAM recoupling, which did not lead to any perceivable
transfer losses in comparison to the application of 1H-decoupling. The following 13CO ® 15N
® 1H transfer steps were analogous to the ones described in the 3D CONH experiment. The
measurement time was 8d 8h for iFD KcsA (D2O) using sparse [46 %] sampling.
3D CO(Cα)NH
Analogous to the CO(Cα)NH experiment. The 13C carrier was placed at ~ 185 ppm during
the initial 1H ® 13C CP step, which yielded selective transfer to the carbonyl carbons. 13C13C mixing was brought about with double quantum DREAM recoupling using 27 kHz
recoupling amplitude (20 % ramp) over 4.3 ms. Best transfer performance was achieved with
the 13C carrier close to the 13Cα region (~65 ppm) during the transfer. The following 13Cα ®
15

N ® 1H transfer steps were analogous to those described in the 3D CαNH experiment. The

measurement time was 6d 18h for iFD KcsA (D2O) using sparse [50 %] sampling.
3D CCH
1

H®

13

C CP transfer was performed with 450 µs contact time in iFD ubiquitin.

13

C-13C

mixing was brought about with double quantum DREAM recoupling using 27 kHz recoupling
amplitude (20 % ramp) over 3.5 ms with the 13C carrier placed at ~55 ppm. 13C ® 1H transfer
was done with a short (200 µs) CP step to ensure one-bond transfer. The measurement time
was 3d 2h in iFD ubiquitin using sparse [60 %] sampling.
2D NH of KcsA in cell membranes
This experiment was performed with 9760 scans (i.e., 13.2*times more scans than for the
corresponding experiment with KcsA in vitro) and had a total duration of 5d 16h.
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13

C-detected
All 13C-detected experiments were carried out with D2O-washed FP KsA.

2

3D NCαCX
This experiment was carried out at 500 MHz and 12 kHz MAS and a real temperature of
~278 K. The initial 1H ® 15N transfer time was keep very short (250 µs) to select only waterinaccessible residues with protonated backbone nitrogens. The selection was very good,
which was verified in a 2D NCα experiment, in which all residues of the water-accessible
turret loop were absent. The measurement time was 9d 15h using sparse [72 %] sampling.
2D N(CO)CX
This experiment was carried out at 800 MHz and 17 kHz MAS and a real temperature of
~278 K. Analogously to the 3D NCαCX experiment, the initial 1H ® 15N transfer time was
keep very short (250 µs) to select only water-inaccessible residues with protonated backbone
nitrogens. The measurement time was 2d 15h using conventional sampling.
15

N T1ρ measurements
1

H-detected 15N T1ρ measurements were carried out as described in Refs. (32,33) with the

below shown pulse sequence (Figure 6). All measurement were performed at 800 MHz
magnetic field with 60 kHz MAS using recycle delays of 0.9 s. The

15

N transverse

magnetization decay was probed with a N spinlock field of 20 kHz. No 1H-decoupling was
15

applied during the

15

N spinlock. Note that we found a

15

N T1ρ plateau from ~10–25 kHz

spinlock power (Figure S8). Five points with 0, 20, 50, 100, and 200 ms duration of the
spinlock were taken. The signals were processed with QSIN 3 window functions in both 1H
and 15N dimensions to enhance the resolution. Only well-isolated peaks were considered for
the analysis, for which we measured the peak intensities. The T1ρ trajectories were fit to single
exponentials. Note that for G43, which shows a signal splitting (Figure 5 C,D), we used the
maximal intensity of both conformations, given it was not possible to resolve the two
conformations in the absence of a relaxation filter.
90°

1H

CP

90°

15N

CP

spinlock

t1

CP

MISSISSIPPI

LP-PISSARRO

t2

90°

CP

LP-PISSARRO

13C

LP-PISSARRO

LP-PISSARRO

Figure 8 . NMR pulse sequence to measure site-resolved 15N T1ρ in the TM part of KcsA.
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Supporting Information
S1. Spectra comparison between fully protonated (FP) and inversely fractionally deuterated (iFD)
ubiquitin

Figure S1. A-F) 2D comparison of 2D CH (A,B) and NH (D,E) spectra measured with iFD (A,D) and
FP (B,E) ubiquitin at 800 MHz and 60 kHz MAS. Overlays are shown in C and F. Processing parameters
are the same for both sample preparations. For the Hα protons, it is readily visible that the 1Hresolution is improved in iFD ubiquitin. A 2D comparison is less useful for the HN, because they are
well-resolved in both sample preparations. G) In 1D cross-sections (see also Figure 1E of the main
text), it is however clearly discernible that the resolution is improved in iFD ubiquitin for both HN and
Hα. Note that the Hα are better resolved because they are closer to the 1H-diluted side-chains.

S2. 1H- linewidth comparison between fully protonated and inversely fractionally deuterated
ubiquitin
Two different samples of FP ubiquitin were prepared and measured in order to diminish
the influence of the sample quality on the linewidth. Only the FP sample that gave the best
linewidth was considered for the evaluation.
The 15N linewidth, which is most sensitive to sample heterogeneity, was virtually exactly
the same for the iFD and the FP ubiquitin samples that we compared (Figure S3), which
strongly corroborates that we compared samples of similar quality.
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Table S2A. Comparison of the HN (I) and Hα (II) linewidth in FP and iFD ubiquitin. The linewidth
(LW) improvement percentage was calculated as:
EFGH

Improvement [%] = DEFIGJ − 1L × 100.

2

I) HN linewidth comparison:
Field

950MHz

950MHz

800MHz

800MHz

800MHz

800MHz

800MHz

Residue

iFD [Hz]

iFD [ppm]

iFD [Hz]

iFD [ppm]

FP [Hz]

FP [ppm]

FP/iFD (%)

T9

127

0.134

138

0.173

147

0.184

6.52

G10

135

0.142

135

0.169

143

0.179

6.06

K11

144

0.152

169

0.212

197

0.246

16.42

I13

188

0.198

193

0.241

219

0.274

13.41

S20

139

0.146

149

0.186

197

0.247

32.50

D21

122

0.128

106

0.133

178

0.223

67.31

K33

141

0.148

136

0.170

171

0.214

26.00

I36

205

0.216

206

0.257

242

0.303

17.93

D39

188

0.198

226

0.282

254

0.318

12.50

Q40

161

0.169

198

0.248

289

0.361

45.74

A46

178

0.187

192

0.240

205

0.256

6.63

G47

119

0.125

119

0.149

116

0.145

--2.36

K48

104

0.109

91

0.114

119

0.148

29.76

Q49

183

0.193

166

0.208

213

0.266

28.04

T55

180

0.189

192

0.239

198

0.248

3.55

Y59

119

0.125

110

0.138

201

0.251

81.65

I61

179

0.188

188

0.235

223

0.279

18.62

S65

87

0.092

84

0.105

155

0.193

84.82

T66

156

0.164

179

0.223

257

0.321

43.98

average

150

0.158

156.67

0.196

196

0.245

28.37
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II) Hα linewidth comparison:
Field

950 MHz

950 MHz

800 MHz

800 MHz

800 MHz

800 MHz

800 MHz

Residue

iFD [Hz]

iFD [ppm]

iFD [Hz]

iFD [ppm]

FP [Hz]

FP [ppm]

FP/iFD (%)

L15

135

0.142

140

0.175

230

0.287

64.23

V17

103

0.108

115

0.143

152

0.190

32.25

P19

200

0.211

230

0.288

285

0.356

23.75

V26

184

0.193

177

0.221

340

0.425

92.03

I30

180

0.189

190

0.237

244

0.305

28.90

D32

165

0.174

201

0.252

293

0.366

45.46

K33

125

0.132

123

0.154

138

0.173

12.16

I44

173

0.182

183

0.228

233

0.292

27.73

A46

126

0.133

160

0.200

175

0.219

9.39

E64

216

0.228

245

0.306

293

0.366

19.59

N60

208

0.219

193

0.242

277

0.346

43.33

average

165

0.174

178

0.222

242

0.302

36.26
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HN

HN

Hα

Hα

950 MHz

950 MHz

950 MHz

950 MHz

[Hz]

[ppm]

[Hz]

[ppm]

I3
K6

149.83
200

0.16
0.21

Q2
I3

150.00
188.00

0.16
0.20

T7

141

0.15

F4

126.14

0.13

T9

127

0.13

K6

226.00

0.24

G10

134.65

0.14

L15

135.14

0.14

K11

143.56

0.15

V17

102.51

0.11

T12

81.54

0.09

E18

177.30

0.19

I13

155.93

0.16

P19

200.07

0.21

T14

102.35

0.11

S20

147.06

0.15

L15

173.77

0.18

V26

183.63

0.19

V17

140.53

0.15

I30

179.87

0.19

S20

141.06

0.15

D32

165.41

0.17

D21

119.04

0.13

K33

125.03

0.13

T22

212.33

0.22

I36

138.41

0.15

V26

193.87

0.20

I44

173.10

0.18

K27

183.87

0.19

F45

260.00

0.27

K29

179

0.19

A46

126.14

0.13

K33

137.44

0.14

G47 α1

148.00

0.16

E34

164.95

0.17

G47 α2

154.00

0.16

I36

191.33

0.20

K48

264.97

0.28

D39

202.26

0.21

K63

201.15

0.21

Q40

173.33

0.18

E64

216.23

0.23

Q41

143.7

0.15

Y59

88.68

0.09

R42

169.38

0.18

N60

208.46

0.22

L43

225.42

0.24

S65

130.99

0.14

average

168.65

0.18

I44

234.72

0.25

F45

155.05

0.16

A46

177.91

0.19

G47

118.76

0.13

K48

104

0.11

Q49

182

0.19

E51

216.4

0.23

D52

123.74

0.13

R54

122.9

0.13

T55

180

0.19

S57

320

0.34

Y59

119

0.13

I61

170.59

0.18

S65

86.72

0.09

T66

155.87

0.16

L69

190

0.20

average

162.07

0.17
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Table S2B. Full list of resolved HN and Hα signals in iFD ubiquitin at 950 MHz and 60 kHz MAS.
Signals were analyzed without application of a window function in the 1H-dimension.
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FP Ubiquitin
800 MHz

iFD Ubiquitin
800 MHz

F45β1
broad

4.0

1H/ppm 4.0

3.0

F45β2
0.14 ppm

F45β1
0.20 ppm

F45β2
broad

iFD Ubiquitin
950 MHz

3.0

1H/ppm 4.0

3.0

Y59β2
broad

2.5 1H/ppm

3.5

A46β
0.15 ppm

1.4

1.2

4.2

1H/ppm

1.4

3.5

1.2

1H/ppm

4.4

4.2

1H/ppm

1.4

1.0

1.2

1H/ppm

T66β
0.12 ppm

1H/ppm

4.4

I23δ
0.59 ppm

0.0 1H/ppm

2.5 1H/ppm

A46β
0.11 ppm

T66β
0.13 ppm

I23δ
0.62 ppm

1.0

2.5 1H/ppm

A46β
0.12 ppm

T66β
0.16 ppm

4.4

Y59β1
0.14 ppm

Y59β1
0.16 ppm

3.5

1H/ppm

Y59β2
0.29 ppm

Y59β2
not. res.

Y59β1
broad

F45β2
0.10 ppm

F45β1
0.15 ppm

4.2

1H/ppm

I23δ
0.45 ppm

0.0 1H/ppm

1.0

0.0 1H/ppm

Figure S2. t1 cross-sections extracted from 2D CH experiments measured at 60 kHz MAS, showing
the linewidth of side chain 1H. We generally found an improved 1H linewidth in iFD ubiquitin
compared to FP ubiquitin, which is very pronounced for certain residue types such as Phe and Tyr. The
improvement was marginal for certain methyl groups (e.g. I23γ) due to isotopologue effects.
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S3. Assessment of sample quality
To fairly compare the 1H-linewidth in FP and iFD ubiquitin, it is essential that the analysis
15

N-

linewidth, which is most sensitive to sample heterogeneity. Our analysis showed virtually
exactly the same 15N linewidth for the compared ubiquitin samples, also for residues such as
D21, Y59, and S65 (Figure S3), which show large gains in 1H-resolution in iFD ubiquitin.
This clearly demonstrates that the 1H-resolution improvement is caused by the reduction in
the 1H-density.
iFD
FP

D21

Y59

49 Hz
49 Hz

127

126
15N/ppm

S65

45 Hz
46 Hz

114
15N/ppm

49 Hz
48 Hz

113

117
15N/ppm

116

Figure S3. Overlay of 15N cross-sections of FP (green) and iFD (blue) ubiquitin, obtained at 60 kHz
MAS in a machine operating at 80 MHz relative to nitrogen.

S4. Solution state NMR spectra and isotopologue effect

Figure S4. 2D 1H-15N HSQC41 in (A) and 1H-13C HSQC in (B) of iFD ubiquitin in phosphate buffer
pH7, measured in a 900 MHz magnet. (C) Overlay of iFD and FP ubiquitin illustrating the isotopologue
effect in vinyl and methyl groups. The three signals resulting from -CH3, -CH2D, -CHD2 species is
detrimental for the resolution of the methyl signal region.
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is not biased by the sample preparation. We can deduce the sample quality from the
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S5. Quantitative analysis of the 1H pattern in iFD ubiquitin using solution-state NMR
Table S5. Protonation levels [%] of aliphatic carbons were analyzed using 13C-1H HSQC solution-state
NMR spectra, measured at 900 MHz. To account for different sample concentrations, the spectra were
normalized following the procedure outlined in Ref.42 by using 15N-1H HSQC41 spectra. All analysis
was based on 1H, 13C and 15N solution NMR assignments from Ref.43. Note that this is the very same
procedure that was applied to analyze the protonation pattern in fractional deuterated (FD) ubiquitin,20
i.e, iFD (% 1H) = 100 * signal integral (iFD/FP)
Hα

Hβ

Ala

95

48

Arg

96

97

Asp

103

78

Asn

93

74

*Cys*

*

Gln

88

93

50

Glu

94

102

58

Gly

95

His

/

89

Ile

95

99

77

Leu

91

98

98

50

Lys

89

79

72

97

Met

99

/

72

Phe

102

70

Pro

91

95

Ser

93

24

Thr

99

88

*Trp*

*

Tyr

97

65

Val

96

99

* = not present in ubiquitin
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Hγ

Hγ2

/

Hδ

Hε

87

57

70

76

76

55

Hδ2

44

/ = not accessible due to spectral overlap
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S6. Spectral overlay of water -accessible and -inaccessible residues of KcsA

Figure S6. Spectral overlay of 2D NH spectra measured with A) iFD KcsA in H2O (blue signals) and
FD20 KcsA in H2O (yellow signals). iFD KcsA (in H2O), which was expressed in protonated solvents,
features all HN signals, while FD KcsA (in H2O), which was expressed in deuterated solvents, shows
only water-accessible residues. Red annotations correspond to signals that were previously assigned in
FD KcsA, black signals were assigned with iFD KcsA. B) Overlay of FD KcsA and D2O-washed iFD
KcsA. It can be readily seen that all signals of the turret (with exception of T85) as well as G79 of the
upper part of the selectivity filter disappear in the iFD KcsA spectrum after D2O-wash. Therefore, the
combination of iFD and FD labelling is also an attractive tool to study membrane protein topology. C)
Overlay of iFD KcsA before (in blue) and after D2O-wash (in magenta). It is readily visible that the
spectral resolution is improved in the magenta spectrum.

S7. 1H-linewidth comparison in iFD KcsA before and after incubation in D2O
Table S7. Linewidth of HN resonances that were well resolved in the in vitro KcsA (D2O) 2D NH
spectrum. The linewidth improvement [%] was calculated as = [(iFD [H2O]/iFD [D2O])-1]*100. See
Figure S7 for signals X1-X4.

Residue
G43
S44
V48
W68
S69
V70
A73
T74
V76
T75
G77
T85
X1
X2
X3
X4

in vitro
in vitro
in vitro
in vitro
iFD (D2O) iFD (D2O) iFD (H2O) iFD (H2O)
LW [Hz]
[ppm]
LW [Hz]
[ppm]
350
0.44
358
0.45
194
0.24
overlap
overlap
160
0.20
204
0.26
160
0.20
overlap
overlap
107
0.13
135
0.17
162
0.20
204
0.26
163
0.20
265
0.33
227
0.28
238
0.30
227
0.28
300
0.38
178
0.22
384
0.48
244
0.31
288
0.36
142
0.18
210
0.26
187
0.23
232
0.29
169
0.21
overlap
overlap
224
0.28
~400
~0.50
153
0.19
~340
~0.42

in vitro
Improv. [%]
2.29
27.50
26.17
25.89
62.36
4.85
32.16
115.73
18.03
47.89
0.24
overlap
~75
~120

in situ
iFD (D2O)
LW [Hz]
249
overlap
198
overlap
210
209
321
190
280
416
416
176
151
overlap
gone
overlap

in situ
iFD (D2O)
[ppm]
0.31
overlap
0.25
overlap
0.26
0.26
0.40
0.24
0.35
0.52
0.52
0.22
0.19
overlap
gone
overlap
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Figure S7. 2D NH spectrum of D2O-washed iFD KcsA. The unassigned signals X1 – X4, which were
included in the linewidth analysis, are indicated in the spectrum.

S8. Measurement of the bulk 15N T1ρ as a function of the 15N spinlock power

Figure S8. Bulk 15N T1ρ measured in D2O-washed iFD KcsA at 800 MHz and 60 kHz MAS. In line with
Refs.32–34, the graph shows a plateau from ~10–25 kHz 15N spinlock power with an average 15N T1ρ of
~100 ms. The relaxation time gets shorter with higher spinlock powers, presumably due to the
proximity to the n=1/2 rotary resonance condition.
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Abstract
1

H-detected solid-state NMR in combination with 1H/2H exchange steps allows for

the direct identification of very strong hydrogen bonds in membrane proteins. On the
example of the membrane-embedded potassium channel KcsA, we quantify the
longevity of such very strong hydrogen bonds by combining time-resolved 1H-detected
solid-state NMR experiments and molecular dynamics simulations. In particular, we
show that the carboxyl-side chain of the highly conserved residue Glu51 is involved
in ultra-strong hydrogen bonds, which are fully-water-exposed and yet stable for
weeks. The astonishing stability of these hydrogen bonds is important for the
structural integrity of potassium channels, which we further corroborate by
computational studies.

Based on the publication:
João Medeiros-Silva, Shehrazade Jekhmane, Marc Baldus and Markus Weingarth
Hydrogen Bond Strength in Membrane Proteins Probed by Time-Resolved 1HDetected Solid-State NMR and MD Simulations.
Solid State Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, 2017 87 80-85.
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Introduction
The measurement of hydrogen-deuterium (1H/2H) exchange is a widespread method in
solution NMR to probe protein structure,1,2 folding,3,4 and protein-ligand interactions.5 Its
principle is straightforward and based on the signal attenuation of exchangeable protons such
as amino or hydroxyl protons upon incubation with deuterated solvents. How fast these
surface exposure. The latter aspect renders 1H/2H exchange naturally a very attractive method
to study membrane protein topology, which has been exploited in a number of solution NMR
studies in micelles or detergents.6–8 In solid-state NMR (ssNMR), however, 1H/2H exchange
could not be directly exploited due a lack of 1H-resolution. While the indirect 15N-detection
of 1H/2H exchange could already be used for elegant ssNMR studies on the topology of 7TM
membrane proteins,9,10 we are likely to see many more applications of the simple 1H/2H
exchange tool with the advent of high-resolution 1H-detected ssNMR,11–19 driven by fast magic
angle spinning (MAS). Indeed, as in part described in Chapter 2, we used 1H-detected 1H/2H
exchange at fast MAS for the study of the membrane topology and the localization of
functionally important water molecules in the ion channel KcsA.20–22 Furthermore, 1Hdetected 1H/2H exchange ssNMR studies were also conducted on the membrane protein
proteorhodopsin23 and on the SH3 domain.24
Here we integrate time-resolved 1H-detected ssNMR and molecular dynamics simulations
to examine unusually strong hydrogen bonds in the membrane-embedded K+ channel KcsA.
These hydrogen bonds are fully water-exposed and yet stable for many weeks, something that
may hint at their potential functional importance.

Results and discussion
The filter residues V84 and T85 form a very strong hydrogen bond network
The membrane protein KcsA is an archetypical K+ channel and a well- accepted model to
study the gating of the central pore of K+ channels.25–29 We performed 1H-detected studies of
KcsA with the complementary labelling schemes fractional deuteration (FD) and inverse
fractional deuteration (iFD) (Figure 1). These labelling schemes give access to exchangeable
HN only (FD in H2O), all HN (iFD in H2O), and non-exchangeable HN only (iFD in D2O).
Combining these labelling schemes represents hence a straightforward and powerful tool to
study membrane protein topology. We could readily select residues that belong to the waterexposed outer vestibule (Figure 1A) and the water-shielded transmembrane part (Figure 1C)
of KcsA. Note that the water-exposed cytoplasmic domain (CPD) is not visible in our dipolarbased spectra due to increased mobility, as we demonstrated previously.21 After incubating
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iFD KcsA in deuterated buffers for one week, almost all water-exposed residues of the outer
vestibule fully exchanged, with the exceptions of V84HN and T85HN (Figure 1C, highlighted
in red bold letters). Astonishingly these residues did not exchange, in spite of the fact that
they are fully accessible by the bulk water (Figure 2). Note that T85 was also protected from
exchange in native bacterial membranes (see Figure 4E from chapter 2).

Figure 1. 1H-detected dipolar-based 2H NH spectra of A) FD KcsA, B) iFD KcsA in protonated buffers,
and C) iFD KcsA in deuterated buffers. Spectra were acquired at 800 MHz and with 52 and 60 kHz
MAS for FD and iFD KcsA, respectively. Signals of V84 and T85 are annotated in red bold letters. D)
Illustration of visible HN signals in FD KcsA (green) and D2O-incubated iFD KcsA (magenta). Residues
in black color are not assigned.

This suggested that V84 and T85 are involved in exceptionally strong hydrogen bonds,
which may relate to their localization at the water- membrane interface, which is a region of
low dielectric permittivity (Figure 2D). In the KcsA crystal structure (pdb 1K4C),25 the
backbone amino protons of both V84 and T85 form hydrogen bonds with the carboxyl side
chain of residue E51, connecting the TM1 helix with the pore-loop (P-loop). This hydrogen
bond pattern is also present in other K+ channels, such as in Shaker or the KCNKØ channel,
which was demonstrated with cysteine-crosslinking.30,31 Residue E51 (E418 in Shaker, E28 in
KCNKØ) is conserved in most K+ channels and absolutely conserved in voltage-gated
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potassium (Kv) channels (Figure 2A). Several studies have reported that residue E51 is
important for slow C-type inactivation in Kv channels, which was demonstrated with
mutational studies in Shaker, BK2, and the KCNKØ channel.30–32 Furthermore, E51 seems
relevant for structural integrity, given that certain E51X KcsA mutants failed to express,33 and
E51 was shown to be a pH sensor in the TASK2 channel.34 It seems hence plausible that the
very strong hydrogen bonds formed by the E51 side chain relates to the importance of this

3

residue.

Figure 2. A) Sequential alignment of several K+ channels, showing the absolute conservation of E51
in voltage-gated K+ channels. B) Illustration of the V84/T85 – E51 hydrogen bond network in KcsA.
C) E51 and V84/T85 (shown in green) are fully water exposed and localized at the water-lipid interface.
D) Illustration of the profile of dielectric constants ε across lipid bilayers. The low permittivity at the
membrane interface increases Coulomb contributions in hydrogen bonds.
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Time-resolved 1H/2H exchange
To quantify the stability of the hydrogen bonds in which V84HN and T85 HN are involved,
we performed time-resolved ssNMR experiments. We measured additional 1H-detected 2D
NH spectra with iFD KcsA after four and seven weeks of incubation time in deuterated buffers
(Figure 3). To quantify the gradual signal decay of V84HN and T85 HN due to 1H/2H exchange,
we referenced to the water-shielded transmembrane residues V48 and V70, which are not
affected by exchange. Our analysis revealed that V84HN exchanged substantially faster than
T85HN. Whereas the T85 signal had lost only about 10% intensity after 4 weeks of incubation
time, the V84 signal was reduced by 60% in intensity. This suggested a significant difference
in the hydrogen bond strength for these two residues. Such a marked difference is not
deducible from the crystal structure 1K4C,25 in which the V84 – E51 hydrogen bond is actually
0.1 Å shorter than the T85 – E51 hydrogen bond. We hence wondered if the decay differences
observed by time-resolved 1H-detected ssNMR are directly related to the differential longevity
of the V84 – E51 and T85 – E51 hydrogen bonds.

Figure 3. The decay of signals V84 and T85 as a function of the incubation time in deuterated buffers.
For each measurement point, we referenced the signal heights of V84/T85 to the transmembrane
residues V48/V70. The latter are not prone to 1H/2H exchange. Note that the accelerated decay of T85
between 4 and 7 weeks of D2O -exposure is presumably due to sample heating effects.
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Figure 4. Analysis of hydrogen bond stability from MD simulations. A) Temporal evolution of the
distance between the V84/T85 amino-proton and the carboxyl-oxygen of E51. For each analysis step,
the distance to the closer carboxyl oxygen is plotted. The analysis reflects the hydrogen bond distance
in one monomer of the tetrameric KcsA channel. Similar pattern were found in the other three
protomers. B) Summary of the distance evolution shown in A). Distances around 3.5 Å correspond to
a loss of hydrogen bonding. C) Although a rare event, the V84 – E51 hydrogen bond breaks from time
to time, which leaves V84HN prone to 1H/2H exchange. The T85 side chain hydroxyl-group further
stabilizes the T85 – E51 hydrogen bond.
Note that an analysis of HN – water distances over the trajectory clearly demonstrated that V84HN and
T85HN are refractory to exchange despite the steady presence of close water molecules (Figure S1). We
also like to emphasize that the strong V84/T85 signals in FD KcsA (Figure 1A) are not at all in
contradiction to our conclusions. While FD KcsA is grown in deuterated buffers, purification and
reconstitution steps, which take several days, are performed in protonated buffers. During these steps,
signals of the water-accessible outer vestibule fully exchange. Moreover, in the absence of a bilayer, the
outer vestibule is less densely packed (absence of bilayer lateral pressure) and the low permittivity
environment of the bilayer (Figure 2D) is absent.

To gain further insight in hydrogen bond stability, we performed atomistic molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. We used a closed-conductive KcsA structure (pdb 1K4C)
embedded in anionic POPG lipids as starting system. Figure 4A shows the temporal evolution
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of the distances between the V84/T85 amino-protons and the closer of the two E51 side chain
carboxyl-oxygens, and this is the relevant hydrogen bond distance. The analysis was
conducted over 300 ns of MD simulation (Figure 4A,B). We could indeed observe a clear
difference in hydrogen bond stability, which is perfectly in line with our time-resolved solidstate NMR data. The T85 hydrogen bond length is extremely steady, and does basically not
exceed 2.5 Å over the evaluated period. This is most likely because the T85 hydroxyl side
chain further stabilizes the hydrogen bond (Figure 4C). However, for V84, we observe more
than 200 times events where distances exceed 2.5 Å, and we even observe a small but
significant number of distances that exceed 3.5 Å. Distances around 3.5 Å mark a loss of
hydrogen bonding during which V84HN is accessible to bulk water and can exchange (Figure
4C). In total, the loss of hydrogen bonding for V84HN occurred three times over the evaluated
period of 300 ns. The MD simulations hence show that while both V84 and T85 form very
tight hydrogen bonds with E51, where the hydrogen bond with T85 is far stronger. Both
observations agree remarkably well with our time-resolved 1H-detected ssNMR data.

Functional relevance of the network
The enormous stability of the V84/T85 – E51 hydrogen bonds is surprising. In voltagegated and other K+ channels, it was shown that loss of interactions with E51 led to a stark
acceleration of C-type inactivation.30–32 In line with this notion, it was demonstrated that
linking S5 with the S6-P-loop via E418 in Shaker (E51 in KcsA) greatly stabilizes the
inactivation gate.30 It hence seems plausible that the hydrogen bonds formed by the E51 side
chain are therefore tightly controlled. In atomistic MD simulations with a E51A KcsA mutant,
we see that loss of the V84/T85 – E51 hydrogen bonds goes along with marked structural
alterations in the turret loop (Figure 5). The Baldus group35 and the Perozo group36 have
recently demonstrated that the turret region modulates KcsA gating, presumably via the
selectivity filter. The detailed structural underpinning of the influence of the turret on gating
is however yet elusive. However, that the structure or the dynamics of the outer vestibule is
linked to channel gating appears obvious, given that specific lipid binding at the outer
vestibule modulates channel gating by yet unknown mechanisms.37–40 Against this backdrop,
it is tempting to speculate that the strong hydrogen bonds formed by E51 are a kind of trigger
that, via the outer vestibule, act on the selectivity filter.
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Figure 5. KcsA structural alignment of (left) X-ray structure 1K4C, (middle) the ssNMR model35 from
KcsA (after MD simulation), which shows an extended TM1 helix, and (right) the E51A mutant after
90 ns of MD simulations, showing a starkly different turret loop.

Conclusion
We have reported an approach based on time-resolved 1H-detected ssNMR and MD
simulations that allows quantifying very strong water-exposed hydrogen bonds. This is
particularly interesting, since such bonds are usually not readily identifiable in X-ray
structures. Our approach allowed us to identify a network of outstandingly strong hydrogen
bonds in the water-exposed turret loop of KcsA. Interestingly, this network appears to be
conserved in eukaryotic voltage-gated potassium (Kv) channels. We expect that this approach
is amenable to a large number of proteins, especially to membrane proteins. Indeed, the
unusual strength of the here described hydrogen bonds likely relates to their location in the
interfacial membrane region (Figure 2D). The membrane interface is a zone of low dielectric
permittivity (dielectric constant ε ~ 7, as compared to ε ~ 80 in bulk water), which
strengthens the Coulomb interactions in hydrogen bonds. Since any membrane protein
features residues at the membrane interface, such ultra-strong, water exposed hydrogen
bonds may be rather the rule than the exception, and may be of special structural or functional
importance. Notably, it was recently reported in a ssNMR study that a number of residues in
the interfacial loops of human aquaporin-1 were protected from 1H/2H exchange.41 For future
studies, it may be advantageous to use lower temperatures to slow down 1H/2H exchange, or
to use shorter D2O incubation times to distinguish more nuances of hydrogen bond strength.
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Materials and Methods
Sample preparation
Fractionally deuterated (FD)21 and inversely fractionally deuterated (iFD)42 ion channel
KcsA were expressed and reconstituted as described in chapter 2. FD [15N,
expressed in deuterated buffers, whereas iFD [15N,

13

13

C]-KcsA was

C]-KcsA was expressed in protonated

buffers. Therefore, only water-accessible amino-protons (HN) are detectable in FD proteins,
whereas also water-inaccessible HN can be accessed in iFD proteins. 1H/2H exchange steps
were performed with deuterated buffers (99.9% D2O), in which the sample was incubated
twice, and for one week in total, prior to the first measurement. Supplementary 1H/2H
exchange steps were not necessary to back-protonate water-accessible parts of FD KcsA,
because purification and reconstitution steps were performed in protonated buffers. All
investigated ion channels were reconstituted with E.coli polar lipids (Avanti) in potassium
phosphate buffer at pH 7, in the closed-conductive gating mode.

Solid-state NMR experiments
All experiments were performed at 21.1 T static magnetic field (800 MHz 1H-frequency)
and with 52 and 60 kHz MAS frequency for FD and iFD KcsA, respectively. The sample
temperature was approximately 303 K. 1H-detected 2D NH spectra were acquired with a
dipolar-based pulse sequence (described in Ref.15) using MISSISSIPPI43 solvent suppression.
Low-power PISSARRO44–46 decoupling (15 kHz decoupling power, pulse length ~70 μs) was
applied in both the 15N dimension and the 1H dimension.

Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Atomistic MD simulations were run with the g53a6 force field47 and the GROMACS
package version 4.6.3.48 We used the X-ray structure 1K4C25 embedded in anionic POPG lipids
as starting system. Lipid parameters were obtained from Ref.49. The system contained the ion
channel, 495 POPG lipids, 27914 water molecules, 513 K+ and 30 Cl- ions, adding up to
114460 atoms. The membrane insertion of the ion channel and further simulation parameters
were handled as described previously.35,37 The internuclear distances to analyze hydrogen
bond stability were obtained with the g_dist tool of the GROMACS package. Distances were
extracted in steps of 100 ps over a total simulation length of 300 ns.
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Supporting Information

3

S1. Water contact analysis of V84 and T85

Figure S1. Analysis of HN – water contacts over the simulated trajectory. Water molecules within a
sphere of 0.4 nm were counted as a contact.
Video S1. A movie from a 2 ns trajectory of KcsA in POPG lipids is available in the digital version this
chapter, or by following this reference online50. The time-resolution is 0.1 ns. At 0.5 ns, i.e. 5 seconds
in the movie, the V84–E51 hydrogen bond shortly breaks.
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Abstract
Spontaneous activity shifts at constant experimental conditions represent a
widespread regulatory mechanism in ion channels. The molecular origins of these
modal gating shifts are poorly understood. In the K+ channel KcsA, a multitude of fast
activity shifts that emulate the native modal gating behaviour can be triggered by
point-mutations in the hydrogen bonding network that controls the selectivity filter.
Using solid-state NMR and molecular dynamics simulations in a variety of KcsA
mutants, here we show that modal gating shifts in K+ channels are associated with
important changes in the channel dynamics that strongly perturb the selectivity filter
equilibrium conformation. Furthermore, our study reveals a drastically different
motional and conformational selectivity filter landscape in a mutant that mimics
voltage-gated K+ channels, which provides a foundation for an improved
understanding of eukaryotic K+ channels. Altogether, our results provide a highresolution perspective on some of the complex functional behaviour of K+ channels.
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Introduction
Potassium (K+) channels are of fundamental importance for the functioning of excitable
cells.1 They allow selective and rapid flux of K+ across the cell membrane through a central
pore, which is regulated by the interplay between a cytoplasmic activation gate and an
extracellular C-type inactivation gate known as selectivity filter. The selectivity filter sequence
TVGYG is highly conserved, and its backbone carbonyl-groups together with the threonine
hydroxyl group line up to form the five K+ coordination sites (S0–S4).2,3
Extensive crystallographic studies in the well-accepted model K+ channel KcsA showed
that C-type inactivation is governed by a complex hydrogen bond network behind the
filter by coordinating to the backbone of Y78 and, mediated via a water molecule, the D80 as
well as the W67 side chains (Figure 1A). While W67 and D80 are highly conserved in
K+ channels, E71 is commonly replaced by a valine or isoleucine in eukaryotes (Figure 1B),
which is assumed to critically modulate selectivity filter gating. Indeed, electrophysiological
measurements showed that point-mutations at E71 lock the KcsA channel into different,
natively occurring gating modes, which are best represented by a high-open probability
(E71A), a low-open probability (E71I), and a high-frequency flicker (E71Q) mode.6 Random
shifts between such gating modes, known as modal gating shifts, were observed in various
eukaryotic and prokaryotic K+ channels, and are a widespread regulatory mechanism of
channel activity.4,7–11 Yet, despite their broad functional importance, the structural correlates
and triggers of modal gating shifts are unknown. Modal gating shifts were suggested to relate
to selectivity filter rearrangements; however, a series of X-ray structures of E71X mutants
showed no changes in the filter (RMSD relative to WT KcsA is <0.25 Å)6 despite the marked
functional heterogeneity of these mutants. Curiously, for the E71A mutant, a well-established
model to study K+ channel gating,12,13 a second, strongly different filter conformation of
uncertain functional relevance was crystallised.4,14 Besides the lack of clarity on the selectivity
filter conformation, it was further assumed that changes in the filter dynamics could cause
modal gating shifts.6 However, also here, whether the selectivity filter dynamics change in
reference to the gating mode is unknown, and experimental data are scarce to resolve this
question. Altogether, there is a fundamental lack of knowledge on how the hydrogen bond
network surrounding the selectivity filter modulates its gating, which critically limits our
understanding of modal gating shifts of Kv channels.
Here, we use modern proton-detected (1H-detected)15–20 solid-state NMR (ssNMR) in
native-like membranes to compare the selectivity filter in WT KcsA and the three mutants
(E71A, E71I, E71Q) that are best representatives of modal gating. We show that E71 pointmutations cause marked changes in the selectivity filter conformational dynamics, in contrast
to previous crystallographic studies that revealed virtually no changes in structure.6 By
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combining ssNMR with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, we demonstrate that altered
structural dynamics in E71X mutants drive the selectivity filter into new conformational
equilibria that represent the molecular origin of modal gating. Furthermore, we show that
modal gating goes hand in hand with fluctuations in the hydrogen bonding and water network
behind the filter, which are triggers of sudden mode shifts. Altogether, these results provide
a high-resolution perspective on the complex kinetic behaviour of the selectivity filter of
K+ channels. Importantly, the pronounced conformational and motional changes that we
observe in E71I KcsA provide a foundation for future elucidation of the selectivity filter of
eukaryotic K+ channels.

Results
NMR assignments of the channels at near-native conditions
We assigned the 1H, 13C, and 15N ssNMR chemical shifts of WT KcsA and the E71A, E71I,
E71Q mutants in order to analyse their conformational dynamics in membranes. First, we
prepared uniformly [13C,15N]-labelled inversely Fractionally Deuterated17 channels in
liposomes composed of Escherichia coli lipids. Samples were prepared in buffer conditions (pH
7.4, 100 mM K+) at which WT KcsA is in the closed-conductive state,21 i.e., a state with a
closed activation gate and a conductive selectivity filter. De novo backbone chemical shift
assignments were obtained for mutant E71A using a set of four dipolar-based threedimensional (3D) 1H-detected ssNMR experiments (CANH, CONH, CAcoNH, COcaNH)
(Figure 1C and Figure S1). The high spectral quality enabled us to almost fully assign residues
L41–W87, which include the complete selectivity filter and pore helix, the pore loop, larger
parts of the outer transmembrane 1 (TM1) helix, and a few residues of the inner
transmembrane 2 (TM2) helix. Since we used dipolar-based magnetisation transfer steps that
decrease in efficiency with increasing molecular mobility, the cytoplasmic domain (F125R160) and the membrane-associated M0 helix (M1-H20) were not detectable at our
experimental temperatures of 300–310 K.22 Assignments were then transferred to KcsA
mutants E71I and E71Q and confirmed with a reduced set of 3D ssNMR experiments (CANH,
CONH). The reduced set was also used to complement our previous WT KcsA assignments.17
For the flicker mutant E71Q, spectral sensitivity was significantly lower, indicative of
increased mobility, which averages dipolar magnetisation transfer efficiency. Furthermore, for
all mutants and WT KcsA, we acquired two-dimensional (2D)

13

C–13C experiments.

Moreover, we acquired dipolar 2D 15N–1H ssNMR spectra, in which each signal relates to one
15

N–1H backbone or side chain unit, and which represent spectral fingerprints.
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Modal gating relates to changes in the filter conformation
NMR chemical shifts are sensitive reporters of protein conformation. Therefore, comparing
the chemical shifts of the mutants to WT KcsA enables the analysis of the structural impact
of the substitutions at E71. The 2D 15N–1H and 13C–13C spectra of all E71X mutants
superimposed very well onto WT KcsA, demonstrating that the global protein fold is
conserved (Figure S2). However, for all mutants, we observed remarkably large 1H and 15N
(HN) as well as 13C chemical shift perturbations (CSPs) across the selectivity filter
(Figure 1D,E and Figure S3). For all mutants, we observed very important HN CSPs for the
essential residues W67, Y78, and D80 behind the filter, demonstrating changes in their
hydrogen bond interactions. At the same time, the large Cα and CO CSPs that we observed
which likely have implications for the K+ occupancy. Intriguingly, all mutants also exhibited
a large CSP for V76CO, which is immediately involved in K+ binding and key residue for Ctype inactivation (Figure 1E).3

Figure 1. E71X point-mutations cause large conformational changes in the KcsA selectivity filter.
A)The selectivity filter of K+ channel KcsA (1K4C) is regulated by a hydrogen bond network with the
triad W67–E71–D80 at the centre.5 B) W67 and D80 are highly conserved, while E71 is commonly
replaced by a nonpolar valine or isoleucine in Kv channels. C) 2D NH ssNMR spectra of WT KcsA
(cyan) and mutant E71A (red) acquired in membranes. Arrows indicate major signal shifts of key
residues. Residues L41–W87 are annotated in the E71A spectrum and highlighted in red on the X-ray
structure. D) Chemical shift perturbations (CSPs) of E71A (red), E71I (blue), and E71Q (orange) in
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reference to WT KcsA. Combined HN CSPs (left) of amino-protons and backbone-nitrogens and (right)
Cα CSPs. The strongest NH CSPs in E71A are highlighted in C). E) 2D NH (upper panel) and 2D CC
spectra (lower) showing large CSPs of key residues W67, V76, Y78, and D80 in E71A (red), E71I
(blue), and E71Q (orange) relative to WT KcsA (cyan).

Mutants E71A and E71I showed a strikingly similar CSP pattern. Here, the HN and 13C
signal shifts of W67, V76, Y78, and D80 are all similar in magnitude and in the same
direction. This similarity appears plausible, given that neither alanine nor isoleucine is able
to mimic the hydrogen bonding capacities of the E71 carboxyl group. However, although the
CSP pattern is similar, E71I shows a much larger Y78Cα CSP than E71A, which implies
conformational differences.
While we also observed CSP maxima at W67, G77, Y78, and D80 in E71Q, these signal
shifts were partially in opposite direction relative to E71A and E71I, and less strong. In
general, among the three mutants, the chemical shifts of E71Q deviated the least from WT
KcsA. Considering that a glutamine can partly substitute for some of the hydrogen bonds of
a glutamate, it is likely that the E71Q filter conformation is relatively close to WT KcsA.
Indeed, the D80 side chain and the Y78 backbone showed by far the smallest CSPs for E71Q,
which strongly suggests that Q71–D80 and Q71–Y78 maintain interactions analogous to WT
KcsA, while these interactions are lost in E71A and E71I (Figs. 2A and 1E).

Figure 2. Loss of the E71–D80 interaction causes extended rearrangements behind the filter. A) Zoom
into (left) 2D CC ssNMR spectra of WT KcsA (cyan), E71A (red), E71I (blue), and E71Q (orange)
showing the D80 side chain CSPs. E71Q (right) mimics the E71–D80 interaction, which is lost in E71A
and E71I. The D80 side chain CSPs are large in E71A and E71I, while they are small in E71Q.
B) Structural representation (1K4C) of the stabilisation of filter residues T74–G77 by hydrogen bonds
with V70 and E71 of the pore helix. C) The E71I turret is disordered, which causes signals to disappear
or split. Spectral zooms are show for WT KcsA (cyan) and E71I (blue). D) Overlay of 2D NH spectra
showing a strong CSP for V70 of the pore helix. E) Overlay of 2D CC spectra, showing CSPs of the
functionally critical T74 side chain in E71X mutants. F) The large T74 CSP in E71I (pH 7.4,
100 mM K+) is reminiscent of the inactivated filter in WT KcsA (pH 4, 0 mM K+).
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Next to conformational changes in the filter, the mutants showed moderate to larger CSPs
around residues W67–V70. These changes presumably relate to modulations in the aromatic
belt W67, W68, and Y78 that surrounds the filter, and to the loss or modulation of interaction
E71–D80, which acts as a molecular spring that couples the pore helix to the pore mouth in
WT KcsA (Figure 2B).5 Our data show that the pore helices in all mutant channels exhibit,
compared to WT KcsA, local changes (Figure 2D) that modulate the residues T74–T75–V76–
G77 at the N-terminal end of the selectivity filter, which are directly coordinated to the pore
helix by hydrogen bonds. Indeed, all mutants show clear perturbations at V76 and G77
(Figure 1D,E). We observed the largest CSPs in the E71I pore helix, which correlates with
strong signal shifts of the T74 side chain. Since conformational changes of the T74 side chain
which favours transitions to a non-conductive state.6 This assumption is corroborated by 2D
CC spectra, which show that the T74 side chain conformation in E71I (pH 7.4, 100 mM K+)
and in the inactivated filter of WT KcsA (pH 4, 0 mM K+) are close to each other
(Figure 2E,F).
Furthermore, we observed remarkable conformational changes in the turret G53–T61. The
turret is an important drug binding site25 and responds to gating changes26; however, the
structural underpinning is unclear and inaccessible from X-ray structures because of intense
interactions between turret and Fab fragments.4 In our ssNMR experiments, the CSPs in the
turret are small. However, to our surprise, residues P55, G56, and A57 in E71I disappeared
or showed signal splittings, strongly indicative of stark structural heterogeneity (Figure 2C).
This implies that the replacement of E71 by isoleucine causes long-range effect that are felt
~2 nm away from the mutation site. Note that CSPs for the TM1 and TM2 helices, as well as
for un-annotated TM residues, were very small, confirming that the global WT KcsA fold is
conserved in the mutants.

Changes in the filter dynamics and modal gating shifts
Historically, the selectivity filter was thought to form a stiff framework in order to allow
fast conduction of K+ together with high selectivity over Na+.2 More recent studies point to a
more dynamic filter,27 and hypothesise that modal gating shifts relate to changes in the
motional behaviour of the filter.6 However, quantitative experimental data on selectivity filter
dynamics are not available in membranes, critically limiting our understanding of K+ channel
function. Here we probe the filter dynamics in reference to the gating mode with ssNMR
relaxation, which is an ideal approach to measure the internal dynamics of membrane proteins
at native conditions.17,28 Site-resolved ssNMR relaxation can be probed with 2D 15N–1H
experiments that include a relaxation element that is sensitive to dynamics on a certain timescale. A series of spectra is then acquired with increasing duration of the relaxation element,
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and the signal sensitivity decreases according to the motion for a given residue. The signal
decay is then converted into a relaxation rate R, and higher rates indicate enhanced dynamics.
We probed the 15N slow rotating-frame relaxation (R1rho) for WT KcsA and the mutants
(Figure 3) using extensive series of 1H-detected 2D 15N–1H experiments.29 15N R1rho relaxation
is sensitive to dynamics in the nanosecond–millisecond range but dominated by motion with
slow correlation times in the microsecond range.30 The high sensitivity with 1H-detection
enabled us to measure relaxation rates with high accuracy. In all investigated channels, our
study unravelled strikingly different filter dynamics that clearly correlate with the CSP
maxima, thereby linking conformational and motional changes. In WT KcsA, the filter
(~15 ms−1 R1rho) is the most dynamic membrane-embedded region, with G79 as a distinct
local maximum. The dynamics of the pore helix is slightly lower, TM1 residues show the least
dynamics, while the extracellular turret is by far the most mobile region. These results agree
with our previous relaxation studies in WT KcsA.17
The global dynamics of mutant E71I, which mimics certain Kv channels, is particularly
interesting. Surprisingly, compared to WT KcsA, we measured strongly enhanced dynamics
at the filter entrance Y78-D80 (~25 ms−1 R1rho). These residues also showed the largest CSPs,
demonstrating again that local conformational and motional changes correlate. Furthermore,
we observed sizeable stiffening at G77 in the middle of the E71I filter. Intriguingly, the
selectivity filter dynamics is very different in the E71A mutant, in which the middle and upper
filter regions (V76–D80) drastically rigidified (~8 ms−1 R1rho). This means that E71A and E71I
exhibit clearly different filter dynamics in spite of similar CSP patterns. It is easy to imagine
that these differential dynamics are at the origin of some of the heterogeneous gating kinetics
observed in KcsA and other K+ channels. As for the CSPs, the flicker mutant E71Q behaved
very differently and featured substantially and globally enhanced R1rho values with a maximum
at V76. This means that the entire channel undergoes pronounced large-scale slow motions,
which explains the strongly reduced sensitivity in our dipolar experiments with E71Q.
Altogether, our data hence strongly suggest that the rapid flickering between open and closed
states in KcsA, and observed in all K+ channels,6,10 relates to large-scale dynamics of the pore
domain.
Another noteworthy observation was the stark change in the dynamics of the turret, which
rigidified in E71A and E71I. As we concluded above (Figure 2C), this implies that the loss of
the E71–D80 interaction causes allosteric changes 2 nm distal from the mutation site,
presumably by successive changes of hydrogen bonding partners. A likely starting point for
this chain reaction could be D80, which adopts a clearly different conformation in E71A and
E71I compared to WT KcsA (Figure 2A).
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Figure 3. E71X point-mutations strongly change the selectivity filter dynamics. A) 15N rotating-frame
ssNMR relaxation rates (R1rho) that report on slow molecular motions in WT KcsA (cyan), E71A (red),
E71I (blue), and E71Q (orange) measured at 700 MHz and 58 kHz MAS. The error bars show the
standard error of the fit. B) R1rho signal decay curves for selected filter residues. Symbols mark data
points and lines represent best fits. C) Plots of the differences in the dynamics between E71X mutants
and WT KcsA. D) Illustration of the site-resolved selectivity filter dynamics. The size of the magenta
spheres represents the R1rho relaxation rates.
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Fluctuations in a critical water cavity trigger modal gating
The strongly different filter dynamics in the E71X mutants raise the question which
molecular events could cause spontaneous mode shifts. One potential trigger could be buried
water, localised in a cavity behind the filter, which is a decisive gating determinant in
K+ channels, relating to C-type inactivation and recovery.22,31,32 Previous X-ray studies
suggested that changes in the size of the water cavity could trigger modal gating shifts. In
these and other previous studies, two water molecules were resolved behind the filter of E71I
and E71A,6,12 while the presence of buried water molecules in E71Q was unclear due to
insufficient resolution.
Here, we revisit the water distribution behind the selectivity filter using H/D exchange
ssNMR,17,33,34 for which we acquired 2D 15N–1H spectra in fully deuterated buffers. At these
conditions, exchange with deuterons strongly attenuates signals of water-exposed aminoprotons, which provides high-resolution information on the water cavity size.22 The channels
were incubated in deuterated buffers for 2 days, and the completeness of the exchange was
confirmed on the fully water-exposed turret, which entirely disappeared from the 2D NH
spectra (Figure 4A, right panel). In WT KcsA, G79 is the only filter residue that disappeared
in deuterated buffers while Y78–T74 showed no signs of H/D exchange (Figure 4A,B). The
lack of exchange for Y78 in WT KcsA is astonishing, given that a water molecule is in direct
proximity in the X-ray structure (Figure 1A), and strongly suggests that a tight hydrogen
bond with E71 protects Y78 from H/D exchange. In line with this conclusion, Y78 showed
attenuated intensity in both E71I (−33%) and E71A (−81%) (Figure 4B,C), in which the
X71–Y78 hydrogen bond is lost. Intriguingly, the much faster exchange of Y78 in E71A
implies a larger water cavity, which agrees with the smaller size of alanine relative to
isoleucine. The widened water cavity is also corroborated by the high rigidity of E71A
(Figure 3), which renders enhanced molecular fluctuations an unlikely cause for increased
H/D exchange. Strikingly, in the flickery E71Q channel, G79 did not exchange (Figure 4A).
Similarly, L81 did not exchange in E71Q, while it disappeared in E71A, E71I, and WT KcsA,
which confirms that the water cavity is smaller or fully absent behind the E71Q filter.
Altogether, our NMR data demonstrate that, in membranes, E71X point-mutations change
the size of the water cavity in reference to the gating mode, analogous to the crucial change
of the water cavity during C-type inactivation.31 Note that long MD simulations, which are
discussed in detail in the following sections, also show widened water cavities and higher
exchange-rates with bulk water for E71A and E71I (Figure S4 and Table S1).
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Figure 4. High-resolution analysis of the size of the water cavity behind the filter. A) Zoom into 2D
NH ssNMR spectra acquired in (upper panel) protonated and (lower) deuterated buffers of WT KcsA
(cyan), E71I (blue), E71A (red), and E71Q (orange). B) Cross-sections from 2D NH spectra of WT
KcsA, E71I, and E71A measured in protonated (continuous lines) and deuterated (dashed) buffers. For
Y78 in WT KcsA, cross-sections were extracted from 3D CANH experiments to resolve spectral
overlap. Signals are normalised (see Methods). C) 2D NH spectra of E71A in protonated (red) and
deuterated (grey) buffers showing the fast exchange of Y78, implying a larger water cavity.
D) Illustrations of the ssNMR-derived water cavity size: in WT KcsA, the cavity is limited to G79-L81,
and Y78 is exchange-protected. The cavity widens in E71I, strongly widens in E71A, and is absent in
E71Q. Blue and brown spheres represent water-exposed and shielded amino-protons, respectively.
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Figure 5. E71X mutations shift the equilibrium between inwards and outwards filter states.
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A) Dihedral angle distribution of filter residues of WT (cyan), E71A (red), E71I (blue), and E71Q
(orange) derived from 1-μs-long MD simulations. Characteristic angular spaces for inwards
conformations, with the carbonyl group oriented towards the filter pore, and outwards states are
highlighted. B) Comparison of V76CO CSPs derived from experiments (black bars) and backcalculated35from MD simulations (grey bars). C) Histogram of back-calculated chemical shifts for
V76CO and Y78Cα of WT KcsA (cyan) and E71I (blue). The V76CO (left) inwards state is stabilised
in E71I, leading to higher V76CO chemical shifts, while the Y78CO (right) inwards state is destabilised
in E71I, leading to lower Y78Cα chemical shifts. D) Representative MD snapshots of WT KcsA and
E71I showing inwards and outwards states of V76CO and Y78CO. The chemical shifts (in magenta)
of V76CO and Y78Cα strongly differ between inwards and outwards conformations. E) Illustration of
the stabilisation of the V76CO inwards state in E71A and E71I, and the destabilisation in E71Q.

Our ssNMR data demonstrate that E71 point-mutations cause large CSPs in the selectivity
filter, with maxima at Y78Cα and V76CO; the latter forming the S2 and S3 sites that are
critically involved in C-type inactivation.3 Such large perturbations in the heart of the filter
are astonishing, given that E71A and E71I show a sharply reduced extent of C-type
inactivation.6 To gain a structural understanding of the ssNMR CSPs, we performed a series
of 1-μs-long MD simulations for each WT KcsA and the mutants (Figure 5A and Figure S5).
For WT KcsA, simulations show that the selectivity filter samples two conformations in which
V76CO points either towards (inwards conformation) or away (outwards) from the filter
pore.36 The equilibrium between these two, most likely rapidly converting, conformations was
recently confirmed by 2D IR data that showed a 60:40 ratio between inwards:outwards
conformations. Remarkably, simulations also indicate that E71X mutations perturb this
equilibrium, stabilising the V76CO inwards conformation in E71I and E71A, while the
outwards state is favoured in E71Q.
To probe if the V76CO CSPs could be explained by a change in the average conformation
of the filter, we back-calculated35 the 13C ssNMR chemical shifts over the MD simulations
(Figure 5B,C). These calculations yielded a much lower V76CO chemical shift in the outwards
conformation (predicted ΔV76COinwards–outwards = + 2 to + 3 ppm) (Figure 5D); a result that
agrees with the much lower chemical shift of V76CO at low [K+] in the collapsed filter with
a flipped V76–G77 plane (experimental ΔV76COconductive filter–collapsed filter = + 3.3 ppm).21,37 Hence,
these results show that the V76CO inwards conformation is strongly stabilised in E71A
(V76CO CSP = + 0.94 ppm relative to WT KcsA) and E71I (+0.77 ppm), while the sampling
of the outwards conformation is enhanced in E71Q (−0.55 ppm) (Figure 5E). This conclusion
also agrees with our relaxation data, which show reduced dynamics for V76 and G77 in E71A
and E71I, whereas both residues show much higher mobility in E71Q. Notably, the
stabilisation of the V76CO inwards state correlates with the decrease of C-type inactivation
in E71A and E71I.6
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Similarly, we could derive a structural understanding of the stark Y78Cα CSPs. In MD
simulations, WT KcsA exclusively adopts the Y78CO inwards conformation that is stabilised
by the E71–Y78 hydrogen bond. However, in E71I, the Y78 backbone is no longer stabilised
and we observe sizeable sampling of an outwards conformation (Figure 5A). Here again, backcalculated chemical shifts show a much lower Y78Cα signal in the Y78CO outwards
conformation (predicted ΔY78Cαinwards–outwards = + 2 ppm) (Figure 5C,D). These results imply
that a Y78CO outwards state is frequently sampled in E71I (Y78Cα CSP = −1.94 ppm relative
to WT KcsA) and less frequently or only partially in E71A (Y78Cα CSP = −0.84 ppm). Note
that we could not observe a Y78CO outwards state in E71A simulations, presumably due to
insufficient sampling.

Destabilisation of the critical interaction D80–W67
An especially remarkable finding in our study is the drastically increased filter dynamics in
E71I compared to E71A despite similar nonpolar E71 substitutions, and this surge in
flexibility most likely causes increased sampling of the Y78CO outwards state in E71I. We
used MD simulations to gain a molecular understanding of the enhanced E71I filter dynamics.
In our simulations, the conformational space of the D80 side chain is an event of particular
interest (Figure S6). In WT KcsA, the interaction with E71 locks D80 in a down conformation
(Figure 6A), and only this conformation enables the W67–D80 interaction, which is critical
for gating in Kv channels.38,39 The down conformation prevails in E71A, enabling a steady
W67–D80 interaction (Figure 6B,D). However, in E71I simulations, the bulky isoleucine
sterically destabilises the W67–D80 interaction and causes D80 to increasingly sample middle
and up conformations (Figure 6C). We validated the loss of the W67–D80 interaction in E71I
with ssNMR 15N T1 relaxation experiments that are sensitive to the fast pico-to-nanosecond
motion of unbound side chains. These experiments clearly show markedly enhanced W67
side chain dynamics in E71I, confirming an unstable W67–D80 interaction in this mutant
(Figure 6D,E). To compensate, D80 increasingly engages in interactions with the functionally
important residues R64 and Y824,31 that are hardly sampled in WT KcsA. The D80 promiscuity
is pronounced in MD simulations of E71I and E71Q and agrees with the enhanced
ssNMR R1rho dynamics at the filter entrance of E71I and E71Q (Figure 3). In E71A, however,
a steady D80–W67 interaction stabilises the filter, as demonstrated by strongly
reduced R1rho dynamics, and this stabilisation is most likely the reason why the Y78CO
outwards state is much less frequently sampled in E71A than in E71I. Interestingly, our
extensive MD analysis also demonstrates that the E71 point-mutations and the D80
promiscuity cause long-range modulations in the turret (Figure S6), which presumably relate
to the turret heterogeneity in the mutants (Figures 2C and 3).
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Figure 6. The functionally critical W67–D80 interaction is destabilised in E71I KcsA. A) WT KcsA MD
simulation: the tight interaction with E71 locks the D80 side chain in a down configuration that enables
hydrogen bonding with W67 (snapshot after 270 ns). B) E71A simulation: the down conformation
prevails, enabling the W67–D80 interaction, which stabilises the filter entrance (snapshot after
600 ns). C) E71I simulation: I71 impedes the W67–D80 interaction which destabilises the filter
entrance. D80 engages in interactions with Y82 (from a neighbouring channel subunit) and R64
(snapshot after 600 ns). D) Longitudinal relaxation times (15N T1) that report on fast motion of the
W67 side chain for E71A (red circles) and E71I (blue squares), measured at 950 MHz and 60 kHz MAS.
The error shows the signal-to-noise ratio for W67Nε at a given data point. E) (left) The W67–D80
interaction is maintained in E71A; (right) I71 hinders the W67–D80 hydrogen bond, which entails
increased dynamics at the pore mouth.

Discussion
Modal gating shifts at constant experimental conditions have been observed in K+,4,6–10
Na+,40 Ca2+,41,42 and other ion channels,43,44 and are considered a widespread regulatory
mechanism,11,45 potentially to achieve intermediate activity levels. While known for a longtime, the molecular underpinning of modal gating behaviour is poorly understood. In KcsA,
E71 point-mutations emulate modal gating shifts; however, X-ray structures of E71X mutants
showed no differences compared to WT KcsA.6 These seemingly disparate perspectives of
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functional heterogeneity and of structural similarity raise critical problems for our
understanding of modal gating and also of Kv channel function (Figure 1B). Our ssNMR study
in native-like conditions paints a strikingly different picture, demonstrating that E71
substitutions lock the selectivity filter in characteristic conformational and motional
landscapes that markedly diverge from WT KcsA. These landscapes strongly depend on the
nature of residue 71 and directly relate to the heterogeneous functional behaviour observed
in K+ channels.6
By integrating ssNMR and MD simulations, we show that E71 point-mutations rearrange
the network behind the filter and perturb the K+ binding sites V76 and Y78 (Figure 1A,E).
Thereby, we show that E71X mutations change the equilibrium between intrinsically sampled
filter states (Figure 5E), which agrees with 2D IR data36 and the so-called ‘flipped’ E71A
structure that points towards a complex selectivity filter landscape that includes dynamical
flips of K+ coordinating peptide planes.36 Our data demonstrate a stabilisation of the V76CO
inwards state in E71A and E71I relative to WT KcsA, which correlates with a sharply reduced
entry into the C-type inactivated state. Furthermore, our data clearly show Y78
conformational perturbations in E71I and E71A. Such perturbations could not be observed in
WT KcsA X-ray structures;3 however, there is strong evidence from previous ssNMR studies
that Y78 modulations can accompany filter gating. Indeed, ssNMR data show that Y78Cα
exhibits a drastically lower signal in the open-collapsed state (experimental ΔY78Cαconductive
filter–collapsed filter

= +4.3 ppm),37 which unambiguously argues that the Y78 conformation can

change in reference to the filter mode. This notion is also corroborated by the ‘flipped’ E71A
X-ray structure (2ATK), which also features a Y78CO partial outward state,4,46 and it is in line
with a recent cryo-EM structure of the hERG channel.47 While the exact role in KcsA is
unclear, we surmise that Y78 backbone modulations may relate to a non-conductive state that
is favoured by E71I, which agree with the strongly reduced K+ occupancy at S0–S2 in E71I.6
Importantly, the marked conformational changes in the E71I selectivity filter, and
especially the destabilisation of the W67–D80 interaction (Figure 6D,E), suggest to be of
broad relevance for Kv channels (Figure 1B) where the W67–D80 interaction plays a defining
role in the inactivation process. Mutational studies showed that the inability to establish this
highly conserved interaction entails severe functional perturbations for KcsA, Shaker, and
Kv1.2.38,39 Moreover, in line with the effect of the weakening of the W67–D80 interaction in
E71I, the destabilisation of the analogous interaction W434–E447 in Shaker modulates the
equilibrium between conducting and non-conducting filter states.48
On the basis of our set of results, we show that modal gating shifts in K+ channels relate
to changes in the statistical weighting of pre-existing selectivity filter states which are
triggered by fluctuations in the hydrogen bonding (Figure 6) and water network (Figure 4).
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Notably, we show that modulations in this network cause changes in the turret over more
than 2 nm (Figures 2C and 3), which opens a pathway how turret-binding drugs, lipids, or
other proteins can allosterically modulate the filter.21,25,49–51 The question arises why most of
these conformational subtypes could not be crystallised. Here, the reason is most likely the
interaction with Fab fragments that act as crystallographic chaperons and attach to KcsA Xray structures. In agreement with electrophysiological measurements,4 these artificial Fab
interactions lock the selectivity filter in a specific conformation, and thereby hinder the
capturing of transient configurations, masking the effect of E71 point-mutations.
Interestingly, the lack of non-canonical filter conformations in X-ray structures was mirrored
by additional torsional or position restraints in MD simulations to stabilise a conductive filter
conformation.52,53 At least for KcsA, such potentials could mask the physiological filter

4

plasticity, as demonstrated in this study and previously with 2D IR.36

Conclusion
In conclusion, our work establishes the shifts in the conformational dynamics of the
selectivity filter as the key physiological determinant of modal gating behaviour. At the same
time, our work provides a long-needed quantitative description of the selectivity filter
dynamics in a native environment, which is of fundamental importance to understand ion
channel function.54 Given that the here-described filter dynamics are strongly different in
mutant E71I, our study may ultimately help to better understand eukaryotic Kv channels.
Finally, we like to emphasise that further experiments with open channels under inactivating
conditions will be critically required to fully comprehend how E71X mutations modulate
channel open probability and C-type inactivation.

Materials and Methods
Sample preparation
WT KcsA and E71X mutant channels were expressed in E. coli M15 cells (Qiagen) using
standard H2O-based M9 medium supplemented with 0.5 g/L 15NH4Cl and 2 g/L D-glucose13

C6-d7 in order to improve the spectral resolution in 1H-detected ssNMR experiments.17

Cells were subsequently harvested, treated with lysozyme, and lysed via French press. The
membranes containing the KcsA channels were collected by centrifugation (100,000×g) and
proteins were extracted with 40 mM DM (Anatrace).26 KcsA channels were purified using NiNTA agarose beads (Qiagen), resulting in a final yield of 10 mg/L for WT KcsA and 5 mg/L
for the E71X KcsA mutants. Liposome reconstitution was performed using E. coli polar lipids
(Avanti) at 1:100 protein:lipid molar ratio, in which the detergent was removed using
polystyrene beads (Bio-Beads SM-2).26 Before the ssNMR measurements, reconstituted
samples were suspended in fully protonated phosphate buffer (pH 7.4, 100 mM K+). For
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spectral assignments, a fully protonated buffer was used in order to observe the entire channel
in 1H-detected ssNMR experiments. For proton/deuterium (H/D) exchange ssNMR
spectroscopy, ion channels were incubated in fully deuterated buffers (pH 7.4, 100 mM K+)
for a total of 2 days prior to the measurements.

Solid-state NMR experiments
3D ssNMR experiments for sequential backbone chemical shift assignments were
performed at 800 MHz (1H-frequency) using 60 kHz magic angle spinning (MAS) frequency
and a real temperature of approximately 305 K. In total, we ran ten dipolar-based 3D ssNMR
experiments to assign the three mutant channels and WT KcsA. The pulse sequences and
experimental

setups

were

performed

as

previously

described.17

2D 13C–13C

PARISxy55 (N = ½, m = 1) experiments for side chain chemical shift assignments were
performed

at

700 MHz

using

42 kHz

MAS

and

a 13C–13C

mixing

time

of

110 ms. N T1rho relaxation experiments were performed as descripted for the water15

inaccessible part of KcsA and measured at 700 MHz and 58 kHz MAS using a 15N spin lock
amplitude of 17.5 kHz.17 We used 1H-detected 2D experiments together with relaxation
increments of 0, 5, 10, 20, 40, and 80 ms. For the much faster relaxing flicker E71Q channel,
we used increments of 0, 5, 10, 20, 40, and 60 ms. 15N T1 measurements were performed at
950 MHz and 60 kHz MAS using relaxation elements of 0, 2, 4, 10, and 20 s. The W67 side
chain is spectrally isolated in E71A and E71I (Figure S2) and could be readily analysed in a
series of 1D experiments. For the analysis of H/D exchange data from 2D NH spectra acquired
in protonated and deuterated buffers, we used the signal intensities, which were normalised
to the water-inaccessible residues S69 and V70 that are not subjected to H/D exchange.
PISSARRO56 decoupling was used as decoupling method in all direct and indirect dimensions.
Chemical shifts were back-calculated from MD simulations with the SPARTA+ program.35
Channels structures were extracted from MD simulations with a time-increment of 10 ns,
yielding a total of 400 monomer structures. Compared to our experimental data, the
SPARTA+ predictions give systematically lower chemical shifts for the V76 backbone carbonyl
carbon, which we aligned by adding 2.5 ppm to the predicted carbonyl chemical shifts for all
channels.

Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Atomic models of KcsA were constructed based on crystal structures (1K4C3 and 3OR66)
that represent a structural state with closed inner gate. Considering the high similarity
between crystal structures of WT (1K4C), E71A (1ZWI), and E71I (3OR7), the simulation
systems for E71A and E71I are built based on the fully equilibrated WT system by introducing
respective single mutation. With more substantial difference compared with WT, the crystal
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structure for E71Q (3OR6) was used to build its simulation system. For all MD simulations,
the channel was embedded in a bilayer of 3:1 POPC:POPG lipids and solvated in 150 mM or
200 mM KCl using the web service CHARMM-GUI.57,58 Most residues were assigned their
standard protonation state at pH 7. The total number of atoms in the MD systems is on the
order of ~49,000. The CHARMM force field PARAM36 for protein,59 lipids,60 and ions61 was
used. Explicit water was described with the TIP3P model. In WT, the residue Glu71 is
protonated to form a key hydrogen bond with Asp80.32,62 The models of KcsA were refined
using energy minimization for at least 2000 steps, and the ions and non-filter backbone atoms
were kept fixed throughout the minimization procedure. After energy minimisation, the
conductive filter was restrained for 10–20 ns to relax any unfavourable contacts destabilising
atmosphere, and periodic boundary conditions with electrostatic interactions were treated by
the particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method and a real-space cutoff of 12 Å. The simulations use
a time step of 2 fs. After minimization and equilibration with harmonic positional restraints
on all of the C atoms, MD simulations were performed for 1 μs for wild type and all mutants,
by using either NAMD version 2.11,63 or on the special purpose computer Anton (Pittsburgh
Supercomputer Center).64

Supporting Information
Sequential ssNMR assignments with 1H-detected 3D experiments

Figure S1. Upper panel: Ca-Ca+1 backbone walk showing full connectivity for residues T72 – Y82 in KcsA
mutant E71A. Dark Blue signals show CAH planes from a 3D CANH experiment, cyan CAH planes
were taken from a 3D CAcoNH experiment. Lower panel: CO-1-CO backbone walk showing full
connectivity for residues T72 – Y82 in E71A. Magenta signals show COH planes from a 3D CONH
experiment, red COH planes were taken from a 3D COcaNH experiment.
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Comparison of 2D NH and 2D CC ssNMR spectra of WT KcsA and the E71X mutants

Figure S2. Upper row: Overlay of 2D NH spectra of WT KcsA (cyan) onto A) E71A (red), B) E71I
(blue), and C) E71Q (orange). Lower row: Zoom into the carbonyl-region of 2D PARISxy55 CC
experiments. D) WT KcsA (cyan), E) E71A (red) and WT KcsA, F) E71I (blue) and WT KcsA, G) E71Q
(orange) and WT KcsA. Signals of V76-Y78 and D80 that show larger chemical shift perturbations are
highlighted in magenta. Signals of P55-A57 that disappear or split in E71I due to conformational
heterogeneity are highlighted in dashed boxes.

Ca and CO ssNMR chemical shift perturbations of the E71X KcsA mutants

Figure S3. A) Ca CSPs for E71A (in red), E71I (blue), and E71Q (orange). B) Respective CO CSPs.
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Water distribution derived from long MD simulations / Structural changes in the water-lid

Figure S4. A) 2D average occupancy map for all four subunits during 1000ns MD simulations. The xaxis describes the radius to the center of the selectivity filter, and the y-axis is the z-coordinate of water
molecules. In agreement with our ssNMR data, MD simulations show a widening of the water cavity
for mutant channels E71I and especially E71A. In these channels, the cavity water also exhibits a higher
mobility, as described by higher exchange-rates with bulk water (see Table S1). For E71Q, the
simulations could not reproduce the smaller water cavity that we unambiguously detect in solid-state
NMR experiments. Potential reasons for the mismatch between ssNMR and MD simulations for E71Q
could be a suboptimal MD starting structure (which was derived from WT KcsA) and insufficient
sampling. B) The increased exchange with bulk water in mutants E71A and E71I most likely relates to
structural and dynamical changes of residues D80 – Y82, which act as lid of the water cavity.31 Indeed,
we observe marked structural changes in the L81 side-chain conformation in 2D CC ssNMR spectra of
mutants E71A and E71I.
Table S1. MD derived water exchange rates with bulk water
# of water molecules
Turnover time (ns)

WT
0.81±0.12
51.9±40.9

E71I
1.47±0.21
7.51±4.82

E71A
2.30±0.16
18.5±8.9

E71Q
1.58±0.16
6.7±1.9

The water-binding cavity within each subunit is defined as the space with a distance less than 7 Å from
both the nitrogen (or substituted ester oxygen) atom from Gly77 and the C-alpha from E71 in the same
monomer. The number of water molecules within each subunit was determined as the average water
number within this pocket during specific trajectory. The mean turnover time of water molecules
within each subunit is defined as T_MD <N> = n_d, where T_MD is the length of the trajectory, <N>
is the average number of water molecules in one cavity, and n_d is the number of distinct water
molecules that visited the cavity at least once during the simulation. Each of the four subunits was
treated as an individual sample to estimate the average and SD. This kind of analysis was also used in
previous studies.32
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Simulated dihedral angle profiles of WT KcsA and the E71X mutant channels

Figure S5. A) Phi (f) and B) Psi (y) torsional angle distribution of selectivity filter residues of WT
KcsA (cyan), E71A (red), E71I (blue), and E71Q (orange) derived from 1 µs-long MD simulations.
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Distance measurement between side chains derived from MD simulations

Figure S6. Distance measurement between side chains derived from 1 µs-long MD simulations of WT
KcsA (cyan), E71A (red), E71I (blue), and E71Q (orange). The D80 side chain conformation is shown
as the distribution of its z- coordinate (the centre of mass of carboxyl group). For distance measurement,
the atom selections are D80 (Cγ), Y82 (OH), W67 (Nε1), T61 (Oγ1), Q58 (backbone carbonyl oxygen),
and R64 (Cζ). Q58, T61, R64, W67, and D80 are from the same subunit, while Y82 is from an adjacent
subunit.

Data availability
The solid-state NMR assignments were deposited in the BMRB, with the accession numbers
27676 for WT KcsA, 27678 for E71A KcsA, 27679 for E71I KcsA, and 27680 for E71Q KcsA.
The source data underlying Figures.1, 3, 5, 6 and S3 can be accessed online the respective
publication (Ref. 65) or in the digital version of this thesis.
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Abstract
The segregation of cellular surfaces in heterogeneous patches is considered to be a
common motif in bacteria and eukaryotes that is underpinned by the observation of
clustering and cooperative gating of signaling membrane proteins such as receptors
or channels. Such processes could represent an important cellular strategy to shape
signaling activity. Hence, structural knowledge of the arrangement of channels or
receptors in supramolecular assemblies represents a crucial step towards a better
understanding of signaling across membranes. We herein report on the
supramolecular organization of clusters of the K+ channel KcsA in bacterial
membranes, which was analyzed by a combination of DNP enhanced solid-state NMR
experiments and MD simulations. We used solid-state NMR spectroscopy to
determine the channel–channel interface and to demonstrate the strong correlation
between channel function and clustering, which suggests a yet unknown mechanism
of communication between K+ channels.
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Introduction
Multiple lines of experimental evidence highlight the lateral patchiness of cellular surfaces,
suggesting that mem- branes are organized in heterogeneous domains.1,2 This corroborates
the notion that membrane signaling proteins such as channels or receptors are assembled in
supramolecular clusters, in which protein function is coupled,3–5 possibly to achieve an
optimal response to a single stimulus. Indeed, clustering and coupled gating have been
reported for a number of ion channels, including mammalian K+,6–8 Na+,9,10 and Ca2+4
channels. However, the principles of the arrangement of channel clusters and the implications
of clustering for channel gating remain largely unknown.
KcsA is an archetypical K+ channel and widely used to study ion channel gating. The KcsA
pore is conserved across all K+ channels and regulated by a cytoplasmic activation gate and
an extracellular inactivation gate.11 It has been demonstrated in vitro12–14 and in vivo in E.
coli15 and in the native host S. lividans16 that KcsA can form clusters. Herein, we have studied
dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) enhanced solid-state NMR (ssNMR) experiments and
coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CGMD) simulations. We demonstrate that KcsA
channels assemble into clusters in native-like lipid membranes, and provide structural details
on the channel–channel interface, disclosing an unexpected role of a membrane-associated
helix as a key element for clustering. Intriguingly, we demonstrate with DNP-ssNMR
experiments that channel function and cluster formation are correlated, which suggests a thus
far unknown mechanism of inter-channel communication.

Results and discussion
KcsA clustering in membranes
ssNMR spectroscopy provides a straightforward means for studying the clustering of
membrane proteins by mixing proteins that carry different NMR-active nuclei X and Y (e.g.,
X = 15N and Y= 13C).17,18 Magnetization transfer between spin species X and Y necessitates
the formation of clusters that are stable on the experimental timescale, which is in the range
of μs to ms for dedicated dipolar transfer schemes. We reconstituted an equimolar mixture of
15

N-labeled KcsA [U-15N-KcsA] and 13C-labeled KcsA [U-13C-KcsA] in E. coli lipids at a 1:100

protein/lipid (P/L) molar ratio. We initially prepared the samples in neutral buffers (pH 7,
50 mm K+), in which channels are in the closed–conductive gating mode, which we validated
with a ssNMR 2D 13C–13C PARIS19 spectrum (Figure S1). In line with previous results,20 the
KcsA channels exhibited a parallel topology in this preparation (Figure S3). To probe KcsA
clustering, we carried out a series of one- dimensional (1D) NHHC experiments,17 in which
magnetization is initially created on 15N nuclei (i.e., of U-15N-KcsA) and transferred via short
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heteronuclear transfer steps and a longer 1H–1H dipolar mixing unit to 13C nuclei (of U-13CKcsA; Figure 1 A). We observed pronounced transfer to 13C nuclei in the 1D NHHC spectra
(Figure 1 B), which strongly indicated the formation of KcsA clusters that are stable on the
sub-millisecond timescale and probably beyond. As the 1H-mediated magnetization transfer
from 15N to 13C is short- ranged with an upper barrier of approximately 5 Å, the NHHC spectra
strongly suggest that the clustered channels are in direct contact. Furthermore, while most of
our ssNMR experiments were carried out at low temperature (at 255 K) for sensitivity
reasons, cluster formation also occurred at higher temperature (293 K; Figure 1 C). Note that
magnetization transfer from 15N to 13C was virtually abolished in a mixture of U-15N-KcsA and
unlabeled KcsA, which means that putative spurious 13C natural-abundance contributions can
be neglected (Figure 1 D), validating our experimental setup. We would also like to
emphasize that the homotetrameric KcsA is of outstanding stability in liposomes, and
tetramers do not dissociate neither at elevated temperatures, up to 80 °C,21 nor in harsh
detergents such as SDS.22 Therefore, signal intensity in NHHC experiments must result from
contacts between different channels.

Figure 1. ssNMR demonstrates that KcsA channels form clusters in E. coli lipids. A) KcsA clustering
can be probed with an equimolar mixture of 15N- and 13C-labeled channels and dedicated ssNMR
experiments such as NHHC.17 B) A series of 1D NHHC experiments with increasing 1H–1H
magnetization transfer times applied to mixed-labeled channels show the presence of KcsA clusters.
C) Cluster formation occurred at low (255 K) and high (293 K) temperature. The lower intensity at
293 K is due to increased local motion, which decreases the dipolar transfer efficiency. D) The virtual
absence of signals without 13C labeling shows that natural-abundance contributions can be neglected.
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KcsA clustering relates to gating
As a next step, we investigated if clustering correlates with KcsA function. It is currently
not clear if or how clustering modulates KcsA function, and contradicting studies have been
published in recent years. Molina and co-workers showed by electrophysiological
measurements in liposomes that clustered channels open together in a concerted manner,
and that clustering strongly increases channel open probability.12 However, in stark contrast
to the studies by Molina and co-workers, AFM experiments, using truncated channels in
zwitterionic lipids exposed to a mica surface, came to the conclusion that open channels do
not form clusters.14 We tried to settle this striking conflict with a series of comparative 1D
NHHC measurements with closed and open full-length channels embedded in E. coli lipids.
For these studies it was critical to work at a low P/L ratio; 1) to allocate enough space so that
channels could potentially dissociate upon opening,14 and 2) to exclude random channel–
channel contacts. However, as a 1D NHHC experiment with a P/L ratio of 1:100 (Figure 1)
already required a measurement time of about one day, substantially lower P/L ratios were
technique, which can provide sensitivity gains of two orders of magnitude, and thereby
enables otherwise infeasible ssNMR experiments with lowly concentrated membrane
proteins (for examples, see Refs. (18,23–30)). We prepared vesicles with mixed 15N or 13C-labeled
channels and ran experiments using a 263 GHz/400 MHz DNP/ssNMR setup at 100 K. We
obtained signal enhancement factors ε of 20–55, which are comparable to those in our
previous DNP applications with KcsA.25 Importantly, this enhancement allowed us to work
at a much lower P/L ratio of 1:400, ensuring that the DNP-ssNMR results reflect specific
channel–channel contacts in reference to the gating mode. We first conducted DNP-ssNMR
experiments with closed channels (at pH 7), which confirmed the formation of clusters.
Afterwards, we washed exactly the same sample in acidic (pH 4) buffers, which is a wellknown means to open the activation gate of KcsA.11,31,32 Unexpectedly, we obtained drastically
increased NHHC transfer efficiencies with open channels (Figure 2 A). We confirmed this
result by “shuttling” the channels back to the closed state (pH 7), for which the NHHC
transfer was again much weaker (Figure 2 B). Hence, our DNP-ssNMR experiments in native
bacterial lipids revealed that cluster formation is a reversible, dynamic process that is
correlated with the gating cycle of KcsA. Moreover, our study unambiguously demonstrates
that open channels form clusters, which explains previous results from Molina and coworkers.12 Furthermore, our study reveals that the opening of the activating gate strongly
stimulates cluster formation.
But what causes the surprising increase in cluster formation upon channel opening, and
how can clustered channels communicate to open simultaneously? Our data demonstrate that
the channel–channel interface is modulated during the closed-to-open transition. This very
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strongly suggests that a structural element that is involved in channel opening is also involved
in the channel–channel interface. The major structural event upon channel opening is a
conformational change of the inner transmembrane (TM2) helix, and this unseals the
cytoplasmic gate. However, it appears hardly possible that the TM2 helix, which is hidden in
the interior of KcsA, contributes to channel–channel interactions. Another structural element
that responds to the closed-to-open transition is the membrane-associated M0 helix, formed
by the N-terminal residues M1–G21.33 Indeed, it seems much more likely that M0 helices are
involved in cluster formation, given that they are by far the most protruding element of the
KcsA channel in the membrane plane.
Upon channel opening, in a mechanism dubbed “roll and stabilize”, the M0 helix
undergoes a major conformational change that buries hydrophobic M0 residues in the bilayer
and exposes charged residues to lipid head groups.33 The M0 helix could hence be a switch to
modulate clustering, and we therefore hypothesized that these helices contribute to the
channel–channel interface.

Figure 2. DNP-ssNMR experiments to probe KcsA clustering in reference to function. A) A series of
1D NHHC spectra for closed–conductive (left) and open–inactivated (right) mixed-labeled channels
(see also Figure S2). Spectra are normalized (see S4) and ordered according to the 1H–1H mixing time.
B) Comparison of NHHC spectra measured with a 1H–1H mixing time of 0.75 ms. Spectra were
normalized according to the highest intensity at the signal maxima at δ(13C)=27 ppm (black
continuous lines) and δ(13C)=54 ppm (golden dashed lines). The intensity values are from the same
sample used in Figures 2A,C. C) DNP-enhanced 2D NHHC spectrum, measured with mixed-labeled
closed (pH 7) KcsA channels. The comparison of 1D 15N cross-polarization spectra in the insert
illustrates the DNP enhancement of 55. The blue dashed box marks the channel–channel contacts that
involve arginine side chains. To save experimental time, the arginine signals at δ(15N)≈75 ppm were
back-folded to δ(15N)=95 ppm in the 2D NHHC spectrum.
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The M0 helix domain mediates channel-channel contacts
To investigate the channel–channel interface in further detail, we resorted to coarsegrained molecular dynamics (CGMD) simulations using the MARTINI force field.34 Such
simulations have both the long temporal and large spatial scale to study membrane protein
clustering.35,36 However, we would like to note that CGMD simulations only provide limited
insight into cluster formation. First, such simulations are necessarily less accurate than allatom simulations, and this may lead to an overestimation of intermolecular interactions.
Second, the MARTINI force field is limited in its response to changes in the simulated
environment, and secondary structure changes, for example, are not permitted. However, we
would like to emphasize that overestimations of channel–channel interactions are of lesser
concern, given that we have clearly demonstrated that KcsA forms clusters in membranes.
Moreover, ssNMR studies of KcsA in E. coli membranes, in which KcsA forms clusters
(Figures 1 and 2), show only minimal secondary-structure changes as compared to the crystal
structures.37 Finally, it is not realistic to study channel clustering with all-atom simulations
We performed CGMD simulations in which 16 closed KcsA channels, derived from PDB
No. 1K4C (comprising residues S22–H124), were initially equidistantly placed in a large
membrane composed of 3280 DOPE, 944 DOPG, and 480 cardiolipin lipids, approximating
the composition of the inner E. coli membrane.38 The P/L ratio was approximately 1:300. To
probe the influence of the M0 helix on clustering, we simulated these channels in the absence
and presence of this helix (Figure 3 A, B). For the latter case, the M0 helix was added with
MODELLER. Each simulation was run for a total duration of 37.5 ms. Indeed, the simulations
clearly showed that the M0 helices modulate clustering. In the absence of the M0 helix, only
small dimeric or trimeric clusters formed. However, the presence of M0 helices much
accelerated clustering, with M0 helices acting as flexible tentacles that initiate channel–
channel contacts. Intriguingly, M0 helices of clustered channels cast a kind of elongated mesh
of 40 nm width, in which channels are entangled and from which they cannot easily escape.
Such large assemblies are in line with in vivo and in vitro measurements, which revealed large
KcsA clusters of 50 nm width.13,16 Notably, channel–channel contacts are relatively dynamic
in this mesh (see Video S5), and this is likely necessary so that channel—channel interactions
can respond to gating transitions (Figure 2). Note that we did not consider the cytoplasmic
domain (CPD) of KcsA in the simulations as previous studies had shown that the CPD does
not take part in clustering.12,13 In line with these findings, an alignment of full-length KcsA39
to our model of clusters shows that the CPDs of clustered channels are far away from each
other (Figure S5).
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Figure 3. KcsA cluster formation probed by CGMD simulations. A) Evolution of channels without the
M0 helix. Channels in the same clusters are shown in the same colors. B) Evolution of channels with
the M0 helix, highlighted in green. Channels marked with asterisks form clusters over periodic
boundaries. The snapshot after 37.5 ms was laterally translated by 5 nm. C,D) Contact maps derived
from back-transformed40 atomic-resolution interfaces sampled over the last 7.5 ms of the simulations.
The maps show residue pairs of interacting channels within 5 _ distance without (C) and with (D) M0
helices. Pairs that were populated by >30% and <30% in comparison to the most populated pair are
shown in red and blue, respectively. The five most populated pairs are shown in magenta. Pairs
populated by <10% are not shown. Yellow circles highlight arginine residues at the interface.
Representative high-resolution interfaces are shown in the bottom-right corners.
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Importantly, the M0 helix also has a strong influence on the channel–channel interface. In
the absence of this helix (Figure 3 C), the interface is dominated by the TM1 helix. As we had
assumed, the inner TM2 helix does not contribute to the interface. In the presence of the M0
helices, the interface is dominated by the mutually interacting M0 helices, which sterically
prevent the TM1 helix from taking part in clustering. Moreover the turret, which connects
the TM1 to the selectivity filter, is also involved in the interface (Figure 3 D). We sought to
corroborate our structural model with a 2D NHHC ssNMR experiment, which critically
required DNP enhancement for sensitivity reasons. An enhancement of ε = 55 enabled the
acquisition of a 2D NHHC spectrum in only three days (Figure 2 C). While the resolution of
the backbone amino protons (δ(15N) = 100–130 ppm) in the 2D experiment did not permit
the assignment of specific contacts, we observed very strong correlations characteristic for
polarization transfer from the arginine guanidinium group (resonating at δ(15N) = 75–80
ppm) to 13C atoms in the backbone and side chains. The strong arginine contribution at the
interface strongly corroborates the presence of the M0 helix at the interface (Figure 3 D).
are heavily involved in channel–channel contacts. However, without the M0 helix (Figure 3
C), the interface is dominated by the hydrophobic TM1 helix, and only a single arginine (R52)
contributes to interchannel contacts. Aside from this experimental evidence, it is sterically
hardly possible that the protruding M0 helices are not present at the interface.
Note that the use of 800 MHz DNP25 would have provided little additional information in
this study because its application would have been limited to 1D experiments for sensitivity
reasons. Likewise, 2D or 3D experiments of the N(HH)CC type, which may provide precious
information on the interface, were prohibited by the low spectral sensitivity in our strongly
diluted membrane preparations.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we have dissected the anatomy of KcsA clusters in native bacterial lipids. By
combining DNP-ssNMR experiments with MD simulations, we demonstrated that K+ channel
gating and clustering are correlated in membranes, which hints at a relationship between
KcsA localization and function. Thereby, our study solves a striking conflict13 in the growing
KcsA cluster literature, and strongly supports previous reports that KcsA channels can open
in a concerted manner.12 Intriguingly, our study discloses that the mem- brane-associated M0
helix is a key element for cluster formation, and likely also for interchannel communication.
In this context, our study highlights the importance of understanding how membrane
proteins interact at high resolution, especially as protein assemblies are ubiquitous in
crowded biological membranes.
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Materials and Methods
Sample preparation
The uniformly (U)

13

C14N or

12

C15N labeled KcsA samples were expressed in a medium

containing U-13C or U-12C glucose and

14

NH4Cl or

15

NH4Cl, respectively. Purification and

reconstitution steps were done following earlier work, see refs. (37,41). Ion channels were
reconstituted in E. coli polar lipids (Avanti) using a protein/lipid (P/L) molar ratio of 1/100
and 1/400 for conventional and DNP-enhanced ssNMR experiments, respectively. For the
conventional ssNMR experiments, the reconstituted samples were washed twice for 1.5 h in
50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, 50 mM K+, 50 mM Na+ (pH 7).
For DNP-ssNMR experiments, the KcsA liposome samples were re-suspended in a 50 µl
solution containing the biradical AMUPol.42 This solution consisted of 15 mM AMUPol
dissolved in 1:2:2 (v/v/v) d8-glycerol:D2O:H2O(buffered). The pH7 buffer was composed by
50 mM sodium phosphate, 50 mM NaCl and 50mM KCl, at final concentration; and the pH 4
buffer was composed by 10 mM sodium citrate and 120 mM NaCl, at final concentration.
Subsequently, samples were collected by centrifugation at 130,000 ×g for 30 min. Pellets were
collected and the procedure was repeated again. Pellet were then packed into 3.2 mm sapphire
rotors.

Solid-state NMR experiments
Conventional ssNMR
NHHC17,43 experiments were carried out in a magnetic field of 16.4 T (700 MHz 1H
frequency, Bruker BioSpin) and a magic angle spinning (MAS) frequency of 7.2 kHz,
respectively. The second and third cross-polarization steps of NHHC experiments were kept
short (100 - 300 μs). The effective sample temperature was set to 255 K, unless indicated
otherwise. A 2D 13C-13C PARIS spectrum41,44 was acquired at 700 MHz and 12 kHz MAS at
270 K.
Conventional ssNMR
DNP-enhanced NHHC experiments were carried out at a proton/electron frequency of 400
MHz/263 GHz (Bruker BioSpin). All DNP experiments were performed at 100 K using a MAS
rate of 8 kHz. For the DNP-enhanced 2D NHHC experiment, we used very short (100 μs)
contact times for the second and third cross-polarization steps and a 1H-1H spin diffusion time
of 600 μs. For the spectral comparison of DNP-enhanced 1D NHHC spectra of closed and
open channels (Figure 2A,B), we scaled the spectra according to their intensities (see S4).
Importantly, we used the same sample preparation for the data acquired in Figure 2A,B.
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The samples were retrieved from the rotor and washed twice with acidic (pH4) or neutral
(pH7) buffers to obtain open or closed channels, respectively. The samples were then rewashed with the appropriate AMUPol buffer as described.

Molecular Dynamics Simulations
CGMD simulations were carried out using the GROMACS package version 4.5.445 and the
MARTINI force field version 2.234 together with an integration step of 20 fs and the standard
settings34 for nonbonded interactions in a NPT ensemble. For nonbonded interactions, we
used the potentials described in the original MARTINI publication,34 i.e., potentials for LJ and
Coulomb interactions that are shifted (using the Gromacs shifting function) to zero between
0.9 – 1.2 nm and 0.0 - 1.2 nm, respectively. The system was semi-isotropically coupled to a
pressure bath at 1 bar (τp = 3 ps) using the Berendsen Barostat46 and coupled (τT = 0.3 ps) to
a heat bath using the Berendsen Thermostat.46 A solvated mixed DOPE : DOPG : Cardiolipin
(7 : 2 : 1 molar ratio) bilayer, consisting of 205 DOPE, 59 DOPG lipids and 30 Cardiolipin,
channel inserted. This system was expanded four times in both x and y dimensions, yielding
a total system of dimensions 42.8 x 42.8 x 9.3 nm3 (xyz) and a total number of beads of
158080. Cardiolipin parameters were taken from ref. (47). The CG KcsA structure was derived
from a closed-conductive channel (pdb code 1K4C48) using the martinize.py script. An elastic
network approach49 with a force constant of 1000 kJ mol-1 nm-2 and a cutoff of 0.9 nm was
used together with the MARTINI force field to ensure long-time stability of the protein fold.
Independent elastic networks were used for each of the four KcsA subunits. No elastic bonds
were applied between M0 helix and TM part of KcsA. The M0 helix was modelled using
secondary structure restraints in MODELLER v9.12.46
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Supporting Information
S1,2. Gating states of KcsA by ssNMR
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Figure S1. Cutouts of a) a 2D 13C-13C PARIS19 spectrum, measured with full-length KcsA, showing
signal patterns that are characteristic41,50–52 for b) the conductive inactivation gate (also called selectivity
filter) and c) the closed activation gate. d) Illustration of the molecular positions of the spectral probes
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Figure S2. 13C-13C PARIS spectra acquired at pH7 (left panel) and pH4 (middle panel). The spectra
were acquired with the mixed-labeled sample used for Figure 1 (lower row), and with the sample
described in Ref (31).

S3. Topology of KcsA in the E.coli liposomes
Treatment of reconstituted KcsA channels with proteases resulted in an almost
homogenous truncated construct of about 10-12 kDa, consistent with a uniform cleavage of
the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain (CPD), resulting in the dissociation of KcsA subunits
(Figure S2). The parallel KcsA topology is illustrated by the complete lack of intact tetramers
and monomers of KcsA, which would be present if channels adopted an antiparallel or random
orientation that inhibited cleavage of the CPDs for a certain number of channels. The size of
the ΔCPD-KcsA construct is highlighted by protease treatment of randomly orientated, DMsolubilized KcsA, which leads to a complete cleavage of the hydrophilic CPD. The position of
trypsin-cleavage sites which are accessible for the enzymes are shown in bold. Analogously,
cleavage sites of Chymotrypsin are restricted to the C- and N-termini.
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Trypsin-cleaveage sites in KcsA (residue-number):
11 (100%); 14 (100%); 19 (100%); 27 (100%); 52 (100%); 64 (100%); 89 (100%); 117 (100%); 121 (100%);
122 (77.3%); 127 (100%); 131 (94.4%); 139 (100%); 142 (100%); 147 (100%); 150 (79.4%); 153 (100%)

Figure S3. In accordance with previous reports,20,53 an enzymatic cleavage assay reveals a parallel
topology of KcsA channels in our reconstituted liposome preparation. The figure shows SDS-PAGE
gels at 12.5% acrylamide with a molecular weight marker (kDa) in the first left-most lane. The threelane groups contain respectively left) KcsA reconstituted in lipid vesicles; middle) KcsA solubilized with
decyl-β-D-maltoside,54 right) protease background profile.

S4. Comparison of the DNP spectra shown in Figure 2
In Figures 2A,B we compared signal intensities of 1D NHHC spectra of open and closed
channels. Since the sample was washed with different buffers to ‘shuttle’ the channels
between closed and open states, the ratio of 13C and 15N labeled channels was the same for
each experiment. However, it was necessary to scale intensities for the comparison due to i)
different DNP-enhancements, and ii) loss of sample after the washing steps. To scale the
spectra, we measured and compared intensities of DNP-enhanced 1D 15N cross-polarization
spectra for each buffer condition. These scaling factors were applied to each experimental
series shown in Figures 2A,B.
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S5. Channel clustering simulation by CGMD

A

B

5

C

Figure S5. In (A), alignment of full-length KcsA crystal structures (pdb code 3EFF)39 to a KcsA dimer
that is representative for the contact map of Figure 3D. The KcsA dimer was taken from the end of the
37.5 μs CGMD simulation (Figure 3B) and back-transformed to atomistic coordinates using the
Backward40 tool. As can be seen from the alignment, the C-terminal cytoplasmic domains (CPDs;
residues 125 – 160) of KcsA channels in clusters are far away from each other, which is also evident in
(B) and (C), showing the same superposition for a larger ensemble of nine simulated KcsA channels
from two different perspectives. This is in good agreement with previous studies, which reported that
CPDs are neither necessary for nor involved in KcsA clusters.12,13
Video S5. The evolution of the 16 coarse-grained KcsA channels in presence of the M0 helix in E. coli
lipids over 37.5 μs. Lipids, water and ions are left out for clarity. The time-resolution of the video is
100 ns. The coloring of the channels is arbitrary.
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Abstract
The alarming rise of antimicrobial resistance requires antibiotics with unexploited
mechanisms. Ideal templates could be antibiotics that target the peptidoglycan
precursor lipid II, known as the bacterial Achilles heel, at an irreplaceable
pyrophosphate group. Such antibiotics would kill multidrug-resistant pathogens at
nanomolecular concentrations without causing antimicrobial resistance. However,
due to the challenge of studying small membrane-embedded drug–receptor complexes
in native conditions, the structural correlates of the pharmaceutically relevant binding
modes are unknown. Here, using advanced highly sensitive solid-state NMR setups,
we present a high-resolution approach to study lipid II-binding antibiotics directly in
cell membranes. On the example of nisin, the preeminent lantibiotic, we show that
the native antibiotic-binding mode strongly differs from previously published
structures, and we demonstrate that functional hotspots correspond to plastic drug
domains that are critical for the cellular adaptability of nisin. Thereby, our approach
provides a foundation for an improved understanding of powerful antibiotics.

Based on the publication:
João Medeiros-Silva, Shehrazade Jekhmane, Alessandra Lucini Paioni, Marc Baldus,
Eefjan Breukink and Markus Weingarth
High-Resolution NMR Studies of Antibiotics in Cellular Membranes.
Nature Communications, 2018, 9 (1), 3963.
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Introduction
The rapid growth of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is a severe threat to global health. To
date, AMR has been observed against all clinically used antibiotics, which is forecast to cause
a staggering 10 million annual human deaths by year 2050.1 It is hence of pressing need to
develop antibiotics that operate via unexploited mechanisms and that are robust to resistance
development.
Structural information is decisive for antibiotic design. However, resolving structural
information that is relevant for drug development is complicated by the potentially critical
influence of the medium on drug-binding modes. Structural data on antibiotic–receptor
interactions are therefore ideally obtained under native conditions, which guarantees that the
most relevant antibiotic state is studied. This tenet is of special importance for antimicrobial
peptides (AMPs) that target bacterial membranes, which are media of enormous complexity.
Most of these antibiotics are active in the micromolar concentration range and non-specifically
target bacterial membranes. A smaller number of AMPs are active in the nanomolar
concentration range, which is achieved by specifically targeting a membrane component such
as the essential cell wall precursor lipid II.2 These lipid II-binding compounds, such as
vancomycin, plectasin,3 tridecaptin,4 or the recently discovered teixobactin,5 can kill
structural information is of particular relevance for antibiotics that target lipid II, whose
accessibility and structure vary across bacteria,6,7 which can modulate drug activity
strongly.3,4,8 However, structural data on lipid II-binding antibiotics are scarce and usually
only available in artificial media such as micelles. Altogether, it is largely unknown how native
conditions modulate membrane-binding antibiotics. This is because quantitative structural
studies of small (10 kDa) drug–receptor complexes in cell membranes present major technical
challenges that are yet to be overcome.
In principle, solid-state NMR (ssNMR) allows for structural studies directly in cell
membranes.9–11 However, native ssNMR studies are enormously challenging due to the low
cellular concentration of the target system and the resulting poor spectral sensitivity. This
problem is even more strongly exacerbated for cellular drug-binding studies with lipid II,
whose minute native concentration cannot be increased recombinantly. In this work, using a
state-of-the-art ssNMR approach that integrates the highly sensitive methods 1H-detection
and high-field dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP), we show high-resolution studies of an
antibiotic–lipid II complex directly in cellular membranes on the example of the lantibiotic
nisin.12 Nisin employs a unique dual mode of antimicrobial action12 and is effective against
multidrug-resistant pathogens. Previous solution NMR studies in organic solvents reported a
nisin:lipid II complex structure (1WCO),13 which served as template for many drug design
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efforts.14–17 Here, we show that the native lipid II-bound state of nisin in cell membranes
strongly differs from the previously published structure. We rationalize the native
conformational space of lipid II-bound nisin and identify plastic domains that enable the
antibiotic to adapt to the cellular environment. Intriguingly, these plastic domains correspond
to pharmaceutical hotspots that allow to improve nisin’s activity, establishing a link between
antimicrobial activity and cellular adaptability. These insights provide a foundation for design
strategies for lipid II-targeting antibiotics and demonstrate the high potential of our native
structural biology approach to obtain an improved understanding of antibiotics that target
membrane constituents.

Results
The nisin : Lipid II pore only forms in membranes

Figure 1. ssNMR experiments of the lipid II–nisin complex in DOPC liposomes. A) Illustration of the
nisin Z peptide–antibiotic. The thio-ether rings are named A–E. Rings A–B are supposed to interact via
five hydrogen bonds with lipid II.13 The non-canonical residues As, A*, O, and U are described in
Supplementary Figure S3A. B) Nisin and lipid II form a defined pore that spans the bacterial
plasmamembrane. See Supplementary Figure S3B for the lipid II structure. C) A “spot-onthe-lawn”
assay shows antimicrobial activity of [13C, 15N]-labeled nisin. D) Overlay of 1H-detected 2D 15N– 1H
spectra of the nisin–lipid II complex in DOPC (blue) and DMSO (red). We measured the ssNMR
spectrum of nisin bound to lipid II in the pore state (2:1 stoichiometry) in DOPC at 950 MHz (1Hfrequency) and 60 kHz MAS. The solution NMR spectrum in DMSO was previously published13 and
shows a 1:1 nisin:lipid II complex. E) Sequential assignments of lipid II-bound nisin in liposomes. Strip
plots are shown from 3D CANH (magenta) and CAcoNH (green) ssNMR experiments. F) Chemical
shift perturbations (CSPs) comparing lipid II-bound nisin in DOPC and DMSO. CSPs were calculated
+

+

according to 𝐶𝑆𝑃 = %&∆ )𝐻* + &∆ ).𝑁/6.51* .
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The heavily modified lantibiotic nisin (34 residues) is characterized by five thio-ether rings
named A–E (Figure 1A). Nisin employs a unique antimicrobial dual mode of action that
combines pore formation and inhibition of the peptidoglycan biosynthesis analogously to
vancomycin.12 These two functions are structurally separated. Via hydrogen bonds with the
backbone amino protons, the N-terminal rings A–B directly bind lipid II at the pyrophosphate
(PPi) group, thereby blocking the peptidoglycan synthesis.13 The PPi group is deemed
irreplaceable, and nisin is therefore highly robust against AMR development. The C-terminal
part, containing rings D–E, is essential for the subsequent pore formation, in which eight
nisin and four lipid II are assumed to span a hole across the plasmamembrane (Figure 1B).18
N- and C-terminal domains are connected via a “hinge” linker, which is common to type A(I)
lantibiotics.19 The hinge is of high pharmacological interest, and mutations / extensions /
deletions of hinge residues improve or reduce the pore-forming of nisin.15,16,20,21 However, in
the absence of high-resolution data for the pore, it is unknown how mutations modulate the
native state of nisin, critically limiting its use as a template. The only information available is
a nisin:lipid II complex solved in DMSO at a 1:1 stoichiometry.13 Interestingly, the 2:1
stoichiometry, found in lipid membranes,18 could not be detected in DMSO.
To investigate the structure of nisin bound to lipid II in the pore state, we first produced
[13C, 15N]-labeled nisin in the native nisin producer Lactococcus lactis. [13C, 15N]-labeled nisin
(MIC) values comparable to previously reported values (see Supplementary Figure S4).22,23
Afterwards, we co-assembled the nisin:lipid II pore at a 2:1 ratio in DOPC liposomes, and
acquired a 1H-detected 2D 15N–1H spectrum with 60 kHz magic angle spinning (MAS) (Figure
1D). We could readily identify the spectrally well-separated signal of residue O2, which
interacts with the PPi group and exhibits the same very high 1H chemical shift of 12.85 ppm
as in DMSO.13 This demonstrates that nisin is bound to lipid II under our experimental
conditions, which is also clearly evidenced by a lipid II-free control sample (Figure 2A). Lipid
II-bound nisin featured sharp, well-resolved NMR signals in DOPC, implying an ordered pore
state. Strikingly, the spectra of lipid II-bound nisin in DOPC and in DMSO drastically deviated
(Figure 1D). To analyze this difference, we de novo assigned the backbone chemical shifts of
lipid II-bound nisin in liposomes using 3D experiments (Figure 1E). The chemical shift
perturbations (CSPs) profile that compares NMR signals in DOPC and DMSO indeed shows
a marked overall conformational change in liposomes. The largest CSPs occur in the Cterminal rings D–E, which is likely diagnostic for pore formation in the DOPC membrane
opposed to a non-pore state in DMSO. Moreover, we also observed stark CSPs for rings A–B,
which strongly suggests that the critical interaction with the PPi group is altered in liposomes.
Intriguingly, in liposomes, we could detect the N-terminal residue I1, which is of high
importance for nisin’s activity for uncertain reasons,24,25 and which remained invisible in
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DMSO.13 Altogether, we succeeded to capture the lipid II-bound state of nisin in the pore at
high spectral resolution. Our data demonstrate that a previously solved structure13 did not
report on a physiologically relevant state. However, given that the medium strongly influences
the conformation of lipid II-bound nisin (Figure 1D), we set out to extend our liposomal
studies of the nisin:lipid II pore to cellular bacterial membranes.

The native nisin : Lipid II pore at high-resolution
SSNMR studies in cellular membranes suffer from low molecular concentration, resulting
in poor sensitivity. We recently demonstrated that 1H-detection can provide the ssNMR
sensitivity required to study recombinantly overexpressed proteins in cell membranes at
physiological temperatures.26 However, studying native lipid II–peptide interactions is much
more challenging because the lipid II concentration is minute in bacterial membranes (0.5mol
% compared to plasmamembrane phospholipids)27 and cannot be increased recombinantly.
To study the native lipid II-bound state of nisin in the pore by 1H-detected ssNMR, we
added nisin to membrane vesicles derived from the Gram-positive bacterium Micrococcus flavus,
a nisin-sensitive bacteria (MIC = 2.7 ± 0.75 nM),22,23 which contain all inherent membrane
components (lipids, proteins, and other biomolecules).27 Our sample contained ~25 μg, i.e.,
less than 10 nmol of antibiotic. Despite of this 15–20-fold concentration reduction compared
to the DOPC sample, we could acquire a sensitive 2D 15N–1H spectrum of lipid II-bound nisin
(Figure 2A). The native spectrum reproduced our DOPC data, and we could annotate most
signals, strongly suggesting that we had captured the native state of lipid II-bound nisin in
the pore in both membrane systems. However, subtle differences, which we discuss below,
between the spectra of the two membrane systems indicated that the cellular environment
modulates the pore conformation. We also detected a second set of signals, which can be seen
by the signals splitting for G14 and As28. As it became clear from a negative control spectrum
in DOPG/DOPC without lipid II (Fig. 2a, in gray), these signals originate from nonspecifically
bound nisin, present in slight excess over lipid II, whose exact native concentration is difficult
to measure. Note that anionic lipids were used to enhance non-specific binding in the control
sample.28
Despite the simultaneous presence of lipid II-bound and nonspecifically attached nisin, a
number of residues (O2, As3, I4, U5, L6, G10, As11, K12, G14, As19, K22, and As28) give
unambiguous signals for the native state of lipid II-bound nisin. Interestingly, the amino
group of residue I1 was not detectable. This suggests that the I1 amino group has a high
mobility, given that we used dipolar ssNMR experiments, in which signal sensitivity decreases
with increased dynamics. Generally, rings A–B (O2–G10) showed marginal CSPs in cell
membranes compared to DOPC, which is in agreement with their tight interaction with the
PPi group, rendering these rings less susceptible to the medium. Exceptions were residues L6
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and especially I4, which both showed 15N CSPs between 0.6 and 1.0 ppm. Furthermore, the
1

H-signals of residues L6, G10, and A*8 were broadened, potentially due to heterogeneous

PPi interactions. Ring C (A*13–As19) showed clear CSPs in cellular membranes, which are
most notable for G14 and As19. Further CSPs for L16–M17 are consistent with the native
spectrum but could not be unambiguously resolved. This suggests that the cellular membrane
subtly changes the C ring conformation, which is essential for nisin activity for unexplained

6

structural reasons.29

Figure 2. The lipid II–nisin complex in cellular membranes. A) Comparison of 1H-detected 2D 15N–1H
spectra of lipid II-bound nisin in native M. flavus membranes (magenta) and in DOPC (cyan). The gray
spectrum shows nisin non-specifically bound to DOPG:DOPC liposomes (7:3 ratio) in the absence of
lipid II. B) Overlay of 2D 15N–1H spectra of lipid II-bound nisin acquired in zwitterionic DOPC (cyan)
and anionic DOPG:DOPC (7:3 ratio) (pink) liposomes. C) Overlay of 2D 15N–1H spectra of lipid IIbound nisin acquired in C18:1 DOPC (cyan) and C14:1 DMoPC (pink) liposomes. D) 1H/2H exchange:
2D 15N–1H spectra of lipid II-bound nisin acquired in DOPC in fully protonated (cyan) and deuterated
(red) buffers. E) 15N R1rho relaxation rates of lipid II-bound nisin acquired in DOPC. The error bars
indicate the standard deviation of the fit. F) Differential 15N T1rho times comparing dynamics in C18:1
DOPC and C14:1 DMoPC liposomes. G) 1H/2H ssNMR exchange results. Dark and light blue beads
represent residues that showed complete and intermediate exchange in deuterated buffers,
respectively. Residues S29/I30 and U33/K34 could not be analyzed due to spectral overlap and fast
dynamics, respectively.

Intriguingly, the hinge (N20–K22) and C-terminal domain (A*23– As28), which form the
actual transmembrane (TM) pore, featured consistent signal shifts in the cellular membrane
compared to DOPC. The hinge is the only TM element that is not restraint in thio-rings and
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is assumed to play a special role.30 Drug development efforts have concentrated on the hinge,
yielding nisin derivatives with enhanced bioactivity.14–16 The hinge residues and A*23–A24 in
direct proximity, showed clear CSPs in cellular membranes. Intriguingly, M21 either strongly
shifted or disappeared in the cellular spectrum due to increased mobility. Altogether, this
suggests that the hinge is plastic and important for the adaption of nisin : lipid II pore to
bacterial membranes. Furthermore, also the pore-forming rings D–E are sensitive to the
membrane environment, as shown by the marked CSP of residue As28. Residues H31–V32
disappeared in the dipolar-based cellular spectrum, pointing to an increased mobility of the
C terminus.

Adaptation of the pore structure to native environment.
The differences between the spectra from DOPC or M. flavus membranes indicate that the
nisin pore structure adapts to the membrane environment. A likely source of this modulation
is the complex composition of lipid tails and headgroups in cellular M. flavus membranes. In
the following, we investigated the impact of the membrane composition on the conformation
and dynamics of lipid II-bound nisin, focusing on two key aspects, i.e., bilayer charge and
thickness. Furthermore, we varied the length of the prenyl-chain of lipid II.
Gram-positive membranes generally are highly enriched in anionic lipids that constitute
usually >50% of the bilayer.31 To test the effect of an anionic bilayer, we acquired ssNMR
data of the lipid II-bound state of nisin in the pore in mixed liposomes composed of anionic
DOPG and zwitterionic DOPC lipids (Figure 2B). Globally, the ssNMR spectrum shows that
nisin is only weakly modulated by the membrane charge, in agreement with its high specificity
for lipid II20. Nonetheless, we observed smaller but clear

15

N CSPs around 0.5–1 ppm for

residues As3–I4, which correspond in direction and magnitude to the signal perturbations in
M. flavus membranes. This means that ring A at the membrane–water interface is modulated
by anionic lipids in cell membranes. Interestingly, this observation agrees with mutagenesis
studies that showed that replacing I4 by a cationic residue favorably affects nisin’s activity.32
Equally interesting, also residues N20 and A*23–A24 at and around the hinge showed
significant CSPs in anionic membranes. These residues all showed significant CSPs in M.
flavus vesicles. Given that the hinge is most likely located in the membrane core and not
directly interacting with lipid headgroups,33 these findings suggest that the hinge
conformations change in order to adapt the pore structure to the membrane charge.
Membrane thickness has been shown to be very important for the pore-forming activity of
some lantibiotics.34,35 Micrococcal membranes contain mainly branched C15:0 fatty acids and
are therefore thinner compared to a DOPC bilayer. To explore the modulatory influence of
the bilayer thickness, we acquired spectra of the lipid II-bound state of nisin in the pore in
liposomes formed of C14:1 DMoPC that is much shorter compared to DOPC (18:1) (Figure
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2C). While rings A–B, that are not in contact with the lipid tails, did not show CSPs in
DMoPC, almost all residues of ring C (e.g., G14 and A15) showed CSPs in the thinner
membrane, and these CSPs are consistent with the cellular M. flavus spectrum (Figure 2A).
Equally in agreement with the cellular spectrum, residues N27–As28 of the TM part also
exhibited clear CSPs in DMoPC. To better rationalize these signal changes, we acquired 15N
T1rho ssNMR relaxation data in order to compare the mobility of the nisin pore in DOPC and
DMoPC liposomes (Figure 2E,F). From this comparison, we sought to understand if the
membrane thickness modulates the conformational dynamics of the pore structure. We
observed a striking stiffening of G14 of ring C in DMoPC, which correlated with a stark
mobility increase of K22 in the hinge. This corroborates our observation that the hinge is
plastic, and suggests that the hinge conformation is coupled to the functionally critical29
conformation of the adjacent C ring. Moreover, the C-terminal As28 showed enhanced
dynamics in DMoPC, which agrees with the reduced thickness of DMoPC membranes and
corroborates our conclusion that the nisin C terminus pierces through the membrane surface.
The enhanced C terminus mobility also explains the absence of the H31–V32 signals in M.
flavus vesicles.
The dodecaprenyl-(C55) prenyl-chain of lipid II is highly conserved in bacteria. Since we
used a slightly shorter heptaprenyl-(C35) lipid II for ssNMR measurements in DOPC
potentially modulate our cellular ssNMR spectra. However, such an influence is not likely,
given that previous leakage studies strongly suggest that the tail of the prenyl-chain is neither
involved in pore formation nor interacts with nisin.23 Indeed, the nisin:(C35)–lipid II and
nisin:(C55)–lipid II complexes give exactly the same 2D NH spectra in DOPC liposomes
(Supplementary Figure S2).

Linker regions enable the cellular adaptability of the pore
So far, our results pointed to an important role of the hinge plasticity, which may be
required for the adaption of the pore to the thickness and charge of the target membrane. In
a pore structure, this may mean that the hinge would be accessible by the water phase through
the pore lumen. Provided the hinge is not involved in strong inter- or intramolecular
interactions, which is expected as it needs to stay flexible, the hinge residues should be
sensitive to deuterium exchange.26,36,37 Indeed, after 1d of incubation in deuterated buffers,
signal of G18–A24 around the hinge had either disappeared or showed strongly decreased
intensity in a 2D 15N–1H spectrum (Figure 2D,G). This demonstrates that the hinge has the
required conformational flexibility to enable the adaption of the pore structure to the cellular
environment, and it also demonstrates that hinge residues line the pore lumen. Surprisingly,
we also observed a complete exchange of K12, and most likely A*13, that link rings B–C. This
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suggests that these residues also line the pore lumen, and that the orientation between rings
B and C exhibits some degree of flexibility, matching with the rearrangement of ring C that
we observed in M. flavus membranes and shorter lipids (Figure 2A,C). Notably, just like the
hinge, residue K12 was identified as pharmaceutical hotspot.38 Altogether, this shows that
drug domains of high functional significance relate to nisin’s plasticity.
Residues O2–G10 did not exchange in deuterated buffers, which is in excellent agreement
with the direct interaction of rings A–B with the PPi group, protecting them from 1H/2H
exchange. Surprisingly, the critical residue I1,24 thought to tightly interact with the PPi
group,25 disappeared in deuterated buffers. This result makes a strong hydrogen bond
between I1 and the PPi group unlikely. To further investigate the role of the I1 amino group,
we measured the nanosecond dynamics (15N T1) of lipid II-bound nisin in DOPC, which
indeed confirmed the high flexibility of the I1 amino group (Supplementary Figure S1), and
which also explains the absence of the I1 amino group in cellular conditions (Figure 2A).

The nisin - Lipid II complex as seen by DNP ssNMR
With the data presented so far, we could capture the native lipid II-bound state of nisin in
the pore and rationalize the influence of cellular membranes on nisin’s lipid II-binding mode.
However, the 1H-detected cellular spectrum did not allow investigating all nisin residues, and
did not provide side chain data, which can often be critical for drug binding. In order to obtain
this complementary information, we sought to use DNP enhancement, which can boost the
NMR signals of biomolecules by orders of magnitude.39–46 Combined with a high-field 800
MHz magnet,47,48 we envisioned that DNP would provide sufficient sensitivity and resolution
to study the nisin pore in cell membranes. Therefore, we used a similar sample preparation
as for cellular 1H-detection, where we could clearly detect the native state of nisin in the pore.
We obtained a DNP enhancement ε of 8 in M. flavus vesicles, which enabled the acquisition
of a well-resolved 2D

13

C–13C spectrum of the lipid II-bound state of nisin in the pore in 4

days of measurement time (Figure 3).
Given that DNP measurements require very low temperatures (100 K), we first explored
the impact of cryogenic temperatures in order to subsequently study the influence of cellular
membranes on the nisin:lipid II pore. This is because at 100 K, conformational dynamics can
result in signal broadening and solvents effects can lead to signal shifts.49–52 Thereby, DNP
spectra can provide valuable information on molecular motions and surface exposure. We
first acquired a so-called 2D 13C–13C “spin diffusion” experiment at 280 K in DOPC to assign
the nisin side chain 13C signals (Figure 3A, in blue). 13C-signals of residues I1–V32 could be
fully assigned (see Supplementary Figure S5 and Supplementary Table1). Notably, while the
C-terminal residues I30–K34 gave only faint signals at 280 K temperature; we could detect
these residues at 250 K (Figure 3G). This confirms the enhanced dynamics of the C terminus
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that we observed in the 1H-detected M. flavus spectrum, implying that C terminus sticks out
of the membrane.
After obtaining the 13C-assignments, we acquired a DNP-enhanced 2D 13C–13C experiment
of lipid II-bound nisin in DOPC at 800 MHz and 100 K as reference spectrum (Figure 3A, in
orange), and compared it to the same type of spectrum acquired in cell membranes (Figure
3B, magenta). The DNP spectrum in DOPC was of appealing resolution, and globally followed
the room temperature (280 K) spectrum closely, which enabled us to analyze most signals at
DNP conditions. Figure 3C shows the (Cα + Cβ) CSPs in DOPC membranes comparing 280
K and cryogenic (100 K) DNP conditions, which enables us to study which side chains are
water-exposed or conformationally heterogeneous. While most nisin residues show minor
signal shifts, we see clear maxima for O2 and I4, which is similar in the cellular DNP
spectrum. These CSPs likely relate to hydration effects, since ring A presumably localizes on
top of the membrane.13 Note that we also verified with further 2D measurements at 280 K
that these CSPs relate to the cryogenic temperatures and are not caused by the DNP radical.53
Surprisingly, while I4 showed CSPs and signal broadening, the I1 side chain featured intense,
defined signals in both DOPC and cellular DNP spectra. This suggests that the I1 side chain
is rigid and water shielded in the native pore. This assumption could be further corroborated
in a series of dipolar-based 2D spectra at 280 K, showing a much faster built-up for I1 side
backbone, may be important for nisin’s pore structure. Note that highly conserved32 residue
P9 showed intense signals without CSPs in DNP spectra in DOPC and M. flavus membranes,
demonstrating that the ring B conformation is highly defined, which is presumably critical for
efficient PPi binding. Intriguingly, the hinge and adjacent residues like A*23 showed strongly
decreased intensities due to signal broadening at DNP conditions in DOPC, which was even
exacerbated in cellular membranes (Figure 3E). This again demonstrates the conformational
heterogeneity of the hinge, which is in very good agreement with our

1

H-detected

experiments. Notably, the A*13 signals disappeared on both sides of the diagonal in the
cellular DNP spectrum, while these signals were visible in DOPC. This broadening most likely
relates to an increased conformational plasticity of residues K12–A*13 that connect ring C to
the PPi-binding motif, which is in excellent agreement with the absence of these residues in
1

H/2H exchange experiments. This highlights that ring C is modulated by the membrane

complexity, as we showed above (Figure 2C). Furthermore, at 100 K, residue S29 showed
severe line broadening in DOPC and cellular membranes, confirming that the C terminus is
dynamically disordered in the native pore. This finding, yet again, underscores the importance
of flexible regions for nisin’s activity, given that mutations of S29 increase nisin’s activity.54
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Figure 3. DNP-enhanced ssNMR on the lipid II-bound state of nisin in the pore. A) 2D 13C–13C ssNMR
spin diffusion spectra of the lipid II-bound state of nisin in the pore in DOPC acquired at 280 K sample
temperature (blue) and at 100 K with DNP enhancement (orange). Red arrows highlight strong CSPs.
B) Overlay of DNP-ssNMR 2D 13C–13C spectra of nisin in the pore acquired in DOPC (orange) and in
cellular M. flavus vesicles (magenta). Both spectra were acquired at identical conditions using 10.6 kHz
MAS, 800 MHz and 40 ms 13C–13C mixing. C) Combined (Cα + Cβ) CSPs comparing lipid II-bound
nisin in DOPC at 280 K against 100 K temperature (DNP conditions). D) 13C cross-polarization spectra
of lipid II-bound nisin in M. flavus vesicles with (magenta) and without (black) DNP enhancement. E)
The hinge domain is conformationally flexible and broadens out at DNP conditions in DOPC (orange).
This is even more pronounced in cellular membranes (magenta). Upper panel: (left) zoom into A*23
adjacent to the hinge; (right) slice through the A*23αβ signal. Lower panel: (left) zoom into M21;
(right) projection along the indirect dimension (26–34 13C ppm). F) 13C–13C PDSD spin diffusion
buildup curves of the Cαβ (continuous lines) and Cαδ (dashed lines) cross-peaks for residues I1 (in
blue) and I4 (red). G) The mobile nisin C terminus gives faint signals in dipolar 2D 13C–13C spectra at
280 K (in gray and dark blue with 100 ms and 30 ms 13C–13C mixing, respectively), while stronger
signals appear at 250 K (in cyan, 50 ms mixing).
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Discussion
Antimicrobial resistance is a severe problem and the development of antibiotics is of high
urgency. Drugs that target lipid II, the bacterial “Achilles heel,” are promising templates for
next-generation antibiotics that are robust against AMR.2 However, the native, i.e.,
pharmaceutically relevant binding modes of these drugs are scarcely understood because the
major technical challenges to study small drug–receptor complexes in cell membranes at the
atomic level are yet to be overcome. In the present study, we introduced a cutting-edge
ssNMR approach that enables comprehensive high-resolution studies of antibiotic–lipid II
complexes directly in native bacterial membranes. We demonstrated our approach on the
example of the lantibiotic nisin, which uses a unique dual mode of action of targeted pore
formation and vancomycin-like blockage of the peptidoglycan synthesis.
A previous solution NMR study in DMSO already provided a nisin:lipid II complex
structure,13 which has been the gold standard for the structural understanding of nisin and
similar lantibiotics. The present ssNMR data conclusively showed that the conformation of
lipid II bound nisin is drastically different in membranes, i.e., the physiologically /
pharmacologically relevant environment. De novo ssNMR assignments demonstrated that the
membrane environment markedly modulates the nisin:lipid II complex structure, which is
because nisin forms a pore complex with lipid II in membranes, as opposed to a non-pore

6

state in DMSO (Figure 1D,F).
Given the marked influence of the membrane environment on the binding mode, it seemed
plausible that the functional state of the nisin pore is modulated by the cellular membrane
complexity. Therefore, as a next step, using 1H-detected ssNMR, we could acquire a spectrum
of the lipid II-bound state of nisin in the pore directly in native M. flavus membranes at
physiological temperatures (Figure 2A). The obtained cellular spectrum globally reproduced
our data in DOPC, and demonstrated that we had discovered the functional state of the pore.
Intriguingly, we observed that specific regions of lipid II-bound nisin were modulated by
cellular conditions (Figure 4A). Using studies in different membrane types, we showed that
the membrane compositions modulate the conformational space of nisin. This modulation is
especially visible around the linker K12 and the hinge N20–K22 that connect both lipid IIbinding and pore-forming functional motifs of nisin. Using 1H/2H exchange experiments, we
showed that these linker domains are not involved in strong intermolecular interactions,
which is required for the plasticity of the linkers (Figure 2D,E). These observations could be
confirmed in high-field DNP-enhanced experiments in native bacterial membranes, where
signals of linker domains and the C terminus exhibited severe signal broadening due to
conformational heterogeneity. Intriguingly, the linker domains and the C terminus were
identified as pharmacological hotspots,15,32,38,54 and modifications of these plastic elements can
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strongly increase nisin’s bioactivity, even against Gram-negative pathogens (Figure 4B).14, 54
Thereby, our study suggests that these flexible linker regions are critical for nisin to adapt to
the target membrane of a given bacterium. This is in excellent agreement with a recent study
that indicated that substitutions/ extensions of the linker domains change the bioactivity of
nisin in a strain-specific manner.30 Furthermore, our

1

H/2H exchange experiments

demonstrate that hinge residues line the pore lumen, which provides the first high-resolution
topological insights in the hitherto elusive pore state (Figure 4A).
Our studies also conclusively showed that the nisin ring A, and especially the conserved
ring B,32 are least modulated by the environment, which is consistent with nisin’s high
specificity for the PPi group. Surprisingly, 1H/2H exchange studies and measurements of
nisin’s dynamics suggest that the critical residue I1 does not engage in strong hydrogen
bonding with the PPi group.13, 25 While we cannot rule out that the N-terminal I1 amino group
transiently interacts with the PPi group, our data hint at an important role for the I1 side
chain, which adopts a well-defined and presumably water-shielded conformation in the native
nisin pore (Figure 3). This assumption is supported by mutational studies that showed a
twofold activity reduction upon replacing I1 by a tryptophan.55

Conclusion
To summarize, our native structural study provides high-resolution insights into the dual
activity of the preeminent lantibiotic nisin. Given the uniqueness of nisin’s binding mode, its
high activity and robustness against AMR development, the use of nisin as a template could
be a promising strategy for the construction of antibiotics. As demonstrated in this work, the
combination of advanced highly sensitive ssNMR methods paves the way to obtain
comprehensive molecular insights into small antibiotic–receptor complexes in a cellular
membrane environment. Such native studies may be particularly important to understand the
pharmaceutically relevant states of lipid II-binding drugs with a high exposure to the
membrane surface.3,5
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Figure 4. The nisin:lipid II pore topology. A) Membrane arrangement of the nisin:lipid II topology as
seen by ssNMR. Plastic residues that are required to adapt to the bacterial target membrane are
highlighted with red circles. Residues that showed 1H/2H exchange are colored in blue and align the
pore lumen. The C terminus is dynamically disordered and resides at the water–membrane interface.
The A–B rings (in magenta) interact with the lipid II PPi group. B) Residues I4,32 K12,38 N20–
K22,15,16,20,21,30 and S2954 are pharmaceutical hotspots that enable to improve nisin’s activity upon
mutation. These residues were all identified as important for nisin’s cellular adaptability in this study.
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Materials and Methods
Sample preparation
The Lactococcus lactis NIZO 22186 strain carrying the nisZ gene was used for nisin
production. Uniformly labeled [13C,15N]-nisin Z was obtained using [13C,15N]-enriched
medium.56 Nisin was extracted from the growth medium using Amberlite XAD-16N (SigmaAldrich) resin and purified with RP-HPLC (Discovery C18, L. × I.D. 150 mm × 2.1 mm, 5
μm particle size). The column was equilibrated with [H2O 95:5 ACN, 0.05% TFA] and elution
was carried out with a linear gradient 50–100% of [ACN 95:5 H2O, 0.05% TFA] at RT and
0.75 ml flow rate. The absorbance of the eluent was monitored at 214 nm and the fractions
containing nisin were subsequently lyophilized. The presence and purity of nisin in the eluted
fractions was confirmed by ESI-MS (Finnigan LCQ Deca XP). See Figure S4 for an HPLC
elution profile and an ESI ionization trance. The concentration of nisin was measured using
the Micro BCA Protein Assay (Thermo Scientific) and cross-validated by 1H-solution NMR
using DSS as an internal standard. Accordingly, the specific absorbance for nisin Z at 220 nm
was 1.214 mg−1 ml mm−1 in 0.05% acetic acid solution.
Antimicrobial activity of nisin was monitored by a bioassay against Staphylococcus simulans
22 (Figure 1C). Accordingly, S. simulans was grown in TSB medium (Sigma-Aldrich) at 37
°C under aerobic conditions. Bacteria were seeded at 1% dilution into soft TSB agar medium
(0,6% agar, cooled to 37 °C), plated and dried. Aliquot of 10 μl of each test sample was
pipetted onto surface of the seeded agar plate, which was afterward dried and incubated
overnight at 37 °C. The test samples containing nisin were prepared in Tris buffer (15 mM
Tris-HCl, 25 mM NaCl, pH 7.0).
Lipid II (lysine form) was purified using published protocols,23 using heptaprenylphosphate as the polyisoprenyl substrate, as this guarantees optimal pore formation by nisin
in DOPC membranes.23
Phospholipids

1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine

(C18:1,

DOPC),

1,2-

dimyristoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (C14:1, DMoPC), and 1,2-dioleoylsn-glycero-3phosphoglycerol (C18:1, DOPG) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc.
Dry lipid films containing the lipid II/phospholipids mixture (4% mol/mol) were hydrated
by vortexing with 1.5 ml of a nisin solution (15 mM Tris-HCl, 25 mM NaCl, pH 7.0). The
correspondent samples contained exact stoichiometric amounts for a 2:1 nisin–lipid II
complex. Subsequently, in order to complete nisin–lipid II pore complex formation, the lipid
suspension containing the pore complex was incubated at room temperature for 90 min.
Liposomes were collected by centrifugation (20,000 ×g) and loaded into Bruker 1.3 or 3.2
mm zirconia rotors. Afterward, supernatants were virtually free of nisin, as we tested with
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antimicrobial activity assays. In total, the samples contained ~0.60 mg and 2.60 mg (150 and
750 nmol) of nisin in the 1.3 and 3.2 mm rotors, respectively. Note that we did not observe
chemical shift differences for the nisin–lipid II complex in DOPC liposomes with different
concentrations (1, 2, or 4 %) of lipid II.
For 1H/2H exchange studies, reconstituted liposomes containing the nisin–lipid II pores
were resuspended in deuterated buffer (99.8% D2O, 25 mM NaCl, 15 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.0)
and incubated for 1 day before ssNMR measurements.
Native membrane vesicles (MVs) preparations were obtained from Micrococcus flavus DSM
1790 strain based on the method described previously.23 Accordingly, the bacteria were grown
in TSB medium (6L) up to an OD600 of 5 (mid log phase). Cells were harvested and washed
with 50 Mm Tris-Cl, pH 8.0, resuspended in the same buffer (30–50 ml per liter of culture),
and lysed over eight runs using a cell disruptor (Constant Systems). The remaining intact
cells were removed by a low-speed centrifugation of the mixture at 600 ×g and the clear
supernatant was centrifuged at 20,000 ×g to collect the membranes. The resulting membrane
pellet was resuspended in the same buffer, flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −20
°C.
During the MVs preparation, a large fraction of the lipid II pool is naturally consumed by
MVs was restored to maximal natural amounts by incubating the membranes in a suspension
with the corresponding lipid II precursors UDP-MurNAc-pentapeptide and UDP-GlcNAc.12
The lipid II concentration in the M. flavus membrane preparations was estimated to be 0.5%
of its total phospholipids molar content,27 which was calculated via an inorganic phosphate
determination. Briefly, membrane lipids were extracted and isolated according to the Bligh–
Dyer procedure57 and the amount of organic phosphate present was subsequently determined
according to the method described by Rouser et al.58 Nisin was accordingly added to the lipid
II-replenished MVs considering a 2:1 nisin:lipid II stoichiometry.
For the cellular 1H-detected ssNMR experiments, M. flavus MVs samples contained ~10
nmol of nisin which were loaded in a Bruker 1.3 mm zirconia rotor. For the cellular DNPssNMR experiments, M. flavus MVs samples contained ~55 nmol of nisin which were loaded
in a Bruker 3.2 mm sapphire rotor.
Reconstituted lipid II-bound nisin in DOPC liposomes (4% lipid II) for the DNP samples
were prepared using 300 nmol lipid II and 600 nmol of nisin. Prior to the measurements, all
DNP samples were suspended in 60% glycerol-d8, 35% buffer solution (25 mM NaCl, 15 mM
Tris-HCl pH 7.0 final concentration), and 5% 15 mM AMUPol53 (final concentration) in D2O.
Samples were filled in a Bruker 3.2 mm sapphire rotor.
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the active enzymes present in the membrane. Therefore, the lipid II content in the M. flavus

CHAPTER 6

NMR spectroscopy
1

H-detected ssNMR experiments were performed at 60 kHz MAS frequency at static

magnetic fields of 18.8 and 22.2 T (800 and 950 MHz 1H-frequency, Bruker Biospin). All
experiments were performed using dipolar-based sequences at a sample temperature of about
310 K. Sequential backbone chemical shift assignments were performed using 3D CANH, 3D
CONH, and 3D CAcoNH experiments.26 For the latter experiment, one-bond polarization 13C–
13

C transfer between CA and CO was achieved with DREAM59 recoupling. For all cross-

polarization (CP) steps, we used ramped (10–20%) contact pulses. All 3D experiments were
acquired with sparse sampling (40–50%). In all 1H-detected experiments, the last transfer
step from 15N to 1H was kept short (500–700 μs) to exclusively obtain intra-residual transfer.
PISSARRO60 low-power (15 kHz decoupling amplitude, 70 μs pulse length) decoupling was
used during all indirect and direct detection periods.
Two-dimensional

13

C-13C spin diffusion experiments at room temperature (280 K) were

performed with PARIS61 recoupling at 950 MHz and 17 kHz MAS frequency. The PARIS
recoupling amplitude was 10 kHz, the mixing time 45 ms, and we used the standard phase
inversion time of half a rotor period (N = ½, i.e., 29.41 μs). SPINAL6462 was used in both
indirect and direct detection periods. For the dipolar magnetization transfer buildup curves
(Figure 3F), we used 2D PDSD

13

C-13C experiments, i.e., we did not apply a recoupling

sequence on the protons in order to emphasize the effect of local molecular motions.
DNP-enhanced 2D

13

C-13C spin diffusion ssNMR experiments were carried out using an

800 MHz/527 GHz setup (Bruker Biospin) at 100 K experimental temperature and 10.6 kHz
MAS. A 13C-13C mixing time of 40 ms was used for all DNP experiments without recoupling
irradiation on the proton channel. SPINAL64 decoupling was used in all detection periods.
1

H-detected 15N T1rho and T1 relaxation experiments were carried out at 950 MHz and 800

MHz magnetic field, respectively, using 60 kHz MAS.26 The

15

N transverse magnetization

decay was probed with a 15N spinlock field of 17.5 kHz, without application of 1H-decoupling
during the 15N spinlock. We measured six points for both T1 (0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, and 18 s) and
T1rho (0, 10, 25, 50, 100, and 130 ms). Only well-isolated peaks were considered for the
analysis, for which we measured the peak intensities. The T1 and T1rho trajectories were fit to
single exponentials.
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Supporting Information
S1. 15N R1 relaxation measurements in Lipid II-bound nisin in DOPC.
15N R1 relaxation in DOPC liposomes
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Figure S1. (left) 15N R1 relaxation rates of Lipid-II bound nisin acquired in DOPC liposomes. The error
bars indicate the standard deviation of the fit. (right) The N-terminal I1 amino-group (in blue) relaxed
very fast, comparable to the N27 side chain (red). Such a fast relaxation is typical for highly flexible
side chains that are not, or only weakly, involved in hydrogen bonding. Note that I1 relaxed so fast that
we could not fit it, and hence not derive a 15N R1 rate. The T1 trajectories were fit to single exponentials
7

according to I = I5 + e89 .

6

S2. Evaluation of the influence of the length of the Lipid II prenyl-chain on Lipid II-bound nisin.

Figure S2. In the cyan 2D NH ssNMR spectrum, we used heptaprenyl-(C35) Lipid II, and
dodecaprenyl-(C55) Lipid II in the black spectrum. The spectra, both acquired in DOPC liposomes,
show no difference, which demonstrates that the tail of the Lipid II prenyl-chain does not strongly
interact with nisin.
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S3. Chemical structures of lipid II and non-canonical aminoacids

Figure S3A. Chemical structures and conventions adopted in this manuscript for the non-canonical
amino acids present in nisin.

Figure S3B. Chemical structure of the Lipid II used for this study.

S4. Nisin purification and evaluation

Figure S4. (A) C18 RP-HPLC elution profile of the L. lactis growth medium extract. Fractions collected
between 24-25 min displayed antimicrobial activity. (B) ESI ionization trace of the eluted fraction
annotated in (A).
The purified nisin displayed a MIC of 3.4 ± 0.75 nM (12.0 ± 2.5 μg/L) against Micrococcus flavus, which
matched that of unlabeled nisin with 2.7 ± 0.75 nM (9.0 ± 2.5 μg/L). These values are consistent with
the reported MIC in the literature for M. flavus.20,22
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S5. Illustration of the assignment strategy for the 2D 13C-13C PARIS spectrum of Lipid-II bound nisin in

Figure S5. (left) Sequential assignments including Cα chemical shifts were obtained from 1H-detected
3D experiments. (right) Thanks to the excellent spectral resolution of the 2D 13C-13C spectrum at 950
MHz magnetic field, knowledge of the Cα chemical shift enabled us to unambiguously assign the
complete 13C side chains of almost all residues of nisin. Furthermore, to solve the very few cases where
spectra overlap complicated side chains assignments, we also acquired 2D 13C-13C spectra with longer
mixing times, as well as a 2D N(C)C experiment. Altogether, we could virtually fully assign the
backbone and side chain carbons of residues I1 – V32 of the nisin : Lipid II pore state. Note that we
could not observe the two last residues Dha33 and Lys34 at the C-terminus; neither using dipolar- nor
scalar-based ssNMR experiments, suggesting intermediate molecular motions.
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S6. Chemical Shift assignments of Lipid II bound-nisin in DOPC liposomes
Table S1. Chemical shift values for nisin Z bound to lipid II in DOPC at pH 7 and approx. 280 K.
Values in parts per million (ppm)
Residue #
Ile
1

NH
39.8

HN
8.05

Hα
4.59

CO
170.6

Cα
61.12

Cβ
35.68

Cγ
26.56;
16.8
16.03

Cδ
13.83

Dhb
2
D-Ala(s) 3
Ile
4

136.6
113.5
119.1

12.85
7.65
8.83

--5.8
4.16

166.9
174.2
174.3

131.1
56.13
63.3

134.5
37.2
38.34

27.65;
18.16

12.67

Dha
Leu

5
6

120.73
116.7

8.28
10.85

--4-4.3

167.3
175.8

134.6
55.01

107.8
38.68

27.2

26.37;
24.11

Ala(s)
Abu
Pro
Gly
Ala(s)
Lys
Abu
Gly
Ala
Leu

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

116.5
104.5
138.3
104.6
113.8
123.8
115.9
105.4
117.3
114.6

7.95
9.55
--9.49
7.05
9.05
8.32
7.64
7.97
8.49

5.43
5.05
4.61
4-4.5
4-4.3
4.4-4.6
4.72
4-4.5
4-4.3
4.2

172.9
175.6
177.3
171.6
177.5
177.7
174.3
176.15
180
176.1

53.9
59
66.61
44.7
55.1
58.73
61.87
45.15
55.01
57.8

38.63
49.1
31.66

24
27.58

38.8
31.14
43.93

26.02
22.96

29.56

19.66
40.76

27.52

25.85;
23.51

Met
Gly
Ala(s)
Asp
Met
Lys
Abu
Ala
Abu
Ala(s)
Asp
Ala(s)
Ser
Ile

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

115.3
101.2
117.9
120.8
111.85
124.8
121
126.1
114.7
123.6
115.6a
118.2
114.4
124.5

8.25
8.14
7.05
9.3
8.36
7.33
9.4
8.41
9.05
9
8
6.55
8.78
9.3

4.2
4.12
5.2-5.5
4.5-5
5.2
4.4-4.6
5.11
3.9
4.76
5.32
5.25
4.5-5
4.5-5
n.d. *

176.5
174.26
173.7
173.6
176.9
176.6
176.8
179
176.7
173.9
175.1
173
172.8
174.2

57.8
44.8
54.06
56.59
52
58.73
60.8
53.5
63.5
59.7
50.73
55.95
56.1
59.4

36.34

31.43

His
Val

31 126.4
32 111.8

9.1
8.37

n.d. *
n.d. *

174.4
n.d. *

n.d.*

n.d. *
n.d.*

54.72
61.60;
60.15
n.d. *
n.d.*

Dha
Lys

33 n.d. *
34 n.d.*

n.d. *
n.d.*

*n.d. = not defined.
**Values obtained via DNP (at 100 K
temperatue).
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a

Nδ = 113.3 ppm

36.5
34.63
30
32.73
50.5
17.97
46.85
41.5
38.5
42.42
64.95
38.2

177
32.3
24.53
23.35

Cε

50.75

41.59

18.2

30.08

17.25
42.01

23.35
178.4

17.68

30.79
33.3

27.78;
17.68
129.9**
20.3

115.9**

137.5**

n.d. *
n.d.*

n.d.*

n.d.*

n.d.*
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In this chapter, I describe the latest progress towards the structure determination of the
nisin – lipid II pore complex. This chapter is the experimental continuation of chapter 6,
therefore the reader is referred to chapters 1 and 6 for an introduction about the nisin – lipid
II system.
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Results and discussion
Pore topology
Figures 1 A and B shows 2D NH and CC spectra of the nisin-lipid II pore complex in
liposomes. The absence of peak-doubling of for nisin residues in these spectra clearly
indicates that nisin adopts one single conformation in the pore. This signifies that the 2:1
nisin : lipid II complex, and hence the entire pore, must adopt a structure with high degree of
symmetry. Only residues M21, As28 and S29 show minor signal broadening, but their
heterogeneity is fully justified by their enhanced conformational plasticity in the pore, as
shown in Chapter 6.
The dipolar-based spectra in Figure 1 further reveal high mobility at the C-terminus (I30K34), visible by the absence or reduced signal intensity of these residues. In a pore context,
this can be justified if the C-terminus stretches out of the surface of the membrane into the
aqueous phase, where it can hold high degrees of freedom. This scenario is strongly supported
by H/D exchange experiments (Chapter 6) where residues H31 and V32 promptly exchange
with the solvent, demonstrating direct exposure of the C-terminus to the solvent (Figure 1
C).
The H/D exchange results also demonstrate that nisin spans across the membrane, given
that most residues are partially or fully shielded from the solvent. Moreover, the linker
residues K12, N20, M21, K22 show partial or total H/D exchange, which implies that these

7

residues are solvent-exposed and align the lumen of the pore (Figure 1 D).

Figure 1. A) 2D 15N-1H spectrum and B) 13C-13C spectrum of the nisin-lipid II pore complex in DOPC
liposomes. C) A representation of the nisin pore. Nisin binds to lipid II at the AB rings, spans across
the membrane, and the C-terminus stretches out of the membrane surface. D) H/D exchange results
presented in Chapter 6 identify the NH groups that are solvent exposed.1
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Nisin : Lipid II interface
The binding of nisin to the pyrophosphate group of lipid II was demonstrated with

31

P

experiments (Figure 2 A,B) conducted in liposomes. In the presence of nisin, the phosphate
signals of lipid II display large chemical shift perturbations that demonstrate binding of the
antibiotic. A dipolar-based 2D HP spectrum provided site-resolved drug - pyrophosphate
contacts, displaying clear correlations between the lipid II phosphate groups and nisin’s amide
protons O2, A*8 and U5/As7. This allows us to pin-point the binding site of nisin to lipid II.
We are currently investigating the full binding interface between lipid II and nisin. Here,
we succeeded to derive an approach to 13C-15N isotope-label lipid II, which is a big step for
structural studies of drug – lipid II complex, and will, for the first time ever, enable to
determine the role of the lipid II sugar-pentapetide headgroup for nisin-pore formation at
atomic scale. In general, these antibiotic – headgroup interactions are critical for the mode if
action of many other promising antibiotics and understanding these interactions at atomic
scale will significantly improve our capacity to use lipid II binding drugs as templates for drug
design. These measurements with labelled lipid II will, for example, finally explain the role of
the critical hydrophobic interaction of nisin residue Ile1, postulated in the previous chapter
and recently supported by mutagenesis studies.2,
Thus far, our ssNMR measurements of labelled lipid II, acquired with dipolar-based
experiments (Figure 2D) in complex with unlabeled nisin, clearly demonstrate that both
sugars are rigid in the pore complex and are most likely directly involved in nisin – lipid II
interactions. The penta-peptide domain is however mobile in the complex, as only two of
these residues (Ala1 and D-γGlu2) are observable in the dipolar-based spectrum. The
flexibility of the pentapeptide domain was confirmed by using J-based experiments, which are
sensitive to high mobility (Figure 2C). Accordingly, the J-based spectrum displays several NH
signals that correspond to the pentapeptide and presumably also one of the the NAc groups.
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Figure 2. A) 1D 1H31P CP spectrum of lipid II in its free state (gray) and after addition of 2 molar
equivalents of nisin (magenta), measured in DOPC liposomes at 11.7 T and 10 kHz MAS B) 2D 1H31PCP spectrum of lipid II – nisin complex, measured in DOPC liposomes at 18.8 T and 60 kHz MAS C)
15
N INEPT spectrum of 15N-13C labelled lipid II in the pore-complex, measured at 16.4 T and 60kHz
MAS. The spectrum displays several NH signals that correspond to the pentapeptide residues and NAc
groups of the sugars. D) 13C-13C spin diffusion spectrum of the pore complex using 15N-13C labelled
lipid II and unlabeled Nisin, measured in DOPC liposomes at 16.4 T and 42 kHz MAS. We can readily
assign the GlucNAc and MurNAc sugars groups, as well as the first two aminoacids Ala-1 and D-γ-Glu2 from the pentapeptide. The last three residues of the pentapeptide (Lys-3, D-Ala-4 and D-Ala-5) are
highly mobile and not visible in this spectrum.

Nisin Monomer Structure
through carbon spin diffusion experiments. The strategy consisted on gradually measuring
longer range carbon-carbon contacts by increasing the spin diffusion mixing times, i.e., short
spin diffusion mixing times (50 ms) provide intra-residue contacts, while longer mixing times
(600 ms) provide inter-residual long-range contacts (i.e. ≥ 5 residues). For example, in Figure
3 B, P9 Cα shows clear contacts to residues L16 and M17, implying that these residues are
spatially close (less than 0.8 nm apart), which is very precious information on the mutual
orientation of the thioether rings B and C. Contacts between nisin monomers were, at this
stage, filtered out by mixing

13

C and

12

C labelled nisin, thereby significantly reducing the

likelihood that two 13C -labelled monomers are next to each other in the pore (Figure 3). In
total, we used four different 13C -13C mixing times of 50, 300, 600, and 1000 ms in order to
obtain a total of 105 medium-range (i.e. 2-4 residues away) and 55 long-range unambiguous
contacts, added to the 5 nisin – Lipid II pyrophosphate contacts obtained with the 2D HP
experiment.
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Figure 3. (Left) Labelling strategy for the selective measurement of intramolecular nisin distance
restraints. (Right) Example of two 2D 13C-13C spin diffusion experiments using PARIS recoupling3 with
(A) 50 ms mixing time, providing intra-residue contacts and (B) 600 ms mixing time, providing long
range contacts (> 4 residues away). Not all resonances were annotated for simplicity, but full
assignments are shown in Figure S1. Measurements were performed in DOPC liposomes and recorded
at 950 MHz (proton frequency) with 17 kHz MAS frequency, at 280K sample temperature.

Figure 4. A) ssNMR structure of nisin inserted in the lipid II pore-complex. B) Comparison between
the ssNMR structure, solved in DOPC liposomes, and the published 1WCO structure solved in DMSO.
Our structure demonstrates major conformational changes in the presence of a bilayer.
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Figure 4 A shows the nisin monomer structure calculated in the pore complex, i.e. the
physiologically relevant conformation. We obtained an average backbone RMSD of 3.5 Å for
residues 1-29, which shows a well-defined conformation for this part of the peptide. Our
structure in lipid bilayers shows very important alterations in comparison to the previous
structure of nisin calculated in DMSO (1WCO). Specifically, we observe major
conformational alterations at the linker residue K12 and the entire C-ring, as well as drastic
differences at the hinge and rings D+E (Figure 4B). The implications of these structural
differences for the pore assembly will be more evident when the complete pore structure is
obtained.

Nisin : Nisin Interface
The nisin : nisin interface was defined by using intermolecular nisin – nisin distance
restrains obtained via dipolar couplings between two different nisin monomers. The
experimental design consisted in mixing exclusively
exclusively

13

15

N-labelled nisin monomers and

C-labelled nisin monomers in equimolar ratio to form

15

N/13C mixed-labelled

pores. Using a so-called 2D 13C-15N PAIN experiment,4 acquired at 950 MHz and 12 kHz MAS,
Magnetization was then transferred from nitrogen to carbon nuclei in to obtain the interchain
nisin contacts (Figure 5 B). As a result, we obtained 30 ambiguous and 4 unambiguous
restraints that define the oligomerization interface. The majority of these contacts at the
interface are related to the D+E rings, which are essential for pore formation.5 At the moment
of writing, the nisin – nisin interface in the pore is being calculated using multi-body docking
in collaboration with Dr. João Rodrigues from the Levitt group at Stanford University.

We successfully obtained the long-sought-after structure of nisin in the pore-complex,
which is the pharmaceutically relevant state. The calculated structure shows stark differences
to the previously published one, which used to be the gold standard for many drug-design
studies. Therefore, the new structure can potentially deeply impact drug design studies, and
provides a much improved basis to find efficient nisin analogues.
Moreover, more than 15 years after its discovery, we are eventually very close to obtaining
the atomic-scale high-resolution structure of the nisin – Lipid II pore, which will be a
substantial achievement and pioneering step for our understanding of lipid II binding drugs.
Along the same lines, our approach to isotope-label Lipid II will have a tremendous impact to
fully understand other highly promising Lipid II binding drugs such as plectasin that are
currently studied in our group, opening exciting avenues for the development of new drugs.
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Materials and Methods
Sample preparation
Nisin and lipid II samples were produced according to the description from Chapter 6. To
obtain labelled lipid II samples, labelled rich medium was employed. Lipid II was extracted
and purified by anion exchange chromatography (S2).
12

C/13C mixed-labelled nisin samples were prepared by mixing 12C-labelled nisin and 13C-

labeleld nisin in equal amounts (50/50). The antibiotic solution was then mixed with lipid IIdoped DOPC liposomes as described in the previous chapter. The same was procedure was
applied for the 13C/15N mixed-labelled nisin sample.

NMR Spectroscopy
Two-dimensional 13C–13C spin diffusion experiments were performed at 280 K with PARIS3
recoupling, measured in a 950 MHz magnet and 17 kHz MAS frequency. The PARIS
recoupling amplitude was 10 kHz with mixing times of 50, 300, 600 and 1000 ms, as
described in the Chapter 6. Two-dimensional 1H–31P spin diffusion experiments were
performed at 280 K at 800 MHz and 60 kHz MAS frequency. Two dimensional

15

N-13C

polarization transfer experiments to probe nisin – nisin intermolecular contacts were
performed at ~270 K with PAIN recoupling at 950 MHz and 12 kHz MAS frequency using 5
ms mixing time.

Nisin monomer structure calculation
Distance restraints were derived from the two-dimensional 13C–13C spin diffusion and 1H31

P-CP experiments. Dihedral angle restraints were derived for residue M21 using TALOS-N6.

The distance and dihedral restrains were applied in a simulated annealing protocol using CNS7
and HADDOCK8,9. Structure calculations were carried out in vacuum.
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Supporting Information

Figure S1. 13C-13C PARIS spectrum acquired with 1000 ms mixing time for long-range distance
constraints for nisin monomer calculation. Black labels are intra residue contacts, blue labels are
sequential contacts, yellow and red labels are long-range and very long-range contacts respectively.
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Figure S2. ESI ionization trace of 13C-15N labelled lipid II, with isotope-labelled head-group.
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Summary and outlook
Solid state NMR is a powerful technique that enables measuring complex systems
such as membrane proteins directly in cellular membranes and at atomic scale. In this
thesis I sought to use this technique to characterize biologically important membraneembedded systems and explore their properties in physiological conditions.
High-resolution solid state NMR applications for membrane proteins
1

H detected solid state NMR is a powerful approach to study membrane proteins

but it hitherto relied on extensive deuteration schemes that severely limit or totally
inhibit studies of transmembrane domains and water-inaccessible domains in general.
To address this issue, in Chapter 2 we developed a novel deuteration strategy, dubbed
Inverse Fractional Deuteration (iFD)1, that enables high

1

H-signal resolution and

sensitivity of solvent-inaccessible domains of proteins. This method provided critical
insights into the transmembrane region of the archetypical potassium channel KcsA,
which included structural elements such as the selectively filter and the pore helix
that have prominent functional roles in the gating cycle of ion channels. The highly
favorable resolution and sensitivity in our 1H-detected spectra allowed us to perform
detailed a analysis of the dynamics and topology of the selectivity filter.
In a proof-of-principle study, the high spectral quality obtained via iFD labelling
also enabled, for the first time ever, the use of 1H detection to measure a membrane
protein directly in native bacterial membranes. Such studies in native cell membranes
can be of great importance to understand membrane protein structure and function,
as we demonstrated in Chapter 6.

The novel methods developed in Chapter 2 paved the way for further studies on
ion channels. In Chapter 3 we performed, for the first time, time-resolved 1H detected
H/D exchange ssNMR in native-like liposomes2 to explore the strength of functionally
important hydrogen bonds at the water-membrane interface of KcsA. As a result, we
identified an unusually strong hydrogen bond network at the turret loop of the K+
channel. Accordingly, the aminoacids involved in the network, although fully solventexposed, did not fully exchange up to several weeks. A closer structural analysis,
supported by MD simulations, suggested that this hydrogen bond network has
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functional relevance for the gating mechanisms at the filter. These findings can be
applicable to a vast range of other K+ channels, including mammalian voltage-gated
K+ channels, given that this hydrogen network is highly conserved.
In Chapter 4 we investigated the molecular determinants for modal gating in K+
channels on the example of KcsA.3 Spontaneous activity shifts at constant
experimental conditions, known as modal gating, have been observed in many K+
channels and are regarded as a widespread regulatory mechanism in ion channels.
However, the molecular underpinning of modal gating was poorly understood. We
combined solid-state NMR with μ-second long MD simulations to investigate, in
native-like liposomes, three KcsA point-mutants (E71A, E71I, E71Q) that represent
different, intrinsically occurring and randomly interchanging gating modes. We
showed that dynamical, conformational changes that shift the equilibrium structure
of the selectivity filter are the underpinning of modal gating in K+ channels. We
further showed that these conformational changes are triggered by fluctuations in
water and hydrogen bonding networks behind the filter.
The supramolecular arrangement of KcsA clusters in native-like membranes was
investigated in Chapter 5 by employing DNP-enhanced ssNMR and MD simulations4.
Our data demonstrated that opening/closing of the lower gate of KcsA is closely
related to channel clustering, thereby establishing a connection between gating and
inter-channel communication. We further showed that the clustering effect is
mediated though the M0 helixes which adhere together upon gate opening.
The nisin – lipid II pore complex
The alarming rise of drug-resistant bacteria urgently calls for novel antibiotics.
Antibiotics that target lipid II, the membrane-embedded precursor of the bacterial
peptidoglycan synthesis, are extremely powerful, but the development of new drugs
is severely hampered by the absence of a physiologically representative structural
basis. Hence, in Chapters 6 and 7 we presented a pioneering native solid state NMR
approach to study Lipid II – antibiotic complexes in the pharmaceutically relevant
conformation.5 Here, we studied the preeminent antibiotic nisin that specifically binds
to lipid II forming a pore complex in the bacterial cell membrane. Our results provided
the topology of the pore, binding interface, resolved dynamics and complete structure
of nisin in the pore complex. The novel nisin structure displayed stark differences to
the only structure available so far, which was calculated in rather artificial media and
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is regarded as a gold standard for drug design studies.
Strikingly, our studies of the nisin-lipid II pore that were conducted directly in
native cellular membranes revealed that nisin displays intrinsic plastic features that
adapt to the target bacterial membrane where it inserts. Interestingly these plastic
components also correspond to hotspots for drug design. Moreover, we successfully
developed an approach to produce 13C-15N labelled Lipid II, which will provide the full
structure of the pore complex and the structural basis for the development of new
antibiotics.
Overall our solid-state NMR approach enables high resolution studies of
membrane-active drugs in pharmaceutically relevant conditions. The studies in
bacterial membranes will also lead to a rational understanding of how the local cellular

8

environment can modulate antibiotic binding and efficiency.
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Samenvatting en perspectieven
Vaste-stof NMR is een krachtige techniek die het mogelijk maakt om complexe
systemen, zoals membraan eiwitten, direct te bestuderen in cellulaire membranen. In
deze thesis heb ik deze techniek gebruikt om biologisch belangrijke membraaningebedde systemen te onderzoeken en bestudeer ik deze eigenschappen onder de
meest fysiologische condities.
Hoge resolutie vaste-stof NMR applicaties voor membraan eiwitten
1

H-gedetecteerde vaste-stof NMR (vsNMR) is een krachtige manier om membraan

eiwitten te bestuderen, echter is het afhankelijk van extensieve deutereringsschema’s
dat het bestuderen van transmembraan domeinen verhinderd. In Hoofdstuk 2
hebben we een nieuwe deutereringsstrategie ontwikkelt, genaamd Inverse Fractional
Deuteration, die het mogelijk maakt om hoge 1H-signaal resolutie en sensitiviteit te
behalen voor oplossing-ontoegankelijke domeinen of eiwitten. Deze methode bracht
inzicht in het transmembraan domain van het kalium kanaal KcsA, inclusief het
prominente filter domein. De verbeterde resolution maakte het mogelijk om het filter
te karakteriseren en om gedetaileerde analyses uit te voeren van de dynamica en
topologie.
De hoge spectrale kwaliteit dat behaald werd middels iFD markering in een
principebewijs studie maakt het ook voor de eerste keer mogelijk om 1H-gedetectie
metingen te verrichten op membraan eiwitten direct in de natieve bacteriële
membranen. Dergelijke studies in natieve celmembranen kunnen van ongekend
belang zijn om de structuur en functie van membraan eiwitten te begrijpen, zoals later
aangetoond in Hoofdstuk 6.
Kanaliserings-gerelateerde studies aan kalium kanalen
De nieuwe methodes die ontwikkeld zijn in Hoofdstuk 2, maakten de weg vrij voor
nieuwe studies aan KcsA kanalen. In Hoofdstuk 3, hebben we tijdsopgelost 1Hgedeteceerde vsNMR methoden gebruikt om H/D-uitwisselingskarakteristieken van
KcsA in natief-achtige liposomen te onderzoeken. We hebben een ongebruikelijk
sterk waterstofbrug netwerk geïdentificeerd bij de turret lus van K+ kanalen. De
aminozuren betrokken in het netwerk, hoewel volledig blootgesteld aan de oplossing,
wisselden niet uit over een periode van enkele weken. Een gedetaileerde structurele
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analyse, ondersteund door MD simulaties, suggereerde dat dit waterstofbrug netwerk
functioneel relevant is voor het kanalisereingsmechanisme bij het filter. Deze
resultaten zijn toepasbaar voor een breed scala van andere K+ kanalen, inclusief
voltage-activerende K+ kanalen van zoogdieren, wanneer gegeven is dat het
waterstofbrug netwerk zeer geconserveerd is.
In Hoofdstuk 4, hebben we moleculaire determinanten voor modale kanalisering
onderzocht in de KcsA, wat wordt gezien als een wijd verspreid mechanisme voor de
regulatie van ion kanalen. We hebben vaste-stof NMR gecombineerd met μ-seconde
lange MD simulaties om drie KcsA punt-mutanten, E71A, E71I en E71Q, die
verschillende kanalisereingsmodes repressenteren, in natief-achtige liposomen te
onderzoeken.

We

tonen

aan

dat

conformationele

veranderingen

bij

het

selectiviteitsfilter de kanaliseringsmodes van het kanaal moduleren. Verder laten we
zijn dat deze conformationele veranderingen geïnduceerd worden door fluctuaties in
water- en waterstofbrug-netwerken achter het filter.
Het supramoleculaire arrangement van KcsA clusters in natief-achtige membranen
was onderzocht in Hoofdstuk 5, door middel van DNP-ondersteunde vsNMR and
MD simulaties. De data toont aan dat het openen/sluiten van de onderste sluis van
KcsA nauw gerelateerd is aan kanaal clusters, waarmee een connectie tussen
kanalisering en inter-kanaal communicatie ontstaat. Verder laten we zien dat het
effect van clusters wordt gemediëerd door de M0 helix domeinen die aan elkaar
hechten wanneer de sluis open gaat.
De Nisine – Lipide II porie complex
De alarmerende toename in medicijn-resistente bacteriën vraagt met spoed voor
echter de ontwikkeling van nieuwe medicijnen is sterk verhinderd door de
afwezigheid van een fysiologische representatieve structurele basis. Doordoor, in
Hoofdstuk 6 & 7, presenteren wij een natieve vaste-stof NMR benadering om lipide
II – antibiotica complexen in een farmaceutische relevante conformatie te bestuderen.
We onderzochten het uitmuntende antibioticum nisine, die specifiek bindt aan lipide
II en daarmee een porie complex vormt in de bacteriële membraan. Onze resultaten
laten de topologie van de porie, bindingsoppervlak, opgeloste dynamica and een
complete structuur van nisine in het porie complex zien. De nieuwe nisine structuur
liet grote verschillen zien met de huidige en enige beschikbare structuur, die berekend
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was in artificiële media en werd gezien als de gouden standaard voor medicijnontwikkelings studies.
Onze studies van de nisine-lipide II porie, die zijn uitgevoerd in natieve cellulaire
membranen, laten zien dat nisine intrinsieke plastische karakterstieken vertoont die
het mogelijke maken voor nisine om in een bacteriële membraan te gaan. Deze
plastische componenten komen ook overeen met hotspots voor medicijn design.
Daarnaast hebben we ook 13C,15N-verrijkt lipide II succesvol geproduceerd, wat het
mogelijk maakte om de volledige structuur van het porie complex op te lossen en
daarmee de structurele basis zal vormen voor de ontwikkeling van nieuwe antibiotica.
Samenvattend, onze vaste-stof NMR benadering maakt het mogelijk om hogeresolutie studies te doen aan membraan-actieve medicijnen onder farmaceutisch
relevante condities. Onze studies, direct uitgevoerd op bacteriële membranen, dragen
bij aan een begrip hoe de lokale cellulaire omgeving antibiotica binding and efficiëntie
kan moduleren.
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